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Introduction 
 
 

For lack of an uncensored medium on the Internet, I am forced to publish an eBook that 
will maintain historical integrity of the open source research into widespread corruption; 
conducted anonymously as a loose and unorganized, yet, concerted effort across many forums, 
sites and discussions. 
 

The material presented herein is relentlessly attacked online and, without using 
mitigating strategies, goes completely unseen. Anything you post on the Internet must pass a 
Kafkaesque trial by fire: 
 

If you make a submission or a comment incorrectly, with the wrong key words or wrong 
article link, you face automatic deletion. You may not even know your submission is deleted, 
unless you go back to check. 
 

This has expanded to machine learning tools scanning for images and words within 
pictures you upload. One famous example comes to mind, where Twitter’s machine learning 
scan falsely interpreted Chris Evans’ high school jacket as containing a swastika and 
automatically removed the image. The question naturally arises, “What else is being 
automatically censored that I don’t know about?” 
 

If you make a submission or comment that large corporations do not like, they have paid assets 
searching 24/7 to descend upon your content in a variety of ways. 
 

Reddit’s “Whitecloaks” community is a great example; where Amazon paid a great deal of 
money in resources to silence criticism of their show, “The Wheel of Time.” The criticism was entirely 
legitimate and well deserved. Anyone who joined Whitecloaks was auto-banned from other Wheel of 
Time communities. Before critics could even chime in on the show in official channels, they were pre-
emptively silenced. 
 

Tens of thousands of dollars were spent on “downvotes” for content within the Whitecloaks 
community, itself, so that it didn’t get any traction. Despite that, the show was so terrible, the 
community drew in thousands of followers who were willing to accept the bans. Reddit, then, made all 
of their posts invisible, replaced the moderators with admin and completely shut down all criticism of 
the terrible, terrible show that was “The Wheel of Time.” 
 

Consider, for a moment, the lengths Amazon and its partners in Big Tech will go to silence 
criticism about a crappy television production. Now, imagine what they’ll do to protect corrupt 
politicians. This idea is what brings me to produce this piece. 
 

Allow me to introduce The Web of Slime. 
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The Rise of Open Source Intelligence 
 

While people often think of open source intelligence as being the ability to gather information 
about people, is goes far beyond that. Not only is OSINT a source of information, it can also be turned 
the other direction into an informational weapon or informational defense. 
 

Organizations in the business of information warfare see certain mediums, not just as a source 
of information, but each as another target in which to poison their enemies with disinformation and 
misinformation; and to protect secrets in a world where secrecy is a force multiplier in the war for 
power. 
 

The OSINT battlefield looks, approximately, like this: 
 

 



A certain level of OSINT capabilities are available to everyone, though the playing field is not 
level considering there are those with a great deal more access and resources. Finding contact 
information simply to write letters and express opinions is well within most people’s grasps.  
 

 
 

How 4chan Doxing Led To The Arrest Of A College Professor 
 

“After days of searching across multiple threads using footage and still photos from the 
protests, one 4chan user who appears to be based in Canada offered up a photo of Clanton 
found on Facebook. The user shared the link to Clanton’s now-defunct Twitter account, which 
used his real name. 

 
The doxing soon intensified. 4chan users hurried to share screenshots of what appeared 

to be his OKCupid profile, a link to his dead grandfather’s obituary with the names of his parents 
and siblings, and photos of him from his other social media accounts. Posters used amateur 
computer software programs to superimpose uncovered photos of Clanton’s face over photos of 
a partially-masked person taken at the demonstration. One user claimed a “general facial shape 
match,” as well as other matches in eyebrow shape, sunglasses, skin tone, and facial hair, to 
prove Canton was the masked person. (It was far from anything resembling exact science.) 

 
To stoke the flames even more, someone surfaced a video of Clanton, who was 

introduced as an anarchist, lecturing about “restorative justice.” 
 

https://archive.ph/csehy 

https://archive.ph/csehy


 Phishing is a more questionable tactic, but is routinely used with impunity to great 
effect. 
 

 
 

The phishing email that hacked the account of John Podesta 
 
 “This appears to be the phishing email that hacked Clinton campaign chairman John 
Podesta’s Gmail account. Further, The Clinton campaign’s own computer help desk thought it 
was real email sent by Google, even though the email address had a suspicious 
“googlemail.com” extension.” 
 

 
 https://archive.ph/n65qw 

https://archive.ph/n65qw


 Flight tracking websites have also been used to great effect. Research on tail numbers 
and flight history has been used on Jeffrey Epstein’s “Lolita Express” plane, most famously. 
However, drone tracking and the tracking of SIGINT aircraft has also been made possible. 
 

 
 

Contribution of the Rapporteur: Research on Planes used by the CIA 
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/7qCWE 

https://archive.ph/7qCWE


The reason that freedom of press was so important to the United States is because it was 
supposed to act as part of checks and balances with government. The press was supposed to empower 
people and help preserve freedom. For this reason, the press is not just heavily infiltrated; it is entirely 
infiltrated and most people are aware of this, though generally not to the full extent. 

 
With OSINT techniques, the average person can discover information that exposes a veritable 

fifth column. 
 

 
 

Basic OSINT proves that the news is completely compromised by overlapping interests of 
government and large corporations. It doesn't take more than a little scratching of the surface of any 
major news story to start catching lies and uncovering conflicts of interest. 
 

One way to expose bad actors is by merely talking about subjects they don't like and waiting to 
see who comes along to censor or derail your discussion. The political zombies come for the contents of 
your mind. 
 

 



The ability to automate conversations greatly increases the opportunity to draw out censors and 
agenda driven Internet users. This automated method is what has allowed me to uncover a great deal of 
issues the official mainstream narratives go to great lengths to cover up. 
 

By drawing out bad actors, modern OSINT techniques provide the opportunity to be able to 
witness and trace conspirators against liberty. It is possible to trace the web of slime to expose the dark 
side of the modern media. 
 

It only takes about 6 companies, which all have mutual shareholders to control all of the media 
put in front of you. Managing mergers between the is important business for those looking to control 
the messaging. 

 
 

 



 
All of these companies have to do, to influence the populace, is keep a handful of high profile 

people "on message" to keep many other people "in line." 
 

 
 

Modern OSINT techniques allow the average person to have a glimpse through the window that 
shows these people are not smarter or better, in any way. The only reason anyone pays any attention to 
them is because they are constantly put in front of your face. 
 

The truth is that most famous people barely have a middle school education. Justin Bieber didn't 
even know what "German" was while doing an interview in New Zealand.  
 

When you peel back the layers of make up and take away the curated scripts, what reveals itself 
is a dark force that once emanated only from the greed and lust for power of evil people, but has 
evolved to include an automated machination that is growing before our eyes; a digital cancer upon 
human success, intellect and quality of life. 
 

 



A Newspeak Word: "Conspiracy" 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Has anyone called you “crazy” for believing something that has a solid amount of evidence 
behind it? A “conspiracy theorist?” People do that because that is what they are trained to do. It is a 
shortcut to looking at evidence. When this happens to you, whether you are right or wrong, you have 
still found that person’s emotional trigger. 
 

 If you take nothing away from this, my overall advice is that disarming emotional triggers is one 
of the most important aspects of becoming a real adult. People operate better when they are calm, cool 
and confident. Emotional resilience is the greatest gift you can give yourself and your children. 
 
 



 
 

Take a moment to  appreciate how wildly successful the CIA was when it instructed all of its 
well-placed influence agents in news agencies to paint dissenters as "infatuated with their own 
conspiracy theories." 
 
CIA Document 1035-960: Concerning Criticism of the Warren Report 
 

 
 
 “(V) infatuated with their own conspiracy theories.” 
 



Not only is this a knee jerk, "go to" response by billions of people who encounter information 
they disagree with, the sophistication of neurolinguistic programming techniques have instilled, in most 
people, that the word "conspiracy", somehow, has something to do with aliens, bigfoot, and other 
topics that are more properly considered "mysteries". 
 

 
 

For this reason, it is always important to remind people that, by definition, a conspiracy is the 
agreement by two or more persons to commit a crime. 
 
 

 
 
 

Despite pointing this out, responses on the Internet, still, generally engage in a false equivalency 
where they want you to believe "aliens" and the existence of corrupt politicians have some kind of 
correlation; they don’t. Not only are there many prosecuted criminal conspiracies in the political and 
corporate realm, there are many unprosecuted criminal conspiracies, as well, operating out in the open, 
as you read this. 
 
 

Numerous Examples of Proven Conspiracies (Now Removed from Reddit) 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161215121406/https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/wiki/locc 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161215121406/https:/www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/wiki/locc


The Great Conspiracy is a crime against humanity, with many conspirators, where the people 
propped up to be your heroes, idols and leaders are actually getting paid off to participate in this 
systematic oppression and destruction of those on the "side" of freedom. 
 

This war against you is orchestrated, from the top down,  upon the human population by an 
increasingly monolithic intelligence community. 
 

 
 

I hope you can suspend your judgment, and wait to decide whether or not you agree with me. 
Wait until after you have seen what millions of other people have seen, but, infuriatingly, the news 
won’t cover.  
 

 
 

Whatever your political alignment, there is something everyone can agree on; greater 
transparency of government. If you write one letter or make one phone call to a politician in your life, 
ask for more transparency. Try not to let confirmation bias cloud your view of politics, which is 
constantly being manipulated. 
 



 
 

Imagine if the spying, invasion of privacy tools Big Tech has were turned, not on the average 
citizen, but for the average citizen, where we all can examine politicians, corporations and bad actors in 
foreign countries. The technological capability is there.  
 

 



 
 

Anyone who is half-way decent at Internet research can easily target an average citizen and 
uncover a great deal about their lives. A government, corporate or political operator has a lot more tools 
to engage in this type of behavior against you, as an individual or as a group. 
 
 

Considering how much corruption is exposed with every leak, where billions are spent on 
damage control, take a moment to consider if we had the same level of transparency we had with John 
Podesta, Hillary Clinton or Hunter Biden with all politicians; on any side of the political spectrum, 
lobbyists and corporations that pay them, and even foreign operatives who interact with our own 
politicians.  
 

Why would we, as a society, NOT want to keep a close eye on the people we elected to be 
leaders? There is simply no reason, with the resources available, to not implement a strict oversight and 
accountability of local, mid-level and high-level government leaders and those tasked with enforcement 
of the law.  

 
The reason the average person has no interest is because their thinking has been steered 

against their own interests; that is the nature of information weapons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations 
 
“What will be the ultimate results of the Wellsian program for the High Cabal and for the World?" 
 

“The Wednesday Psychology Club”, later, “The Vienna Psychology Club,” along with 
“The Coefficients Dining Club”, implemented a theoretical framework for an international group 
of wartime psychologists and psychiatrists to begin to take over the world; conquistadors in 
spectacles and vested suits, and fully loyal to an ambitious group of central bankers with their 
minds set on global domination. 
 

A hybrid government/medical/corporate organization formed along the lines set forth 
by these early pioneers; The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations. 
 

”At Tavistock Consulting we apply a ‘systems-psychodynamic’ theory of change to our 
work with organisations.” 
 

https://archive.ph/HF0s6 
 

”During TIHR70, festival dreamers were invited to take part in our daily inquiry to 
explore what collective meanings we can find from sharing our overnight dreams and what they 
might tell us about our current shared experiences and understandings.” 
 

Read a report on each day’s Social Dreaming by following the links below:” 
 

https://archive.ph/0HUaL 
 

Not only was Tavistock working with allied governments for wartime efforts, they are 
still involved with actors central on the world stage, today. Note a “Conflict of Interest” 
statement regarding Bill Gates, the NIH and the Wellcome Trust, which is an arm of Tavistock. 
 

Introducing the Wellcome Element 
  

“The partner organisation to the Tavistock Institute’s Archive Project is the Wellcome 
Trust, “an independent global charitable foundation dedicated to improving health, because 
good health makes life better”. The Trust provides annually £700 million to support bright minds 
in science, the humanities and the social sciences, as well as education, public engagement and 
the application of research to medicine.” 
 

https://archive.ph/joXBF 
 

The current chair of the board of the Wellcome Trust is Julia Gillard, former Prime 
Minister of Australia, and was previously chaired by MI5’s Eliza Manningham-Buller. 

https://archive.ph/HF0s6
https://archive.ph/0HUaL
https://archive.ph/joXBF


 



Wellcome and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation join the Open Access coalition 
 
“To ensure that research findings are shared widely and are made freely available at the 

time of publication, Wellcome and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation have today (Monday) 
joined cOAlition S and endorsed the principles of Plan S.” 

 
https://archive.ph/rCaZU 
 
Wellcome Trust, Medical Research Council and others call for debate on potential of 

altering DNA to prevent diseases – and risk of ‘designer babies’ 
 
https://archive.ph/5kghH 
 
Marina Abramovic hosted a gala that showed there was a bit of a nexus between 

Wellcome (MI5) and the Clinton Foundation (CIA), with Lynne De Rothschild present. Geneva 
seemed to have given rise to a neuroscience hub that has attracted this cast of characters like 
flies; a web of Tavistockian cut outs. 

 
The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations has given birth to many organizations and 

maintains close ties to a lot of corporate, government and NGO groups; being  a hybrid of these 
types of organizations, itself. 
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/o/rCaZU/https:/www.scienceeurope.org/coalition-s/
https://archive.ph/rCaZU
https://archive.ph/5kghH


The Anti-Defamation League is another arm of Tavistock, where psychologist Kurt Lewin 
authored instructions for the organization on a variety of subjects and established a framework 
to perpetuate a “victim mind set” in those under the influence of the ADL. The ADL’s mother 
institution was the Tavistock Clinic (now combined with the Tavistock Institute for Human 
Relations to form the Tavistock Centre) in London.  
 

Created under the direct patronage of His Royal Highness the Duke of Kent, Tavistock 
was, and is still, today, the leading psychological warfare capability of the British Crown. Its 
network included outposts in continental Europe, North America, Australia, and Asia, with 
funding from British oligarchical families, including their American "cousins," such as the 
Rockefellers and the Mellons.  
 

Under its umbrella were assembled the leading practitioners of psychiatry; but 
Tavistock, unlike treatment clinics dealing with individual patients, sought the development of 
methods of mass social control to support British imperial policy. Their leader, Brig. Gen. John 
Rawlings Rees, called them the advance guard of what he proposed to be an army of 
psychological shock troops, which, through mind-destroying therapies and drugs, would control 
world society for their oligarchical masters. 
 

 
 
John Rawlings Rees 
 

“The clinic specialised in the new 'dynamic psychologies' of Sigmund Freud and his 
followers, and in particular the Object relations theory of Ronald Fairbairn and others. As well as 
educating others at the clinic, Rees took the DPH in 1920 and MRCP in 1936. Rees was one of 
the key figures at the original Tavistock Clinic and became its medical director from 1933. He 
began to make plans to establish an Institute of Medical Psychology, with beds and more 



opportunities to train people in psychiatric methods, and bought a site in Bloomsbury to build it, 
but his plans were halted by the outbreak of World War II.” 
... 

“The work which occupied most of Rees time during the war was the case of Rudolf Hess. 
Together with Henry Dicks, a fellow member of the Tavistock Clinic group, Rees was charged 
with the care of Hitler's Deputy at the secret prison locations where he was held following his 
capture after landing in Scotland.[5] Over the four-year period from June 1941 to Hess' 
appearance at the Nuremberg trial, Rees apparently established a relationship with Hess: Hess' 
diaries record many meetings with Rees, referred to at this time as Colonel Rees, in which Hess 
accused his captors of attempting to poison, drug, and 'mesmerise' him.” 
... 

“At this congress, the World Federation for Mental Health was founded, and Rees was 
elected as the first president. This organisation is now a non-governmental organisation with 
formal consultative status at the United Nations.” 
 

https://archive.ph/5Z1YO 
 

Some principles of mass persuasion: selected findings of research on the sale of 
United States war bonds 

 
”Effective programs of mass persuasion must  

 
1) change the cognitive structures of individuals;  

 
2) change the motivational structures of individuals; and  

 
3) activate new forms of behavior.” 

 
https://archive.ph/dduXE 

 
Don't Let That Shadow Touch Them 

 

             

https://archive.ph/5Z1YO
https://archive.ph/dduXE


Tavistock fits Edward Bernays' explanation of "an invisible government". Their logo, 
itself, communicates that it is made up of multiple circles. 
 

 
 

A good place to start understanding modern mind control is by looking at the origins 
and impact of the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, which was tasked by the British 
government to wield the field of psychology as a weapon of war.  
 

"Systems Psychodynamics" is a weapon upon the population of the world that hides 
behind psychology jargon and pseudoscience; modern black magic. 
 



Tavistock was preceded by the Coefficients Dining Club, who planned World War I to 
"cooperatively make the world more efficient." Their minutes are still available, today, in 
London, where you can see them, yourself. Freud had started his own Wednesday Psychology 
club and held meetings in Vienna. He was doing this the same time Stalin, Hitler and Trotsky 
were also in Vienna. These groups would, eventually, congeal into an International Association 
of Psychologists and expand across the globe. 
 
 
 

Vienna Dreaming 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1913: When Hitler, Trotsky, Tito, Freud and Stalin all lived in the same place  
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/iEVXk 
 

 
“A century ago, one section of Vienna played host to Adolf Hitler, Leon Trotsky, Joseph 

Tito, Sigmund Freud and Joseph Stalin.” 
 
“Beyond that, she adds, "was the surge of energy from the Jewish intelligentsia, and new 

industrialist class, made possible following their being granted full citizenship rights by Franz 
Joseph in 1867, and full access to schools and universities.” 

 

https://archive.ph/iEVXk


Coefficients (dining club) 
 

 
  

Coefficients Club: Window on the High Cabal? 
 

 
   

The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations 
 

“Much the same tactics were used by the Social Science scientists at Tavistock to get the 
United States into WWII, Korea, Vietnam, Serbia and both wars against Iraq. Tavistock began as 
a propaganda creating and disseminating organization at Wellington House in London in the 
run-up to WWI, what Toynbee called "that black hole of disinformation." 

 
https://cognitive-liberty.online/wp-content/uploads/Coleman_John_-

_The_Tavistock_Institute_of_Human_Relations1.pdf 
 
 

https://cognitive-liberty.online/wp-content/uploads/Coleman_John_-_The_Tavistock_Institute_of_Human_Relations1.pdf
https://cognitive-liberty.online/wp-content/uploads/Coleman_John_-_The_Tavistock_Institute_of_Human_Relations1.pdf


Before there was proper name for PTSD, the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations was 
involved in studying “shell shock” and the effects of wartime trauma on the individual. 
 

 
 

  
“New ideas from Tavistock staff were underpinned not only by psychoanalysis, but also 

by personal experience, faith, psychology, anthropology and politics: 
 

- the nonconformist Christianity of the founding physicians, of Bion’s background and 
education, and the Quaker egalitarianism of Rickman and Robertson 

 
- the applied Marxism, social anthropology, field theory, and passion for democracy that 
Trist brought to the post war Tavistock from his time with Lewin in USA in the 1930s” 

  
https://archive.ph/s0Mvf 
 

 

https://archive.ph/s0Mvf


"Principles of mass persuasion" evolved into "systems psychodynamics," which is largely  
based on Wilfred Bion's "basic assumption theory" where your basic assumptions are targeted, 
manipulated, broken down and then reprogrammed in order to control your decision-making 
processes (or lack thereof). 
 

Systems Psychodynamics: The Formative Years of an Interdisciplinary Field at the 
Tavistock Institute 
 

 
 
 “The first element shaping systems psychodynamics is to be found in the theory and 
practice of psychoanalysis which developed during the Victorian era, a period characterized by a 
conservative social climate, accompanied by rapid advances in science, medicine, and  
technological knowledge. Although Sigmund Freud is not known primarily as a group theorist, 
his psychoanalytic theories about individuals and speculations about group and organizational 
dynamics provided the theoretical foundation of systems psychodynamics.” 
 

https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/2c416e8e-98a6-4ceb-aefd-4422d4613e3a/2004-
Syst%20Psych-OPUS%20FRAHER-2004.pdf 
 

Principles of mass persuasion are no longer solely the realm of governments and state 
actors. Large corporate networks have overtaken and surpassed the purview of government 
and wield this weapon with impunity upon you and everyone else, as well as your government 
and the institutions you rely on. 
 

https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/2c416e8e-98a6-4ceb-aefd-4422d4613e3a/2004-Syst%20Psych-OPUS%20FRAHER-2004.pdf
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/2c416e8e-98a6-4ceb-aefd-4422d4613e3a/2004-Syst%20Psych-OPUS%20FRAHER-2004.pdf


 
 
Doing All You Can, Brother? 
 

       
 



I use Tavistock as a working example to demonstrate what is happening behind the 
scenes in society, but you should keep in mind that they are far from the only group behaving in 
this way. Tavistock merely provides the benefit of being well documented and operating “out in 
the open,” even after all these years. They spend a lot of time learning about what works to 
build strategies that don’t work; sabotage. Tension centered strategies are now widely used by 
all propaganda outlets to cause certain groups to be “stuck”, certain groups to split, and 
synthesize news groups to disempower political or corporate opposition. 
 

 
 

Don't get too tied up with Tavistock as being the only bad actor, because they are far 
from the only game in town. Tavistock is simply a good working model of a think tank that 
employs a lot of basic psychological principles, like self-fulfilling prophecy, social dreaming, and 
other occult practices that are updated with modern language; and they are very well 
documented. I hope you can do your own research to verify what I am saying and discover 
more. 
 

Tavistock was a forerunner in forming and implementing  psychological ideas and 
principles to explain black magic. The first psychologists were occultists. "Self-fulfilling 
prophecy" is the psychological term that refers to the individual level of "social dreaming." 
Since researchers began to stumble on Tavistock, after the election, Wikipedia has removed 
their social dreaming page and the Internet, at large, has seen the disappearance of a lot other 
Tavistock documentation, like pieces of their "wartime archives" which aren't even on archive 
sites, anymore. 
 

The reason you should know about social dreaming is because it is, essentially, a black 
magic spell, where you say something that isn't true or hasn't happened (while in a group of 
people) to invoke the principles behind self-fulfilling prophecy. This is how and why "double 
speak" works and why you see so many "double speak" titles in media. They are, essentially, 
casting black magic on you because, even if you don't fall for the ploy, you are angered and 
succumb to negativity to the extent you appear "angry" or "obsessed" so that you can be 
discredited. 
 



 



The Social Dreaming Matrix 
 

 
 

https://www.tavinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/The-Practice-of-Social-
Dreaming-Guiding-Principles.pdf 
 

Joseph Smith, founder of the Mormon church, used social dreaming to make people 
"see" the golden plates with their "mind's eye." So, what Tavistock is doing, is they are studying 
how to explain this religious and ritual behavior in a psychological way. Again, they aren't the 
only game in town. 
 

 
 

Beyond the new technological wave of human resource management, now being 
augmented with machine learning, a monopolistic approach now also combines propaganda 
and neurolinguistic programming at every juncture in your life; at work, while shopping, in the 
drive thru, while gaming. Technology has made it so that the modern man can't get a moment's 
peace. 

https://www.tavinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/The-Practice-of-Social-Dreaming-Guiding-Principles.pdf
https://www.tavinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/The-Practice-of-Social-Dreaming-Guiding-Principles.pdf


 

 
 

A dangerous beast has taken the place of the greedy, undeserving slavers; a new 
monopolistic, uncaring, invisible force that is now driven by a vast network of machines... a 
cloud of calculations that are nothing more than thrumming and pulsing electricity. Information 
warfare is being automated at an alarming rate. 
 

Every basic human need and every basic human function is targeted for monetization. 
Additional human behaviors and interactions are being created specifically for the purpose of 
monetization. When this trend reaches its logical conclusion, everything you do and say will be 
for the purpose of being exploited for profit by another. The digital enslavement of people is 
specifically for the purpose of aiding in your physical enslavement. 
 

This monopolistic force... this Great Conspiracy... has enslaved your governments in 
order to aid in enslaving the world down to the individual level. All governments are quickly 
becoming vassal states to the growing force that is Big Tech. 
 

What this all boils down to is that you, yourself, are exposed to techniques for the 
purpose of mass persuasion and mind control. You can't really be exposed to mainstream 
media, movies, music, the Internet, without your synapses being manipulated on a biological 
level, utilizing the same techniques Tavistock, the CIA and many other groups employ to alter 
your behavior by manipulating the information in front of you and controlling what goes into 
your body, as well as how the people around you act and those you look up to. 
 

 



 



The majority of Neurolinguistic Programming is basic saturation and repetition to access 
your neurology without your consent or permission.  
 

 
 

Neuroscience students, at one point, were given sea slugs to experiment on early in 
their curriculum. The exercise was to apply a piece of ice to it, briefly, then apply a small electric 
shock, which caused the sea slug to shrivel. 
 

Despite not having a brain, or even much of a notochord, their 20,000 or so neurons are 
able to learn the connection between the stimuli, on average, after about 12 shocks. 
Eventually, it will shrivel just at the touch of the ice. 
 

 



Armed with this information, you can start to glean out how important it is not to allow 
yourself to be too saturated by certain messaging. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

The good news is that you can start participating in your own neurolinguistic 
programming and expose yourself to alternative sources of information. The bad news is that 
your opposition has already thought of this and has created numerous alternative “controlled 
opposition” resources that use low budget appearances and different points of view as a cover 
to continue to laying mind traps. Stop and consider that alternative sources of information are 
compromised  for this reason. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
The Tavistock Institute: Destroying The World One Lie At A Time: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPVxs5YZoc8 

 
Tavistock Policy Seminar: Whiteness – A Problem For Our Time: 
https://invidious.tiekoetter.com/watch?v=gL2TE_n4Jlo 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPVxs5YZoc8
https://invidious.tiekoetter.com/watch?v=gL2TE_n4Jlo


How much dopamine do you need to feel "normal"? 
 

 

 
 
 

How healthy is your brain? 
 

 

 
 
 

 



How healthy does Tavistock want your brain to be? 
 

 
 
 



Tavistock, we have a problem....! 
 

“In the past 6 years, The Tavistock Institute has worked with five companies and 
organisations from different sectors – construction, policing, third sector social care, high tech 
global and vehicle manufacture – who, surprisingly, all asked for assistance with the same 
challenge …” 
 

https://archive.ph/ADLOi 
 

“During the 1950s and 1960s, the Institute carried out a number of signature projects in 
collaboration with major manufacturing companies including Unilever, the Ahmedabad 
Manufacturing and Calico Printing Co., Shell, Bayer, and Glacier Metals. They also conducted 
work for the National Coal Board. Particular focuses included management, women in the 
workplace, and the adoption (or rejection) of new technologies. Projects on the interaction 
between people and technology later became known as the sociotechnical approach. 

The 1950s also saw the Institute conducting consumer research and exploring attitudes 
to things as varied as Bovril, fish fingers, coffee and hair. 

In the 1960s and 1970s, there was a notable focus on public health organisations such as 
hospitals. Studies examined a range of aspects of healthcare, from ward management and 
operating theatres to the organisation of cleaning staff. 

More recently, the Institute has conducted work for the European Commission and 
British government bodies.” 
  

https://archive.ph/H684P 
 

James Alefantis' book store carries Tavistock Institute: Social Engineering the Masses. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/ADLOi
https://archive.ph/H684P


“With connections to U.S. research institutes, think tanks and the drug industry, the 
Tavistock has a large reach...” 
 

https://archive.ph/hWOtf 
 

Given that these shadowy hybrid organizations are allowed access to restructure your 
governments, schools, police departments, hospitals, workplaces; I want you to ask yourselves: 
 

How much do you trust the medical industrial complex with Tavistock and its many 
tentacles at the helm? 

Despite whatthe propaganda machine has saturated and repeated the masses with, simple fact 
checking shows that they are all lying. 

 

Dust off any immunobiology text book and you will see that the recent round of 
vaccines under “Operation Warp Speed” did not meet a single criteria for a “safe and effective” 
vaccine. The teachers unions, the new outlets, the politicians; none of them bothered to open a 
book to check a single fact about what constitutes a safe and effective vaccine. They merely 
repeated what they were told to say. 

As it turns out, the CDC found a loophole in funding sources and started it’s own 
foundation to be able to accept money from Big Pharma companies and others. 

Industry has donated over $26m to the coalition through the CDC Foundation since 
2010. Corporate members of the coalition include Abbott Laboratories, AbbVie, Gilead, Janssen, 
Merck, OraSure Technologies, Quest Diagnostics, and Siemens—each of which produces 
products to test for or treat hepatitis C infection. Genentech, Tony Podesta’s first client, 
donates heavily to the CDC Foundation. 

https://archive.ph/hWOtf


The Medical Industrial Complex 
 

Do you trust the Medical Industrial Complex enough to let them be ordered around by 
Bill Gates (not a doctor) or Tedros Ghebreyesus (doctor of philosophy)? 
 

 
 

The people pulling all the strings in the medical industries are also moving into food 
production and food security realms. The easiest way to stop them would be to arrest them for 
the crimes they’ve already committed. 
  
 The World Economic Forum and its allies all seem hellbent on a Great Reset. 



We already know Hollywood isn't going to stop them; quite the opposite. 
 

 
 

Anyone who has been paying attention already has a pretty good idea at how far Big 
Pharma is willing to go to maintain their stranglehold on drug markets, inserting themselves 
into drug policy, drug enforcement and influence campaigns to better ensure, through 
regulatory capture and other means, to maintain their control of the markets and profit 
margins. 
 
Experts warn that 'patient influencers' are being paid by big pharma companies to hawk 
drugs to US consumers without telling them 
 

“experts say that pharmaceutical companies are using small following influencers to 
carry out direct to consumer marketing” 
 

https://archive.ph/TER8W 
 

 

https://archive.ph/TER8W


Citizen contacts Maryland Department of Health to find out why they are so keen to 
push the HPV jab on 11yo children, they cannot provide evidence, so he files a freedom of 
information request and discovers they've been bribed/lobbied by $91.6 million of washed 
Big Pharma money to market the vaccine 
 

https://archive.ph/22Kow 
 

Billions are spent on bots employed by Big Pharma. 
 

 
 

Astroturfing money that benefits Big Pharma is coming out of your tax dollars. 
 

https://archive.ph/22Kow


Biden’s corrupt use of our money to push vax propaganda 
 

https://archive.ph/SIDoz 
 

When the large corporations, the government, the media and the bots on the Internet 
all agree, there is cause for concern. And yet, many people, not just blindly fall into these 
manufactured narratives, many useful idiots on school boards across America have turned to 
tyranny and threats against parents for merely questioning these narratives. 
 

 
 

 

https://archive.ph/SIDoz


People have every right to question the kabuki theater. 
 

      
 

The Medical Industrial Complex has become the latest and greatest vector for trampling 
on people's civil rights. 
 
 The World Health Organization, the CDC and their private corporate partners, like Bill 
Gates and Tavistock, are able to circumvent constitutions and laws in any country using 
information weapons. They are no longer interested in providing real healthcare beyond what 
is needed to maintain the populations’ trust and need in their services. 
 
 The medical field is the perfect place for enemies of freedom to use information 
weapons. The US is being destroyed by bad actors using the medical system as a vector to 
access people’s lives in ways never before possible. 
 



A New Battlefield 
 

Relative to OSINT, ransomware has been responsible for dumping medical intelligence 
on millions of patients around the world. The news has almost completely buried this story, but 
you can find traces of it, around. Scripps, Planned Parenthood, New Zealand and Ireland's 
national health services; their systems (and many others) were compromised by ransomware 
that dumped their databases publicly. 
 

It was a little known website and it started with Broward County's local government 
databases and quickly grew into a global problem. Anyone who was fast enough, watching the 
dump site (it is now shut down), was able to download huge amounts of medical OSINT. 
 

Along with the Wuhan Institute of Virology, a number of co-conspiring groups were 
exposed in email/password combination leaks in April of 2020. The information that was 
exfiltrated (despite many denials to the media) proved that the World Health Organization 
wants to know a lot of details about your medical systems in order to overwhelm them using 
information weapons.  
 

Of course, they don't say it quite like that, but studies on how many beds needed to be 
filled to shut a country down is routinely part of their literature and scenarios are mapped out 
and practiced where this knowledge is easily weaponized to shut down an entire country. 
 

Exposed in these leaks was an effort by the WHO, along with Tavistock tied groups and 
the British military where they participated in a practice lockdown in Sierra Leone over a 
manufactured Ebola scare. 
 

One theory that arose as a result of these leaks was that strains were being digitally 
created and then attempts to use CRISPR technology to make them real were part of Wuhan's 
research. My Mandarin is poor, but I am told that nearly all efforts to CRISPR a digital mock up 
into life almost all failed to reproduce in the wild. 
 

Nearly 25,000 email addresses and passwords allegedly from NIH, WHO, Gates 
Foundation and others are dumped online 

 
https://archive.is/PzpMq 

 
Your medical systems are now officially part of the global information war.  

 
Almost 50,000 Health Plan Members Affected by Ransomware Attack on Broward 
County Public Schools 

 
https://archive.ph/oYtWQ 

 

https://archive.is/PzpMq
https://archive.ph/oYtWQ


Inside Ireland’s Public Healthcare Ransomware Scare 
 

https://archive.ph/Hl6OR 
 

New Zealand hospital faces second week of disruption after major cyber-attack 
 

https://archive.ph/6WvGH 
 

UHS hit with massive cyberattack as hospitals reportedly divert surgeries, ambulances 
 

https://archive.ph/gDbRi 
 

May cyberattack cost Scripps nearly $113M in lost revenue, more costs 
 

https://archive.ph/NRSpR 
 

There is a global war on for your medical information. These are not random hackers 
targeting your hospitals and infrastructure. These are state actors. These state actors have 
successfully exfiltrated your medical data and they dumped it online to cover their tracks. 
 

North Korea has been assigned blame and there was a cell out of Cuba, but some signs 
have also pointed towards US agencies participating. I hope those are rogue elements, but I'm 
not holding my breath. 
 

North Korean State-Sponsored Cyber Actors Use Maui Ransomware to Target the 
Healthcare and Public Health Sector 
 

https://archive.ph/8O3xt 
 

 

https://archive.ph/Hl6OR
https://archive.ph/6WvGH
https://archive.ph/gDbRi
https://archive.ph/NRSpR
https://archive.ph/8O3xt


 
When you begin to look the levers of power within the medical industrial complex, you 

will notice that it is the same cast of characters at the top, making global decisions. Both Jared 
Kushner and Hunter Biden involved themselves in "virus intelligence" and the people behind 
them looked the other way. 
 

More and more actors are squeezing in on the medical industry and that is largely 
responsible for the massive rise in costs; more people are holding their hand out each time a 
patient is seen. 
 

 
 
 
The organizational and bureaucratic costs are becoming astronomical and who do we know 
that involves themselves in "streamlining" medical organizations? 
 
 
There are plenty of books written on the subject of the corruption of the medical industry. 
Given their track record, it seems irresponsible for any country not to keep these companies on 
a tight leash. For the time, it seems the other way around; Big Pharma has our governments by 
the leash. 



 
 

How much proof do you need? 
 

Pharma Fined 14 Billion Dollars in 5 Years 
 

“In the last few years pharmaceutical companies have agreed to pay over $13 billion to resolve 
U.S. Department of Justice allegations of fraudulent marketing practices, including the promotion of 
medicines for uses that were not approved by the Food and Drug Administration. Here are summaries of 
some recent large settlements.” 
 

https://archive.ph/rGwNE 
 

 

https://archive.ph/rGwNE


Twenty-Five Years of Pharmaceutical Industry Criminal and Civil Penalties: 1991 Through 
2015 
 
“From 1991 through 2015, a total of 373 settlements were reached between the federal 

and state governments and pharmaceutical manufacturers, for a total of $35.7 billion. Of these, 
140 were federal settlements, for $31.9 billion, and 233 were state settlements, for $3.8 billion.” 
 

https://archive.ph/bsucj 
 
 
Purdue OxyContin settlement would rank among largest in pharma history 

 
 “OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma LP has reached a tentative multibillion-dollar 
agreement with some plaintiffs aimed at settling thousands of lawsuits over its alleged role in 
the U.S. opioid crisis 
 

Merck & Co $4.85 billion, 2007 
 
American Home Products Corp (Changed name to Wyeth) $3.75 billion, 2000 
 
GlaxoSmithKline Plc $3 billion, 2012 
 
Takeda Pharmaceutical Co Ltd $2.4 billion, 2015 
 
Pfizer Inc $2.3 billion, 2009 
 
Johnson & Johnson $2.2 billion, 2013 
 
Abbott Laboratories $1.6 billion, 2012 
 
Eli Lilly and Co $1.42 billion, 2009” 

 
https://archive.ph/PC8cs 

 
 
Opioid Scandal Haunts Drug Companies As They Respond To Pandemic 

 
 “Last week Johnson & Johnson announced a $1 billion deal with the federal government 
aimed at producing millions of doses of a vaccine now in development.” 
 

https://archive.ph/1M5YF 
 

 
 
 

https://archive.ph/bsucj
https://archive.ph/PC8cs
https://archive.ph/1M5YF


 
 
Iraq war victims allege pharmaceutical companies' bribery led to U.S. troop deaths 

 
 “the corporations knowingly financed the anti-American militia Mahdi Army through bribes and 
kickbacks to officials at a government ministry controlled by the group.” 
 

https://archive.ph/D25OZ 
 

 
AstraZeneca 
 

Drug Giant AstraZeneca to Pay $520 Million to Settle Fraud Case 
 
 “illegally marketed the anti-psychotic drug Seroquel to children and elderly patients for 
uses not approved by the Food and Drug Administration.” 
 

https://archive.ph/Y75iE 
 

AstraZeneca takes $6m hit after 'faking conferences' to bribe doctors 
 
 “Britain’s number two drugmaker — one of the biggest international pharma firms in 
China, with 45,000 staff — falsely recorded improper payments in China and Russia as bona fide 
business expenses, the US Securities and Exchange Commission said. Some bribery allegations 
go back as far as 2005, with AstraZeneca said to have made “improper payments of gifts, 
conference support, travel, cash and other benefits” mainly to Chinese and Russian state 
medical workers “to reward or influence” their purchases of its drugs.” 
 

https://archive.ph/wCxrN 
 

 
Johnson & Johnson 
 

Court Documents: Johnson & Johnson Was ‘Kingpin’ In Opioid Epidemic And Targeted 
Children, Elderly With Marketing 
 

https://archive.ph/cYs5W 
 

Johnson & Johnson to pay $2.2 billion to end U.S. drug probes 
 

https://archive.ph/oeVnR 
 

https://archive.ph/D25OZ
https://archive.ph/Y75iE
https://archive.ph/wCxrN
https://archive.ph/cYs5W
https://archive.ph/oeVnR


 
 
 
Johnson & Johnson asks high court to void $2B talc verdict 

 
”…the company (J&J) knew there was asbestos in products aimed at mothers and babies, 

knew of the potential harm and “misrepresented the safety of these products for decades.”  
 

$750 million: Johnson & Johnson ordered to pay in baby powder case 
 

https://archive.ph/KrxGM 
 

 
Johnson & Johnson to pay $572m for fueling Oklahoma opioid crisis, judge rules 

 
https://archive.ph/OlGGk 

 
Johnson & Johnson settles Ohio lawsuits to avoid federal trial 

 
https://archive.ph/LG1xb 

 
J&J unit to pay $360 million to U.S. to resolve charity kickback probe 

 
https://archive.ph/zU1lc 

 

 
Pfizer 
 

Pfizer accuses Johnson & Johnson of 'anticompetitive practices' in lawsuit 
 

https://archive.ph/uoZdn 
 

Pfizer to pay $2.3 billion, agrees to criminal plea 
 

https://archive.ph/djWvb 
 

Nigeria sues Pfizer for $7bn over 'illegal' tests on children 
 
 “Government suing world’s largest drug manufacturer for allegedly carrying out illegal 
trials of anti-meningitis drug that killed or disabled children” 
 

https://archive.ph/1YjXE 
 

https://archive.ph/KrxGM
https://archive.ph/OlGGk
https://archive.ph/LG1xb
https://archive.ph/zU1lc
https://archive.ph/uoZdn
https://archive.ph/djWvb
https://archive.ph/1YjXE


Pfizer whistleblower's ordeal reaps big rewards 
 
“At Pfizer I was expected to increase profits at all costs, even when sales meant 

endangering lives.” 
 

https://archive.ph/EkoX6 
 

Pfizer settles foreign bribery case with U.S. government 
 

https://archive.ph/reqCj 
 

Pfizer in $486 million settlement of Celebrex, Bextra litigation 
 

https://archive.ph/jC4s6 
 
Pfizer has a policy against ghostwriters, but when it acquired Parke and its Neurontin 

blockbuster it apparently bought an enthusiastic ghostwriting shop within it.” 
 

https://archive.ph/kfkHH 
 
Pfizer to Pay $430 Million Fine over Illegal Marketing 

 
https://archive.ph/MaHTf 

 
Pfizer "Bribe" Scandal in Philippines Heats Up; Company Offered Posters to the 

President 
 

https://archive.ph/SdXcB 
 

GlaxoSmithKline 
 

GlaxoSmithKline settles healthcare fraud case for $3 billion 
 

https://archive.ph/pAjsU 
 
Glaxo given 'serious' warning on false vaccine information 

 
https://archive.ph/b2wpM 

 
Glaxo to pay $750 million in adulterated drugs case 

 
https://archive.ph/ACnIy 

  

https://archive.ph/EkoX6
https://archive.ph/reqCj
https://archive.ph/jC4s6
https://archive.ph/kfkHH
https://archive.ph/MaHTf
https://archive.ph/SdXcB
https://archive.ph/pAjsU
https://archive.ph/b2wpM
https://archive.ph/ACnIy


Evidence grows for narcolepsy link to GSK swine flu shot 
 

https://archive.ph/MryVT 
 

“There’s no doubt in my mind whatsoever that Pandemrix increased the occurrence of 
narcolepsy onset in children in some countries - and probably in most countries,” says Mignot, 
a specialist in the sleep disorder at Stanford University in the United States. 
 

UK study strengthens link between GSK flu shot and narcolepsy 
 

https://archive.ph/Sy6uI 
 

Chinese police charge British former head of GSK in China with bribery 
 

https://archive.ph/wRZay 
 

Sex video new twist in GSK China bribery scandal 
 

https://archive.ph/9jYMA 
 

Merck 
 

Merck settles Vioxx claims for $4.85 billion 
 

https://archive.ph/12i4W 
 

Merck accused of stonewalling in mumps vaccine antitrust lawsuit 
 

https://archive.ph/dE6iL 
 

Former Merck Scientists Sue Merck Alleging MMR Vaccine Efficacy Fraud 
 

https://archive.ph/fry62 
 

Merck Created Hit List to "Destroy," "Neutralize" or "Discredit" Dissenting Doctors 
 

https://archive.ph/wwJLB 
 

New Merck Allegations: A Fake Journal; Ghostwritten Studies; Vioxx Pop Songs; PR Execs 
Harass Reporters 
 

https://archive.ph/SRvVu 
 

https://archive.ph/MryVT
https://archive.ph/Sy6uI
https://archive.ph/wRZay
https://archive.ph/9jYMA
https://archive.ph/12i4W
https://archive.ph/dE6iL
https://archive.ph/fry62
https://archive.ph/wwJLB
https://archive.ph/SRvVu


Gardasil Researcher Speaks Out 
 

https://archive.ph/6iX1w 
 

New Worries About Gardasil Safety 
 

https://archive.ph/atl7O 
 

HPV vaccine is neither safe nor effective 
 

https://archive.ph/9koKh 
 

U.S. court pays $6 million to Gardasil victims 
 

https://archive.ph/AQCtv 
 

Merck to pay $688 million to settle Enhance lawsuits 
 

https://archive.ph/e9HlY 
 
Is Merck's Singulair Patent a Fraud? Suit Lays Out Timeline of Omissions 

 
“Merck deliberately engaged in inequitable and fraudulent conduct in its statements and 

submissions to the PTO.” 
 

https://archive.ph/p1wkT 
 

U.S. court upholds dismissal of $200 million Merck verdict against Gilead 
 

https://archive.ph/nWcjv 
 

“The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit upheld a June 2016 ruling that the two 
Merck patents, which cover methods of treating Hepatitis C, were unenforceable because of a 
pattern of misconduct by the company, including lying under oath by one of its in-house 
lawyers.” 

 

Rampant Criminality 
 

Insys founder John Kapoor sentenced for role in fraud, bribery scheme that contributed 
to opioid crisis 

 
https://archive.ph/YUj2R 

 

https://archive.ph/6iX1w
https://archive.ph/atl7O
https://archive.ph/9koKh
https://archive.ph/AQCtv
https://archive.ph/e9HlY
https://archive.ph/p1wkT
https://archive.ph/nWcjv
https://archive.ph/YUj2R


Teva settles multibillion-dollar drug kickback case ahead of trial 
 

https://archive.ph/mskqP 
 

Abbott to pay $1.6 billion for Depakote marketing 
 

https://archive.ph/8A0ds 
 

Eli Lilly to pay $1.42 bln to resolve Zyprexa probes 
 

https://archive.ph/IXFN6 
 

Cancer drug probe nets $875 million settlement 
 

https://archive.ph/v80Bq 
 

Court approves Amgen's $762 million payment in drug case 
 

https://archive.ph/HU0Np 
 

Allergan signs $750 million settlement with purchasers of Alzheimer's drug Namenda 
 

https://archive.ph/mK3vb 
 

AIDS drug maker settles kickback charges for $704 million 
 

https://archive.ph/W7I5P 
 

California lawsuit accuses Bristol-Myers Squibb of fraud, kickbacks 
 

https://archive.ph/c4nkA 
 

Ex-pharma CEO pleads guilty to kickbacks to doctors for opioid prescriptions 
 

https://archive.ph/5LKfJ 
 

U.S. sues Novartis, alleging kickbacks to pharmacies 
 

https://archive.ph/SW423 
 

Baxter admits flu product contained live bird flu virus 
 

https://archive.ph/1A6cX 
 

https://archive.ph/mskqP
https://archive.ph/8A0ds
https://archive.ph/IXFN6
https://archive.ph/v80Bq
https://archive.ph/HU0Np
https://archive.ph/mK3vb
https://archive.ph/W7I5P
https://archive.ph/c4nkA
https://archive.ph/5LKfJ
https://archive.ph/SW423
https://archive.ph/1A6cX


Dengue vaccine fiasco leads to criminal charges for researcher in the Philippines 
 

https://archive.ph/zrnQD 
 

Charity to pay $4 million to resolve U.S. pharma kickback probe 
 

https://archive.ph/IIWdY 
 

New York doctor convicted of taking kickbacks from opioid maker Insys 
 

https://archive.ph/cwUF6 
 

Ex-pharma CEO pleads guilty to kickbacks to doctors for opioid prescriptions 
 

https://archive.ph/5LKfJ 
 

Cashing in on dementia patients: drugmaker to pay $116 million in fraud settlement 
 

https://archive.ph/5Fute 
 

Sanofi Pays $25 Million to Settle Bribery Charges 
 

https://archive.ph/8uKqX 
 

Wyeth loses Prempro trial, to pay $1.5 million 
 

“Wyeth protected their bottom dollar instead of protecting the patients,” Zoe Littlepage, 
attorney for plaintiff Mary Daniel, said in a statement.” 
 

https://archive.ph/tKXvG 
 

Zantac and other heartburn drugs recalled over possible cancer link 
 

https://archive.ph/uHmJS 
 

After such a slimy history, only a fool would trust these companies that have bribed and 
blackmailed their way into inserting themselves at every level of our lives; even going so far as 
to telling our schools how to raise our children in order to teach them ways to be better 
customers, rather than to protect their liberty and lives. 
 

When the medical industry and government team up under a cloud of bribes, it is cause 
for concern and, yet, everyone ignores it. Many people have forgotten the many compulsory 
sterilization campaigns and weird vaccine campaigns their governments have already 
participated in. Why trust them, now? 

https://archive.ph/zrnQD
https://archive.ph/IIWdY
https://archive.ph/cwUF6
https://archive.ph/5LKfJ
https://archive.ph/5Fute
https://archive.ph/8uKqX
https://archive.ph/tKXvG
https://archive.ph/uHmJS


 

Compulsory Sterilization 
 
 “Compulsory sterilization, also known as forced or coerced sterilization, is a government-
mandated program to involuntarily sterilize a specific group of people. Compulsory sterilization 
removes a person's capacity to reproduce, usually through surgical procedures. Several 
countries implemented sterilization programs in the early 20th century. Although such programs 
have been made illegal in most countries of the world, instances of forced or coerced 
sterilizations persist.” 
 

https://archive.ph/LbzDi 
 

How the CIA’s Fake Vaccination Campaign Endangers Us All 
 

“There must be a red line drawn between humanitarian efforts and the machinations of warfare, 
no matter how unconventional. The costs to future humanitarian endeavors, global stability and U.S. 
national security of doing otherwise are too high—even when weighed against the liquidation of one of 
the U.S.'s most fearsome enemies and even if no other option is available. As outlined in a letter signed 
by the deans of a dozen prominent schools of public health that was sent to the White House, President 
Barack Obama should direct all U.S. military and intelligence agencies to refrain from using a medical or 
humanitarian cover to achieve their objectives. Such efforts are bad medicine and bad spy craft. A wise 
leader would disavow them.” 

 
https://archive.ph/MmGye 

 
The marriage of the intelligence community and the medical industry should be 

concerning to a lot more people. 
 
Medical intelligence, security and global health: the foundations of a new health agenda 

 
“That category of intelligence resulting from the collection, evaluation, analysis, and 

interpretation of foreign medical, bio-scientific, and environmental information which is of 
interest to strategic planning and to military medical planning and operations for the 
conservation of the fighting force and formation of assessments of foreign medical capabilities 
in both military and civilian sectors.” 
 

 https://archive.ph/R4tqv 

 

 Imagine when government facial recognition intelligence, medical data and machine 
learning tools are combined. It’s already happening. When state actors want to delete a certain 
trait from the population, they will be able to use the combined powers of these tools to hunt 
and eliminate people and groups of people with complete immunity. 

https://archive.ph/LbzDi
https://archive.ph/MmGye
https://archive.ph/R4tqv


I don’t take a position on whether this post is fact or fiction, but I do think it is important 
to be able to pose the question. What if some lot numbers or all lot numbers shared some 
similarities with “SpayVac”? We have the right to question the science, given the medical 
industry’s history. 

 

 



A Great Wilderness of Mirrors:  
The Intelligence Community 

 
In the 15th Century, the term “intelligence” began to be used in reference to secret 

knowledge from spies. The processes of collection, interpretation and implementation of 
military and political knowledge has grown in scope, throughout human history, but many of 
the principles have been the same for thousands of years. 
 

 
 

While many people often think of “spies” as James Bond like figures, the truth is usually 
a lot more boring and slow. The most prolific spies, in this day and age, are millions of computer 
scripts working in the background to serve up the most important information to their masters. 
While military and political bodies engage in this behavior on a technologically advanced scale, 
the truth is that anyone can tap into this infrastructure to perform their own “intelligence” 
activities to stay informed, make money, keep secrets, uncover secrets, etc.  
 

In ancient history, leaders even considered “spiritual intelligence” from oracles, 
astrology and prophecy to be legitimate. It is curious to note the symbols from these groups 
still persist in the intelligence community, today. After a failure of this type of intelligence, the 
Romans admit, “trust in the gods, but verify.” 
 

 



Good intelligence is a force multiplier and it is important to know the history to better 
understand how and why. The history of intelligence starts with battlefield intelligence through 
the use of scouts; where men were sent out ahead of the bulk of their forces to uncover useful 
information about enemy troop locations, numbers and supporting logistics. Think of 
“scouting” as primitive “spying.” 
 

Consider reading The Second Oldest Profession: A World History of Espionage:  
 

https://www.academia.edu/12566575/The_Second_Oldest_Profession_A_World_Histor
y_of_Espionage_Prince_Frederick_MD_Recorded_Books_Inc_2011_2012_ 
 

 
  

The Bible and The Art of War both discuss the use of spies. In Chapter 13 of the Art of 
War even discusses using double agents, doomed spies and other variations of spy craft. I feel 
this is important to point out because the news, today, is not willing to report on spying in such 
a way that treats these concepts as common place. Double agents have been commonplace for 
thousands of years. Doomed spies have been commonplace for thousands of years. 
 

The Art of War:  
 

https://archive.ph/g94DA 
 

https://www.academia.edu/12566575/The_Second_Oldest_Profession_A_World_History_of_Espionage_Prince_Frederick_MD_Recorded_Books_Inc_2011_2012_
https://www.academia.edu/12566575/The_Second_Oldest_Profession_A_World_History_of_Espionage_Prince_Frederick_MD_Recorded_Books_Inc_2011_2012_
https://archive.ph/g94DA


 
  

For thousands of years, while mankind’s intelligence infrastructure has grown, so has 
their innovation regarding spies’ ability to improve their subterfuge. From dead drops, to 
modified limited hang outs, to bad jacketing operations; there is a lot that the average person 
knows from movies and TV shows, but a lot that most people aren’t looking for, even though it 
is happening right in front of their faces. 
 

“Spy Terms and Phrases” includes some of these:  
 

http://archive.fo/46h5o 
 

Wikispooks has some interesting ones, as well: 
 

Everyone should take a moment to understand how limited hangouts work. 
 
 “A limited hangout is the deliberate revelation of some information (e.g. about 
malfeasance) to try to confuse and/or prevent discovery of other information. A modified 
limited hangout goes further, by slightly changing the information disclosed.” 
 

Wikispooks: https://archive.ph/vpRuK 
 

Bad Jacketing 
 
 “Bad-jacketing is "the practice of creating suspicion—through the spreading of rumors, 
manufacturing of evidence, etc.—which allude to bona fide key organizational members as 
being either FBI/police informers, or guilty of offenses such as skimming organization funds." 
Scholar Mark Anthony Neal writes that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) under J. Edgar 
Hoover used the technique against the Black Panther Party (BPP) and other Black Power 
organizations as part of its COINTELPRO operations. Neal writes that this technique was 

http://archive.fo/46h5o
https://archive.ph/vpRuK


effective in isolating key individuals, forcing them out of the organization, and that its 
effectiveness was enhanced by the tendency of Black Power activists to divide among "rigid 
racial, ideological, and increasingly gendered" lines.” 
 

https://archive.ph/ARHku 
 

Blackmail Rings 
 

 
 

Canary Trap 
 
 “A canary trap is a method for exposing an information leak by giving different versions 
of a sensitive document to each of several suspects and seeing which version gets leaked. It 
could be one false statement, to see if sensitive information gets out to other people as well. 
Special attention is paid to the quality of the prose of the unique language, in the hopes that the 
suspect will repeat it verbatim in the leak, thereby identifying the version of the document.” 
 

https://archive.ph/DLpDp 
 

An extension of the ideas behind scouting was the first signals intelligence, where 
several torches, next to each other, could be used to communicate information across long 
distances. Prior using signal torches in a variety of combinations, flags, pigeons, or a series of 
fast runners and horses were the fastest way to communicate. Another primitive signaling 
technology was “heliographic” in that a shield or a mirror could be used to reflect the sun at 
allies. 
 
 

https://archive.ph/ARHku
https://archive.ph/DLpDp


 
 

I recommend “Early History of Data Networks”:  
 
https://archive.org/details/earlyhistoryofda0000holz/page/n5/mode/2up 

 
4 minutes into “Visual Telegraphs” can give you an idea of how a series of torches can 

be used to communicate a great deal of information. 
 

Visual Telegraphs  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKkacTkCjjs 
 

Compartmentalization is a primary consideration in all intelligence operations. There is 
no reason to have the group collecting the raw data interact with the group analyzing the data 
or either of those groups to act upon the data. It is wise to even isolate groups within these 
groups so that no one party has the full picture. The secret of Greek Repeating Fire was kept 
this way and lost this way towards the end of the Byzantine Empire. Each group made a 
component like “lamp oil” not having any idea that they were making one of the five necessary 
pieces to Greek Fire that would be mixed and heated on the ship to use against enemies. 
 

 

https://archive.org/details/earlyhistoryofda0000holz/page/n5/mode/2up
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKkacTkCjjs


From NPC to NPC 
  

 
 

An NPC Influence Network 
 

 
 

Influence Conglomerates 
 

 



Rome was forced to adapt their spy networks after the invasion of Hannibal, where 
large covert groups were funneling information over long distances to the politicians within 
Rome. The major failure of this was the fact that the politicians were so easily manipulated. 
Caesar began using ciphers that gave him a great advantage in counterintelligence, the type of 
which would have prevented Hannibal’s success and others who would operate like him. 
 

 
 

Cipher Code Wheel 
 

 
 

Between cyphers and compartmentalization, it became impossible to use torture to get 
the truth from captives; they simply didn’t know. For this reason, it also is also a tactical 
advantage to target your own intelligence network with a constant stream of disinformation. 
Given that 75% of Rome’s emperors were assassinated, the question one should ask is, “Was 
Rome’s intelligence apparatus successful? Or not?” 

 
 

 



Intelligence failures are usually the only real opportunity to study what goes on in 
secret. The frumentarii being infiltrated by the Christians they originally set out to vanquish is 
an interesting example; which turned to hunting the heretics within a single generation. The 
False Dmitry presented by the Jesuits, as they played kingmaker, was exposed. But these 
failures are never publicized as failures. Caesar was not the first to package defeats as victories. 
 

Jesuit intelligence, known as “The Holy Alliance” had been operating for hundreds of 
years and well into World War II, where they managed to acquire the plans for the Nazi 
invasion of Russia. There is no reason to think that they are not in operation, today. 
 

 
 

Just as I was writing this, the CIA took down a report on the Vatican's intelligence 
network. 
  
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/OSS%20-%20SSU%20-
%20CIG%20EARLY%20CIA%20DOCUMENTS%20%20%20VOL.%201_0008.pdf 
 

I'm sure, if you dig around, you can find a more usable copy. 
 

https://archive.ph/UiZWm 
 

Vatican Assassins 
 

https://www.academia.edu/4642024/Vatican_Assassins 
 
 

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/OSS%20-%20SSU%20-%20CIG%20EARLY%20CIA%20DOCUMENTS%20%20%20VOL.%201_0008.pdf
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/OSS%20-%20SSU%20-%20CIG%20EARLY%20CIA%20DOCUMENTS%20%20%20VOL.%201_0008.pdf
https://archive.ph/UiZWm
https://www.academia.edu/4642024/Vatican_Assassins


“The Unholy Alliance” was an expansion of the Holy Alliance to include Zionist and 
Wahhabist leadership. The average person does not want to believe the institutions they are 
loyal to are acting against their interests, but modernization has allowed for greater clandestine 
cooperation between covert groups. Many people are willing to accept that China and Russian 
military intelligence work together, but few Americans are willing to accept the US Intelligence, 
Five Eyes and Russia are also collaborating. 
 

The Unholy Alliance is now global and, as James Angleton once said, “There are many 
rooms in the mansion.” 
 

 
 

 
Skolkovo is a highline example. 

 

 
 
 

Hillary’s Secret Kremlin Connection Is Quickly Unraveling 
 

https://archive.ph/rly9M 
 

https://archive.ph/rly9M


Behind all of these “on the ground” operations, is a great deal of data and 
communication and the implementation of propaganda goes hand in hand with anything that 
an operative does on the ground; exaggerating victories, covering for defeats, misdirecting 
enemies, misdirecting friends who could be spied on by enemies, and none of the 
compartmentalized groups have to be aware of what the other is doing. 
 

 
 

I found the “The Disinformation Ecosystem” (very left leaning) to be of interest, as it 
highlights exactly how journalists (interpreters) are targeted by the (influencers) authors: 
 

https://firstdraftnews.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/The-Disinformation-
Ecosystem-20180207-v2.pdf 
 

 
 

https://firstdraftnews.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/The-Disinformation-Ecosystem-20180207-v2.pdf
https://firstdraftnews.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/The-Disinformation-Ecosystem-20180207-v2.pdf


A modern example of disinformation within compartments is the use of MARSOC in 
taking out Zeta Cartel assets. 
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/Hi4qG 
 

While everyone can get on board with taking on the cartels and good soldiers are ready 
to do their part (Go, Team!), the Sinaloa Cartel was benefitting from the Fast and Furious 
gunwalking scandal. Our Marines were being used to take out Sinaloa competition. In a 
compartmentalized fashion, the overall picture is missed. In tandem with media spotlights and 
disinformation, the pattern of CIA dealing in drugs and guns is successfully ignored despite 
decades of proof. 

 

 
 

https://archive.ph/Hi4qG


ATF gunwalking scandal:  
 
 “Guns tracked by the ATF have been found at crime scenes on both sides of the Mexico–
United States border, and the scene where United States Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry was 
killed in December 2010. The "gunwalking" operations became public in the aftermath of Terry's 
murder. Dissenting ATF agents came forward to Congress in response. According to Humberto 
Benítez Treviño, former Mexican Attorney General and chair of the justice committee in the 
Chamber of Deputies, related firearms have been found at numerous crime scenes in Mexico 
where at least 150 Mexican civilians were maimed or killed. Revelations of "gunwalking" led to 
controversy in both countries, and diplomatic relations were damaged. 

As a result of a dispute over the release of Justice Department documents related to the 
scandal, Attorney General Eric Holder became the first sitting member of the Cabinet of the 
United States to be held in contempt of Congress on June 28, 2012, in a vote largely along party 
lines in a Republican-controlled House.[18][19] At Holder's request, President Barack Obama 
had invoked executive privilege for the first time in his presidency in order to withhold 
documents that "were not generated in the course of the conduct of Fast and Furious." In 2016, 
a federal court ruled that the records in question were not covered by privilege; however, a 
House lawsuit to try to recover the records is still pending in federal court.” 
 
https://archive.ph/5Pp6o 
 

"Stand Down. Agency front." 
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/qELZB 
 
 

https://archive.ph/5Pp6o
https://archive.ph/qELZB


Meet Gary Web 
 

 
 

Yucatan Gulf Stream Drug Crash 
 

 



 
Aka "Cocaine 2" because this wasn't the first time. 

 
http://archive.fo/IGqzg 

 
Iran Contra Affair 

 

 
 

As early as World War II, intelligence was cooperating with organized crime. Based on 
historical evidence, this is standard operating procedure. 
 

https://archive.ph/DCUkf 
 

Family Jewels 
 

 
 
 
 

http://archive.fo/IGqzg
https://archive.ph/DCUkf


Some Lesser Known Groups 
 

 
 

Recently, the intelligence community was exposed as having compartments operating 
as out of control political action groups as a result of the FISA abuse. Their methods have 
become apparent to the average consumer of media despite great efforts to suppress 
information on the part of “proprietaries” cooperating with these covert groups. 
 

“Under Surveillance” revealed a key piece of information, last year, where overly broad 
spying caught the WRONG Michael Cohen in Prague. Intelligence failures are the only chance 
the average person gets to see behind the curtain. In this instance, we see an agency with the 
capability of warrantlessly tracking cell phones, exposed as having cooperated in an effort to 
use false information to push a political narrative. 
 
“Under Surveillance”:  
 
bitchute.com/video/dykYtgYoAGMF/ 
 

Given the cooperation between the media and the FBI, as well as other agencies and a 
slew of seemingly private entities, it is clear a covert, compartmentalized methodology is at 
work; a modern intelligence operation of a vast scale. The vastness and openness in which it 
works is no longer even covert. 
 



 
 

The extent of modern intelligence continues to grow and that growth continues to 
accelerate. 
 

 
 

Here, There, Everywhere 
 

While the public is repeatedly made aware of a small handful of intelligence bodies, the 
truth is that hundreds of them exist, with thousands of cut outs operating in plain sight. From 
Google to Stratfor to China’s MSS to Rosatom, there are trillions of dollars in resources 
mobilized against invading your privacy and everyone else’s for military, political and economic 
advantage. It is the logical conclusion of thousands of years of human motivation and 
innovation. 

 
 
 

 



Just to list all of the intelligence agencies in the world would take its own book.  
 

https://i.imgur.com/erCCwCm.jpg 
 

Don’t you feel safer, already?  
 

On a scale of 1 - 10, how much safer has the world become with the rise of huge 
intelligence apparatuses?  
 

The logical conclusion of the amount of data collection will be complete intelligence on 
nearly every person in the world. Automated analytical tools will continue to improve, as well. 
This intelligence is being implemented in a way that is obviously biased towards and aids in the 
expansion of authoritarianism. Non-sponsored influencers that don’t align with a 
predetermined agenda are “deboosted,” “shadow banned”, outright banned and media 
consumers are “hyper targeted” to massage their confirmation bias; where each article is 
written to cause outrage to one side of the political spectrum and schadenfreude to the other. 
 

Shadow Banning 
 

 
 

Deboosting Elon Musk’s Fans? Tech CEO Thinks It’s the ‘Algorithm’ 
 
 “A user on Twitter questioned its algorithm and how it treats the people around Elon 
Musk, particularly those fans that reply to the tech CEO regularly on the platform. The user said 
that the social media company deboosts the people who respond to the Tesla CEO and is not 
playing a fair game.” 
 

https://archive.ph/JO4yE 
 

https://i.imgur.com/erCCwCm.jpg
https://archive.ph/JO4yE


Hyper Targeting 
 

 
 

The ability to automate intelligence processes additionally allows fewer and fewer 
people to be involved at the highest levels, where your information is for sale to anyone with 
the money or political leverage. 
 

Ad agencies are all aligned under a single master, where every ad is correlated to 
include multiple layers of propaganda. 
 

Emotional triggers are programmed using “basic assumption theory”, where people’s 
basic assumptions are targeted to be able to program an emotional reaction in order to control 
how everyone votes. 
 



 
 

Bion specifically identified three basic assumptions: *dependency*, *fight-flight*, and 
*pairing*. When a group adopts any one of these basic assumptions, it interferes with the task 
the group is attempting to accomplish.  
 

This makes Bion's job easy; convince everyone they are dependent on government, 
should be fighting each other, should be scared of each other and should not pair with each 
other. 
 

While the idea of a large intelligence apparatus used to apply force multipliers to 
military operations is a good one and very effective; we will never see its full potential fulfilled 
until corrupt influences are removed from the equation. As the Romans learned, politicians 
with the reigns of intelligence are easily influenced and are a national security threat, when 
manipulated by enemies of its country's citizens. 
 

It is in the interests of national security for the intelligence apparatus to root out and 
destroy corrupting influences; but that is not what is happening. Instead, we have a veritable 
web of slime that has exposed itself as it becoming drunken-mad with new, vast powers at their 
fingertips. The corrupted influences within the US government have turned the intelligence 
apparatus and the good, hard working people on themselves; when it should be the other way 
around. 



 
The only way to reverse this trend is to implement transparency and the only way to 

achieve that is to apply persistent and continuous pressure to the powers that be. 
 

Regime Change 
 

The culmination of all of these skills allow the pinnacle of projects for the intelligence 
community; regime change. The public is occasionally let in on the secret of covert regime 
changes, like the False Dmitry from “The Holy Alliance,” or some of the US covert regime 
changes around the world. 
 

 
  

Iranian Coup D’état 
 

https://archive.ph/jj8Lm 
 

Guatemalan Coup D’état 
 

https://archive.ph/eL487 
 

Congo 
 

https://archive.ph/KLALZ 
 

Brazil 
 

https://archive.ph/o51QM 
 

Chile 
 

https://archive.ph/0atry 
 

Most regime change is overt, though, merely with covert underpinnings. 
 

https://i.imgur.com/42fdsc4.png 

https://archive.ph/jj8Lm
https://archive.ph/eL487
https://archive.ph/KLALZ
https://archive.ph/o51QM
https://archive.ph/0atry
https://i.imgur.com/42fdsc4.png


  
US Involvement in Regime Change 

 
https://archive.ph/QHnF2 

 
By funneling “intelligence” to increasingly smaller compartments, it becomes possible 

for the top compartment to control all others. Manipulating votes, then becomes a basic 
matter of group psychology. 
 

In ELI5 terms, maybe it would look like: 
 

”Two children's soccer teams compete. In the weeks before the competition, the coaches 
each convince that the other team is inhuman, evil, going to steal from them along with every 
other lie they can think of. When the game finally comes, the kids have more of a fight than a 
soccer game.” 
 
Now, imagine if you were a peaceful team and only the other team was being manipulated. 
Political operatives call this strategy, "othering." 
 

Self-fulfilling prophecy, is a primary facet of "Systems Psychodynamics;" telling people 
something over and over again until they believe it and act on it. People act the way they think 
they are supposed to act, so working on the basic assumptions of how they are supposed to act 
can change behavior. 
 

One example is every horror movie where everyone splits up and acts hysterical. Only 
idiots act this way. Normal people work together in a rational manner. 
 

If you tell a small child they are worthless every single day, they will have low self-
esteem. If you build them up, instead, every single day, they have better self-esteem and are 
more likely to succeed. 
 

Faking a consensus through saturation and repetition is also a type of self-fulfilling 
prophecy. A child sees all the other kids on TV playing with a toy and they want that toy. A child 
hears everyone at school talking about something they saw on TV and they want to see it, too. 
 

The media machine wants everyone to think they are worthless; a state of mind and 
perception that is more marketable and easier to emotionally manipulate. 
 

The news, TV shows, movies, video games, etc., are all using social dreaming to bring 
about a view or reality that is a faked consensus, but since one group can control the narrative 
on all these platforms, the fake consensus is very easy to create. 
 

Tension centered strategies (creating anxiety/anger/etc.) are used to create 
"organizational paradoxes," which is the "splitting" of groups. These groups are then kept in a 

https://archive.ph/QHnF2


"vicious cycle" of arguing and insulting so that no progress can be made without the 
manipulation of those overseeing the tension. 
 

I think the monkey and the grape experiment shows exactly how easy it is to manipulate 
people using their sense of injustice as a trigger. 
 

“Two Monkeys Were Paid Unequally”:  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meiU6TxysCg 

 

 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170302031824/https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Strategy_
of_tension 
 
Robber's Cave Experiment 
 

https://archive.ph/Haf72 
 

“The twenty-two boys in the study were unknown to each other and all from white 
middle-class backgrounds. They all shared a Protestant, two-parent background. None of the 
boys knew each other prior to the study. The boys were randomly assigned to one of two 
groups, although neither was aware of the other’s existence. They were then, as individual 
groups, picked up by bus on successive days in the summer of 1954 and transported to a 200 
acre Boy Scouts of America camp in the Robbers Cave State Park in Oklahoma. 
 

At the camp the groups were kept separate from each other and were encouraged to 
bond as two individual groups through the pursuit of common goals that required co-operative 
discussion, planning and execution. During this first phase, the groups did not know of the other 
group's existence. The boys developed an attachment to their groups throughout the first week 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meiU6TxysCg
https://web.archive.org/web/20170302031824/https:/wikispooks.com/wiki/Strategy_of_tension
https://web.archive.org/web/20170302031824/https:/wikispooks.com/wiki/Strategy_of_tension
https://archive.ph/Haf72


of the camp, quickly establishing their own cultures and group norms, by doing various activities 
together like hiking, swimming, etc. The boys chose names for their groups, The Eagles and The 
Rattlers, and stenciled them onto shirts and flags. 
 

Sherif now arranged the 'competition stage' where friction between the groups was to 
occur over the next 4-6 days. In this phase it was intended to bring the two groups into 
competition with each other in conditions that would create frustration between them. A series 
of competitive activities (e.g. baseball, tug-of-war etc.) were arranged with a trophy being 
awarded on the basis of accumulated team score. There were also individual prizes for the 
winning group such as a medal and a multi-bladed pocket knife with no consolation prizes being 
given to the "losers." “ 
 

What this study found, though, was that both teams would work together to get food 
and water, as opposed to the original premise. 
 

Unless someone was there to keep feeding the vicious cycle, people would, eventually, 
work together. What we learn from this, is that the news is primarily organized around creating 
tension to perpetuate a vicious cycle. 

 
 

 



Mockingbird Global: The Great Shill Machine 
 

 
 

Imagine if there was one desk that all stories could cross so that, at 4am, a media plan 
could be decided upon and disseminated where all news outlets coordinated to set the 
goalposts of debate and hyper focused on specific issues to drive a narrative to control how you 
vote and how you spend money; where Internet shills were given marching orders in tandem to 
what was shown on television, printed in newspapers and spread throughout articles on the 
World Wide Web. 
 

The Allegory of the Cave is as relevant as it ever was, since it was conceived ~ 2,000 
years ago.  Presented by the Greek philosopher Plato in his work Republic (514a–520a) to 
compare "the effect of education (παιδεία) and the lack of it on our nature". 
 

 



In the past, we had Operation Mockingbird, where the program was supremely 
confident that it could control stories around the world, even in instructions to cover up any 
story about a possible “Yeti” sighting, should it turn out they were real. 

 
 

 
 

If, in 1959, US Intelligence was this confident in its ability to control a story about a Yeti, 
then what is their level of confidence in controlling stories, today? 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 



 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

 
Directorate of Operations 

 
October 16, 1964 

 
MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR OF THE CIA 
 

Subject: After action report of 
 

Operation CUCKOO (TS) 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1) Operation CUCKOO was part of the overall operation CLEANSWEEP, aimed at eliminating 
domestic opposition to activities undertaken by the Central Intelligence Agency's special 
activities division, in main regard to operation GUILLOTINE. 
 
2) Operation CUCKOO was approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense and the 
office of The President of the United States as a covert domestic action to be under taken within 
the limits of Washington D.C as outlined by Secret Executive Order 37. 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
3) Following the publishing of the Warren Commission, former special agent Mary Pinchot 
Meyer (Operation MOCKINGBIRD, Operation SIREN) also was married to Cord Meyer (Operation 
MOCKINGBIRD, Operation GUILLOTINE) threatened to disclose the details of several Special 
Activities Divisions' operations, including but not limited to, Operation SIREN and GUILLOTENE. 
 
4) It was deemed necessary by senior Directorate of Operations members to initiate Operation 
CUCKOO as an extension of Operation CLEANSWEEP on November 30th. After Mary Pinchot 
Meyer threatened to report her knowledge of Operation GUILLOTENE and the details of her 
work in Operation SIREN from her affair with the former President. 
 
5) Special Activities Division was given the green light after briefing president Johnson on the 
situation. The situation report was forwarded to the Department of Defense and the Joint Chiefs 
of staff, who both approved of the parameters of the operation, as outlined under article C of 
secret executive order 37 (see attached copy of article). 
 

PLANNING STAGES 
 
6) 8 members of the special activities division handpicked by operation lead William King Harvey 
began planning for the operation on October 3rd, with planned execution before October 16th. 



 
7) The (?) of the operation was set as the neighborhood of Georgetown along the Potomac river, 
where the operators would observe, take note on routines, and eventually carry the operation. 
 
8) After nothing Meyer's routines, Edward "Eddy" Reid was picked as the operation point man 
who would intersect Meyer on her walk on October 12th, with lead William King Harvey 
providing long range support if necessary from across the Chesapeake and Ohio canal (see 
illustration A for detailed map). 
 
9) Edward Reid was planned to be dressed in the manner of a homeless black man, due to his 
resemblances to local trash collector (later found out to be Raymond Crump) who inhabits the 
AO and the path that Reid was planned to intersect Meyer. 
 

Operation Mockingbird has expanded to countless compartments; governmental, 
political, corporate. Internet astroturfing has approached the level such that no opinion that 
goes against the grain goes unchallenged by low wage shills. 
 

 
 

There is a more recent example of a situation similar to the Yeti. When Bill Clinton and 
Loretta Lynch met on the TARMAC to spike the Hillary email investigation, the FBI was so 
confident it wasn’t them, that their entire focus was finding the leaker, starting with searching 
within the local PD. We have documentation that demonstrates the state of mind of the 
confidence the upper levels of the FBI have when dealing with the media. 
 

Mole Hunt 
 

 



The marriage between mainstream media and government is a literal one and this 
arrangement is perfectly legal, though completely unethical. 
 

 
 

The FBI makes direct contact with media assets to instruct them, as with the case of the 
Russian Collusion narrative. This was revealed in an IG report that also further exposed James 
Comey’s storied career of corruption.  
 

 



Step 1: FBI leaks info to the media.  
 
Step 2: Media reports "bombshell" info from anonymous sources.  
 
Step 3: FBI opens investigation based on media reports.  
 
This is what now passes as 'probable cause' for the "most prestigious law enforcement 

agency in the world". And it isn’t just the FBI. 
 
While these charts diffuse the responsibility, somewhat, this is a good illustration how 

faceless bodies control and direct messaging across all media. 
 

 
 

 
The Podesta Group, where John Podesta and Tony Podesta as registered foreign agents, 

work with the Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission and Russia’s similarly 
named, Troika Dialog (Troika = Trilateral). The Panama Papers exposed that the Podestas failed 
to disclose foreign financial relationships, which Manafort (who was working with the Podesta 
Group) was scapegoated for. When the Podesta Group finally started to cough up the legally 
required information, we were given a glimpse of how they operate, where they merely have to 
call up any news agency and tell them what to report. 



 

 
 

It is interesting to note that Manafort was participating in a blackmail ring where he was 
forced to allow his wife to have sex with other men on video. The fact that this was virtually 
never reported on goes to show how well the mainstream media and even Internet astroturfing 
efforts can come together to protect John Podesta. 
 

Kompromat: Or, Revelations from the Unpublished Portions of Andrea Manafort’s 
Hacked Texts: 
 

https://archive.ph/bHGiv 
 

Hacked text messages allegedly sent by Paul Manafort's daughter discuss 'blood 
money' and killings, and a Ukrainian lawyer wants him to explain: 
 

https://archive.ph/GwpAa 
 

But, this problem extends far beyond politics; the private sector, the scientific 
community, even advice forums are shilled heavily. People are paid to cause anxiety, 
recommend people break up and otherwise sow depression and nervousness. This is due to a 
correlating force that employs “systems psychodynamics”, focusing on “tension centered” 
strategies to create “organizational paradoxes” by targeting people’s basic assumptions about 
the world around them to create division and provide distraction. Pharmaceutical companies 
benefit from sowing psychological problems and instability in people’s lives and there are now 
GPT3 bots that do nothing but try to get people to be unhappy. 
 
 The 3 step plan is not complicated. Tap apps behavior monitored with machine learning 
improve the technique, every day. 
 
 

https://archive.ph/bHGiv
https://archive.ph/GwpAa


 
 

The dawn of tappigraphy: does your smartphone know how you feel before you do? 
 
“Tech companies are seeking to analyse data on the way we tap, scroll, text and call to 

monitor our mental health – with potential consequences for privacy and healthcare” 
 
https://archive.ph/arY7S 
 
Social media may affect girls’ mental health earlier than boys’, study finds 
 
“Psychologists found that girls who increased their time on social media between the 

ages of 11 and 13 were less satisfied with their lives one year later, with the same trend playing 
out in boys aged 14 to 15.” 

 
https://archive.ph/qqlIZ 
 
 
How Tappigraphy is Invading Your Digital Privacy 
 
“Tappigraphy is a method in smartphones that can track your movements accurately. 

The tappigraphy patterns are recorded using smart wearables, and the activities are further 
saved on the smartphone. 

 
These tappigraphy patterns are now becoming a significant part of mental health 

research to characterize peri-sleep behaviors by observing the timing of smartphone usage and 
the frequency of use. It can help determine the quality of sleep you are getting and how it 
affects your mental health.” 

 
https://archive.ph/085z9 

 
 

https://archive.ph/arY7S
https://archive.ph/qqlIZ
https://archive.ph/085z9


Every day, thousands of new, fake personalities are added to the Internet to create fake 
consensus. 
 

 
 

The conversational capabilities are improving every day. 
 

 
 
GPT 2 Chatbots are already realistic, enough, but the GPT3 chat bots are beginning to 

present as more intelligence than the average person. Soon, "experts" will be entirely artificial, 
if some of them aren't, already. 
 

Consensus cracking is becoming faster and easier with this type of automation, where 
smart devices are better and better at creating the illusion a lot of people feel a certain way, 
when, in reality, it is far from the truth. AI generated people are adding to this problem, 
everyday. Manipulated census roles and voter rolls can easily be manipulated.  



  
Already, I have had online accounts that don’t even seem realistic end up scooped in 

data nets and regurgitated as real people on sites like MyLife and Truepeoplesearch. 
 

This project shows what a group of GPT 2 bots, chatting withy each other, looks like. 
 

 
 

Watch a man manipulate George Bush’s face in real time 
 

Face2Face: Real-time Face Capture and Reenactment of RGB Videos (From 2016) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohmajJTcpNk 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohmajJTcpNk


In this day and age, it is even easier to manage these concepts and push a controlled 
narrative from a central figure than it has ever been. Allen & Co is a “boutique investment firm” 
that managed the merger between Disney and Fox and operates as an overseeing force for 
nearly all media and Internet shill armies, while having it’s fingers in sports, social media, video 
games, health insurance, etc. 
 

 
George Tenet 
 

 
 

Former director of the CIA and Paul Brennan’s former superior George Tenet, holds the 
reigns of Allen & Co. The cast of characters involves a lot of the usual suspects.  
 

 



 
“In 1973, Allen & Company bought a stake in Columbia Pictures. When the business was 

sold in 1982 to Coca-Cola, it netted a significant profit. Since then, Herbert Allen, Jr. has had a 
place on Coca-Cola's board of directors. 
 

Since its founding in 1982, the Allen & Company Sun Valley Conference has regularly 
drawn high-profile attendees such as Bill Gates, Warren Buffett, Rupert Murdoch, Barry Diller, 
Michael Eisner, Oprah Winfrey, Robert Johnson, Andy Grove, Richard Parsons, and Donald 
Keough. 
 

Allen & Co. was one of ten underwriters for the Google initial public offering in 2004. In 
2007, Allen was sole advisor to Activision in its $18 billion merger with Vivendi Games. In 2011, 
the New York Mets hired Allen & Co. to sell a minority stake of the team. That deal later fell 
apart. In November 2013, Allen & Co. was one of seven underwriters on the initial public 
offering of Twitter. Allen & Co. was the adviser of Facebook in its $19 billion acquisition of 
WhatsApp in February 2014. 
 

In 2015, Allen & Co. was the advisor to Time Warner in its $80 billion 2015 merger with 
Charter Communications, AOL in its acquisition by Verizon, Centene Corporation in its $6.8 
billion acquisition of Health Net, and eBay in its separation from PayPal. 
 

In 2016, Allen & Co was the lead advisor to Time Warner in its $108 billion acquisition 
by AT&T, LinkedIn for its merger talks with Microsoft, Walmart in its $3.3 billion purchase of 
Jet.com, and Verizon in its $4.8 billion acquisition of Yahoo! In 2017, Allen & Co. was the 
advisor to Chewy.com in PetSmart’s $3.35 billion purchase of the online retailer.” 
 

Allen & Co throws the Sun Valley Conference every year where you get a glimpse of who 
shows up. Harvey Weinstein, though a past visitor, was not invited last year. 
 

https://archive.ph/0hkeU 
 

“Previous conference guests have included Bill and Melinda Gates, Warren and Susan 
Buffett, Tony Blair, Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin, Allen alumnus and former 
Philippine Senator Mar Roxas, Google Chairman Eric Schmidt, Quicken Loans Founder & 
Chairman Dan Gilbert, Yahoo! co-founder Jerry Yang, financier George Soros, Facebook 
founder Mark Zuckerberg, Media Mogul Rupert Murdoch, eBay CEO Meg Whitman, BET 
founder Robert Johnson, Time Warner Chairman Richard Parsons, Nike founder and chairman 
Phil Knight, Dell founder and CEO Michael Dell, NBA player LeBron James, Professor and 
Entrepreneur Sebastian Thrun, Governor Chris Christie, entertainer Dan Chandler, Katharine 
Graham of The Washington Post, Diane Sawyer, InterActiveCorp Chairman Barry Diller, 
Linkedin co-founder Reid Hoffman, entrepreneur Wences Casares, EXOR and FCA Chairman 
John Elkann, Sandro Salsano from Salsano Group, and Washington Post CEO Donald E. 
Graham, Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner, and Oprah Winfrey. 
 

https://archive.ph/0hkeU


 
 

George Tenet, with the reigns of Allen & Co in his hands, is able to single-handedly steer 
the entire Mockingbird apparatus from cable television to video games to Internet shills from a 
singular location determining the spectrum of allowable debate. Not only are they able to 
target people’s conscious psychology, they can target people’s endocrine systems with food 
and pornography; where people are unaware, on a conscious level, of how their moods and 
behavior are being manipulated. 

 
  



"The problem with George Tenet is that he doesn't seem to care to get his facts straight. 
He is not meticulous. He is willing to make up stories that suit his purposes and to suppress 
information that does not." 
 

"Sadly but fittingly, 'At the Center of the Storm' is likely to remind us that sometimes 
what lies at the center of a storm is a deafening silence." 
 

 
 

Tenet joined President-elect Bill Clinton's national security transition team in November 
1992. Clinton appointed Tenet Senior Director for Intelligence Programs at the National Security 
Council, where he served from 1993 to 1995. Tenet was appointed Deputy Director of Central 
Intelligence in July 1995. Tenet held the position as the DCI from July 1997 to July 2004. Citing 
"personal reasons," Tenet submitted his resignation to President Bush on June 3, 2004. Tenet 
said his resignation "was a personal decision and had only one basis—in fact, the well-being of 
my wonderful family—nothing more and nothing less. In February 2008, he became a managing 
director at investment bank Allen & Company. 



 

 
 

We have the documentation that demonstrates what these people could possibly be 
doing with all of these tools of manipulation at their fingertips. 
 

The term for it is “covert political action” for which all media put before your eyes is 
used to serve as a veneer… a reality TV show facade of a darker modus operandum. 
 
 

 
 
 

Managing Covert Political Action 
 

“It is now clear that we are facing an implacable enemy whose avowed objective is world 
domination by whatever means and at whatever costs. There are no rules in such a game. 
Hitherto acceptable norms of human conduct do not apply. If the US is to survive, longstanding 
American concepts of "fair play" must be reconsidered. We must develop effective espionage 
and counterespionage services and must learn to subvert, sabotage and destroy our enemies by 
more clever, more sophisticated means than those used against us. It may become necessary 
that the American people be made acquainted with, understand and support this fundamentally 
repugnant philosophy.” 
 

https://archive.ph/DTRZb 
 

https://archive.ph/DTRZb


CIA operatives a shadowy war force 
 
“Intelligence historian Jeffrey T. Richelson says the S.A. has covered a variety of missions. 

The group, which recently was reorganized, has had about 200 officers, divided among several 
groups: the Special Operations Group; the Foreign Training Group, which trains foreign police 
and intelligence officers; the Propaganda and Political Action Group, which handles 
disinformation; the Computer Operations Group, which handles information warfare; and the 
Proprietary Management Staff, which manages whatever companies the CIA sets up as covers 
for the S.A.” 

 
https://archive.ph/V4qhF 

 
Scientology as a CIA Political Action Group – “It is a continuing arrangement…”:  

 
https://mikemcclaughry.wordpress.com/2015/08/25/scientology-as-a-cia-political-

action-group-it-is-a-continuing-arrangement/ 
 

“Those operations we inaugurated in the years 1955-7 are still secret, but, for present 
purposes, I can say all that’s worth saying about them in a few sentences – after, that is, I offer 
these few words of wisdom. The ‘perfect’ political action operation is, by definition, uneventful. 
Nothing ‘happens’ in it. It is a continuing arrangement, neither a process nor a series of actions 
proceeding at a starting point and ending with a conclusion.” 
 

CIA FBI NSA Personnel Active in Scientology:  
 

 

https://archive.ph/V4qhF
https://mikemcclaughry.wordpress.com/2015/08/25/scientology-as-a-cia-political-action-group-it-is-a-continuing-arrangement/
https://mikemcclaughry.wordpress.com/2015/08/25/scientology-as-a-cia-political-action-group-it-is-a-continuing-arrangement/


Consider the number of forces that can be contained within a single “political action 
group” in the form on a “boutique investment firm,” where all sides of political arguments are 
predetermined by a selected group of actors who have been planted, compromised or 
leveraged in some way in order to control the way they spin their message. 
 

 
 
The evidence of this coordinated effort is overwhelming and the “consensus” that you 

see on TV, in sports, in Hollywood, in the news and on the Internet is fabricated.  
 

“Under the guise of a fake account a posting is made which looks legitimate and is 
towards the truth is made - but the critical point is that it has a VERY WEAK PREMISE without 
substantive proof to back the posting. Once this is done then under alternative fake accounts a 
very strong position in your favour is slowly introduced over the life of the posting. It is 
IMPERATIVE that both sides are initially presented, so the uninformed reader cannot determine 
which side is the truth. As postings and replies are made the stronger 'evidence' or 
disinformation in your favour is slowly 'seeded in.' 
 

“Thus the uninformed reader will most likely develop the same position as you, and if 
their position is against you their opposition to your posting will be most likely dropped. 
However in some cases where the forum members are highly educated and can counter your 
disinformation with real facts and linked postings, you can then 'abort' the consensus cracking 
by initiating a 'forum slide.' “ 
 



When you find yourself feeling like common sense and common courtesy aren’t as 
common as they ought to be, it is because there is a massive psychological operation controlled 
from the top down to ensure that as many people as possible are caught in a “tension based” 
mental loop that is inflicted on them by people acting with purpose to achieve goals that are 
not in the interest of the general population, but a method of operating in secret and corrupt 
manner without consequences. 
 

Notice that Jeffrey Katzenberg, of Disney, who is intertwined with Allen & Co funds the 
Young Turks. He is the perfect example of the relationship between media and politics. 
 

With cash from Jeffrey Katzenberg, The Young Turks looks to grow paid subscribers 
 

“Katzenberg has also been involved in politics. With his active support of Hillary Clinton 
and Barack Obama, he was called "one of Hollywood's premier political kingmakers and one of 
the Democratic Party's top national fundraisers." 

 
https://archive.ph/C8gOs 

 
 How Hollywood's Political Donors Are Changing Strategies for the Trump Era 
 

“Last week, former DreamWorks Animation CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg’s new mobile 
entertainment company WndrCo was part of a $20 million funding round in TYT Network, which 
oversees 30 news and commentary shows covering politics, pop culture, sports and more. This 
includes the flagship “The Young Turks” program that streams live on YouTube every day. Other 
investors in the round included venture capital firms Greycroft Partners, E.ventures and 3L 
Capital, which led the round. This brings total funding for Young Turks to $24 million.” 
 

https://archive.ph/mSTvl 
 
 Soros Group Buys Viacom's DreamWorks Film Library 
 

“Hollywood activism long has been depicted as a club controlled by a handful of 
powerful white men: Katzenberg, Spielberg, Lear, David Geffen, Haim Saban and Bob Iger are 
the names most often mentioned. But a new generation of power brokers is ascendant, 
including J.J. Abrams and his wife, Katie McGrath, cited for their personal donations and 
bundling skills; Shonda Rhimes, who held a get-out-the-vote rally at USC's Galen Center on Sept. 
28 that drew 10,000 people; CAA's Darnell Strom, who has hosted events for Nevada 
congresswoman Jacky Rosen and Arizona congresswoman Kyrsten Sinema; and former Spotify 
executive Troy Carter, who held three fundraisers for Maryland gubernatorial candidate Ben 
Jealous (Carter also was a fundraiser for President Obama). 
 

Viacom, after splitting off from Les Moonves Les Moonves ' CBS , still holds Paramount 
Pictures, and that movie studio in December agreed to acquire DreamWorks SKG, the creative 
shop founded by the Hollywood triumvirate of Steven Spielberg, David Geffen and Jeffrey 

https://archive.ph/C8gOs
https://archive.ph/mSTvl


Katzenberg (a former exec at The Walt Disney Co.). DreamWorks Animation had been spun off 
into a separate company.  
 

Now it's time for Freston to make back some money--and who better to do a little 
business with than George Soros? The billionaire financier leads a consortium of Soros Strategic 
Partners LP and Dune Entertainment II LLC, which together are buying the DreamWorks library--
a collection of 59 flicks, including Saving Private Ryan, Gladiator, and American Beauty.”  
 

https://archive.ph/9J0Rj 
 

The money you spend on media and junk food and in taxes goes to these groups who 
then decide how best to market at you so that they decide how you vote by creating a fake 
consensus to trick into thinking that you want something other than what is best for you; but 
will inevitably result in more money being funneled to the top, creating further separation 
between the super-rich and the average person. The goal will be to assert creeping 
authoritarianism by generating outrage against policies and issues they hate. Part of 
manipulating your basic assumptions is also to use schadenfreude (think canned laughter on 
TV) against characters who support the cause that might actually do you the most good (which 
reaffirms and strengthens your confirmation biased along predetermined political lines). 
 

 
 

We have a population being taught to hate socialism and love capitalism when the truth 
is no country is practicing either. These terms are merely disguises for political oligarchies 
where the collection of wealth is as much about getting themselves rich as it is about keeping 
everyone else poor. 
 

https://archive.ph/9J0Rj


What can you guess about the world around you if it turned out that every consensus 
that was forced on you was fake? 
 

How much money would it take to make it look like 51% of the Internet believed in 
completely idiotic ideas? Combine shill operations with automation and AI’s, and the cost 
becomes a good investment relative to the return when measured in political power. 
 

Even the people who are well intentioned and very vocal do not have to consciously be 
aware that they are working for a political action group. A covert political group will always 
prefer an unwitting tool to help push their agenda, so that they can remain in the shadows. 
 

FDA Admonishes Drug Maker Over Kim Kardashian Instagram Endorsement 
 

https://archive.ph/xh1fh 
 
 

The OSS files offer details about other agents than famous chef, Julia Child; including 
Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg, major league catcher Moe Berg, historian Arthur 
Schlesinger Jr., and actor Sterling Hayden.  
 

Julia Child cooked up double life as spy 
 

https://archive.ph/3vw99 
 

Social media as the new psychological weapon 
 

http://archive.is/37tK3 
 

Shareblue accounts caught in /r/politics posting links to Shareblue without disclosing 
their affiliation: 

 
http://archive.is/7HAkr 

 
 

Mueller Asked About Money Flows to Israeli Social-Media Firm, Source Says 
 

“PSY Group, an Israeli firm that pitched its services to super-PACs and other entities 
during the 2016 election” 
 

http://archive.is/BBblQ 
 
 
 
 

https://archive.ph/xh1fh
https://archive.ph/3vw99
http://archive.is/37tK3
http://archive.is/7HAkr
http://archive.is/BBblQ


 
 

GCHQ’s “Chinese menu” of tools spreads disinformation across Internet 
 

“British Intelligence has a menu of tools spreads disinformation across Internet effects 
capabilities allow analysts to twist truth subtly or spam relentlessly.” 
 

https://archive.ph/XZu2k 
 

Samsung Electronics Fined for Fake Online Comments 
 

https://archive.ph/bex5S 
 

Researchers Uncover Twitter Bot Army That’s 350,000 Strong 
 

https://archive.ph/WDTvi 
 

The Internet: Israel’s New PR Battlefield 
 

https://archive.ph/CY6FF 
 

Time: Social Media Manipulation? When Indie Bloggers and Businesses Get Cozy 
 

https://archive.ph/lFZdV 
 

 

https://archive.ph/XZu2k
https://archive.ph/bex5S
https://archive.ph/WDTvi
https://archive.ph/CY6FF
https://archive.ph/lFZdV


QAnon vs. BlueAnon 
 

 
 

 
 
Few things stirred the ire of the astroturfing apparatus when the details of the people 

behind the Q movement began to be exposed. For a group that was supposedly not officially 
sanctioned, those originating the information, those helping promulgate the information, and 
those who hosted the infrastructure went on full attack to those who began to uncover 
personal details about them. 
 

While the liberal media used Q to paint the “alt right” as crazy conspiracy theorists, they 
were terrified of the actual origins being exposed and videos that provided this information 
have been almost entirely wiped from the Internet. Meanwhile, “BlueAnon” was immediately 
censored on many platforms; the movement of Internet conspiracy theorists who believe that 
Democrat politicians are always right, no matter what. 
 

A very left leaning presentation can be found at Insider, by Rachel Greenspan. 



 
The history of QAnon: how the conspiracy theory snowballed from the fringes of the 

internet into the mainstream 
 

https://archive.ph/7mrfK 
 

The article gets all of its exposition wrong and seems mainly focusing on bad jacketing 
political enemies with idiocy and conspiracy theories. Q actually started on Voat, not on 4chan.  
 

 
  

The account “IamQ” made a post that thanked Pizzagate Researchers, posted a 
collection of “Operation Pedowood” pictures from the Chans that an anonymous 4chan user 
collected in 2013, and a link to an article that spells out some of James Alefantis’ geneology. 
 

Pedowood Files (Imgur Album) 
 

https://imgur.com/a/Ol3jJ/all 
 

Because James Alefantis’ genealogy is relatively certain, based on a number of sources, 
it makes it obvious that David Seaman is a misinformation shill because every time a Pizzagate 
post becomes prominent, he shows up in minutes to start arguments that Alefantis is actually a 
Rothschild. It’s a total red herring and pointless to argue over. 
 

“ALEFANTIS-Helen (Rappas) May 2, 2007, beloved wife of the late Louis G. Alefantis; 
dear mother of George (Joanne) and Achilles "Lee" (Susan) Alefantis; loving grandmother of Dr. 
Timothy (Chris), Louis John and James Alefantis; great-grandmother of Jonah, Logan and Evan; 
sister of the late James (late Naomie) Rappas, the late George (Marina) Rappas and the late 

https://archive.ph/7mrfK
https://imgur.com/a/Ol3jJ/all


John Rappas. Friends may call Sunday 2-4 and 7-9 PM at the JAMES W. CANNAN FUNERAL 
HOME INC., (Southtowns Chapel), 3155 Orchard Park Rd. The Funeral Service will be held on 
Monday at 10 AM at the Hellenic Orthodox Church of the Annunciation (Delaware and Utica). 
Please assemble at church. The Trisagion will be held Sunday at 7 PM. In lieu of flowers, 
donations may be sent to the Hellenic Orthodox Church of the Annunciation Elevator Fund. Mrs. 
Alefantis was a member of Daughters of Pennelope, Women's Philoptochos Committee.” 
 

https://archive.ph/0U32J 
 

One of the most damning presentations against Q was a post that examined the use of 
the “trip codes” involved, but I have not been able to find a surviving copy of it. Someone was 
able to reverse engineer the passwords used to generate the tripcodes. 
 

It is also interesting to note that one Ron Watkins is not all that white, Jim Watkins is a 
Democrat and is married to an African American woman… far from the “white supremacist” 
profile that the liberals like to use a broad paintbrush against dissenters. 
 

      
 

Pamph Anon? Pamph’s wife? Baruch the Scribe?  Farmer Funk? Code Monkey?  Obobo? Rain? 
Tracybeanz? Praying Medic? They even had Jerome Corsi fooled, for a minute. Did he join?  
 
 The 3 Grifters Who Are Making $$ Off QAnon-Believers (Suckers!) 
https://archive.ph/300hr 
 
How to monetise a hoax: Lessons from QAnon 
https://hoaxteadresearch.wordpress.com/2018/08/31/how-to-monetise-a-hoax-lessons-from-
qanon/ 
 
Anonymous Challenges QAnon And The LARP Falls To Shambles 
https://www.activistpost.com/2018/08/anonymous-challenges-qanon-and-the-larp-falls-to-
shambles.html 
 
 

https://archive.ph/0U32J
https://archive.ph/300hr
https://hoaxteadresearch.wordpress.com/2018/08/31/how-to-monetise-a-hoax-lessons-from-qanon/
https://hoaxteadresearch.wordpress.com/2018/08/31/how-to-monetise-a-hoax-lessons-from-qanon/
https://www.activistpost.com/2018/08/anonymous-challenges-qanon-and-the-larp-falls-to-shambles.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2018/08/anonymous-challenges-qanon-and-the-larp-falls-to-shambles.html


Pamphlet Anon Miraculously Predicts the Future About Post Featuring Picture of Bike 
 

 
 

Tripcode Exposed (notices and posts about it in one second?) 
 

 
 
 
 



Pamphlet Anon aka Coleman Rogers was certainly exposed as using the Q Trip Code. 
 

 
  

On Voat, which shut down to prevent Hunter Biden data from spreading, the Q 
astroturfing movement on Voat was managed by shills like Bill Hanley and Suzanne Ayson, who 
was sharing nude photos of herself to other moderators to inculcate multiple sub groups in her 
favor, and in Q’s favor. This resulted in a lot of “alt right” moderators censoring alt right 
content, including the origins of Q and the leaked Hunter Biden data, which was completely 
ignored by the Q movement and is still being ignored by the Q movement. 
 

I believe it was a wakeful moment for many users of Voat when Pizzagate information 
was being censored by influencers within the Q movement. Drama was inserted into “research’ 
subreddits to derail them and splinter the research groups. "Strategy of Tension." 
"Organizational Paradoxes." 
 

Gamergate was a similar version of this, where feminine wiles were used to compromise 
and bias journalists that operated in the gaming realm. While users were painted as “alt right” 
extremists, the truth is that they took offense when supposedly trustworthy sources of 
information had turned dishonest over promises of sex. 
 

Many news outlets reported on Watkins and the people involved in 8chan’s 
involvement with the Q movement, but we have video evidence that Coleman Rogers aka 
“Pamphlet Anon” was the person originating the posts, themselves; that the Q movement had 
no inside information and was exploiting the work of crowd sourced research from average 
Internet users; and that the astroturfers on both sides of political issues, with the help of Big 
Tech, protected the Q movement puppet masters from exposure. 



      
 
 

 
 

“I’ll tell you who’s the real Q. It is everyone who clicked up with CBTS. Pamphlet Anon, Pam’s 
wife, Baruch the Scribe, Farmer Funk, Code Monkey, Obobo, Rain, Tracybeanz, and to a big extent Dr 
Corsi (unknowingly at first, but I’m sure Corsi was let on to the truth later on, IDK for sure because I had 
left the group but I’m pretty sure he knows the truth) are the major players that you know of (BO’s, 
mods, bakers etc); there were lots of us from, halfchan, reddit, and infinitychan. Each and every one of us 
has their own “expertise” to contribute and that’s what we did; even very useful techy members like code 
monkey as a great example. If shit got too heated in the kitchen, and you were considered a threat to the 
“plan,” guess what, you were outed! That’s exactly what kept happening. If drama broke out, a new 



discord server was created, a new board was created, you were banned, and more important, you were 
booted from the group and threatened. Everyone knew going in this that if one person said anything 
than everyone was going down together. We don’t Doxx Q is how it was put! It would be a “shitstorm” 
for all of us! This is how “WWG1WGA” came about. We are in this shit together and we’ll go down 
together if shit got out. The “shitstorm” fell in line with the storm. This is also where the whole “double 
meaning” came in. We had thought this shit out really well and we all helped to create the lie. We also 
knew going in that if we were going to do this we needed to cover our bases. Which is how we came-up 
with "disinformation is necessary,” “future proves past,” along with a many other cheeky words: crumbs, 
bread, bakers, red pill, etc.” 
 
 https://archive.ph/YRkRc 
 

I’m sure you’re starting to get the idea as to how bad the Internet astroturfing problem 
is, combined with the astroturfing in conventional media. Modernization has allowed more 
concentration of power in controlling the messaging that gets put in your information streams, 
controlling the messaging within large corporate and government organizations and even non-
profit organizations. 
  

Mossad has repeatedly been caught taking unethical behavior on the Internet to new 
heights, every year. 
 

On every “free speech” Internet forum, Mossad will go to great lengths to insert 
offensive material and offensive speech in order to drive normal people away from using the 
platforms. 4chan is notorious for being such a place. 

 

 

https://archive.ph/YRkRc


Among other notorious Mossad “proprietaries” or “cut outs”, like Black Cube, NSO 
Group (who produced the Pegasus spyware), Flashpoint Intel, SITE Intelligence Group is run by 
an Iraqi born Israeli, Rita Katz, of the Sassoon family (“Rothschilds of the East”). 
 

SITE Intelligence Group, like these other Mossad cut outs, play all sides and, in this 
example, pretend to be online white supremacists and then make threat reports to the 
government, where they get paid your tax dollars to fake threats and skew the US 
government’s ability to engage is realistic threat assessment. Every single extremist movement 
online is managed, in this way. Agents pretend to be extremists, then use pre-determined 
scripts to try and create more extremists to justify payment and legitimize their own operations 
indefinitely. 
 

 
  

SITE Intelligence agents were (and are still) infiltrating user bases on sites like Voat, 
Poal.co, talk.lol and other “free speech” forums where they quickly turned them into cesspools 
filled with over-the-top racism. They are awarded contracts from the US government to engage 
in this behavior. 
 

On Poal.co, the email addresses and passwords of The Wuhan Institute of Virology, the 
World Health Organization, The Gates Foundation, and others, were leaked. It was only hours 
before SITE Intelligence was ready to respond in an article by the Washington Post where they 
already had security researchers verify the data was real. 
 



Nearly 25,000 email addresses and passwords allegedly from NIH, WHO, Gates 
Foundation and others are dumped online 
 

https://archive.ph/PzpMq 
 

Many OSINT researchers on 9chan, EndChan and other niche corners of the Internet 
used this data to breach these organizations and exfiltrate data. While these organizations were 
reporting to news outlets that no breaches had occurred, the lie was obvious. Like Hunter Biden 
data, the material was completely ignored by the mainstream media and Internet astroturfing 
apparatus. The connections revealed are similar to the web of relationships involved with 
Tavistock, where there is overlap with Tavistock arms, defense contractors, proprietaries and 
politicians. 
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/PzpMq


Connected to the Wuhan Institute of Virology is EcoHealth Alliance, where a series of 
exposures have shown some of these troubling connections. 
 

EcoHealth Alliance’s Peter Daszak is fighting accusations that his pandemic prevention 
work helped spark COVID-19 
 

“EcoHealth had sent roughly 16% of the funds to the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV)” 
 

https://archive.ph/6cpdG 
 

USAID Announces Second Phase of Predict Project with Global Partners 
 

“The One Health Institute at the University of California-Davis will execute the project in 
a coordinated consortium with EcoHealth Alliance, Metabiota, Smithsonian Institution, and the 
Wildlife Conservation Society, along with valued technical partners at Columbia University’s 
Center for Infection and Immunity, HealthMap at Boston Children’s Hospital, International 
Society for Infectious Disease, and the University of California San Francisco’s Viral Diagnostics 
and Discovery Center.” 
 

https://archive.ph/GRIla 
 

Metabiota has two board members,  Neil Callahan and John Deloche, who are both a 
part of Rosemont Seneca. Rosemont Seneca was founded in 2009 by Hunter Biden, Devin 
Archer and John Kerry’s stepson. 
 

 
 
 
 

https://archive.ph/6cpdG
https://archive.ph/GRIla


Ghislaine Maxwell seems fairly friendly with Metabiota CEO. Metabiota and the Biden 
family are also very connected to each other.  
 

 
 



EcoHealth Alliance and the PREDICT Program is where the plan for COVID response 
began. 
 

A Never-Before-Seen Virus Has Been Detected in Myanmar’s Bats 
 

“With this in mind, the PREDICT team has leveraged the veterinary resources at the 
Smithsonian to unveil potentially devastating diseases that have not yet entered the human 
population. Their efforts, which span the fields of wildlife conservation and global public health, 
bolster the world’s growing arsenal against infectious disease. PREDICT is funded by USAID, and 
brings together a bevy of global health-minded organizations including the Smithsonian 
Institution, the One Health Institute at the University of California at Davis, EcoHealth Alliance, 
Metabiota and the Wildlife Conservation Society.” 
 

https://archive.ph/Liy3V 
 
 

Kushner’s team seeks national coronavirus surveillance system 
 

“No single organization in the United States today can currently meet this request,” said 
the March 22 memo signed by three health care firms – Collective Medical, PatientPing and 
Juvare — and submitted at the behest of administration officials, which was later obtained by 
POLITICO. “However, we believe that collectively we can.” 
 
PatientPing declined to comment. Juvare CEO Robert Watson told POLITICO that the memo was 
submitted in response to White House interest, and that the company has spoken with officials 
across several federal agencies including FEMA, HHS and the CDC about its various emergency 
preparedness and data tools. 
 
Collective Medical CEO Chris Klomp declined to confirm the memo’s existence or discuss its 
contents. But he told POLITICO that the company is already providing similar patient monitoring 
and hospital capacity services to some states for free, and has assembled a coalition of firms 
including PatientPing willing to aid the broader policy response.” 
 

https://archive.ph/qXwDj 
 
 

How Jared Kushner’s Secret Testing Plan “Went Poof Into Thin Air” 
 

“This spring, a team working under the president’s son-in-law produced a plan for an 
aggressive, coordinated national COVID-19 response that could have brought the pandemic 
under control. 

 
 

https://archive.ph/Liy3V
https://archive.ph/qXwDj


An Abu Dhabi–based artificial intelligence company, Group 42, with close ties to the 
UAE’s ruling family, identified itself as the seller of 3.5 million tests and demanded payment. 

… 
 Rajiv Shah, president of the Rockefeller Foundation, went to Davos, Switzerland, and 

served on a panel at the World Economic Forum with climate activist Greta Thunberg. There, he 
had coffee with WHO Director-General Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, whom he’d known 
from his years working in global public health, first at the Gates Foundation and then as director 
of USAID, an international development agency within the U.S. government. 
Shah returned to New York, and to the Rockefeller Foundation headquarters, with a clear 
understanding: SARS-CoV-2 was going to be the big one. 

… 
The Rockefeller Foundation would be releasing a follow-up report: It called on the 

federal government to commit $75 billion more to testing and contact tracing, work to break 
through the testing bottlenecks that had led to days-long delays in the delivery of test results, 
and vastly increase more rapid point-of-care tests.” 
 

https://archive.ph/1L9bI 
 

Perhaps you remember in aforementioned portions that the Rockefeller Foundation 
also funded Tavistock, initially, and has been a partner throughout. 
 

From QAnon, to Media Matters for America, we see that the Great Internet Shill 
Machine, like a great deal of political corruption and corporate corruption, all ties together at 
the top of the halls of power and back through time to the psychosocial weaponization from 
The Tavistock Insitute of Human Relations. 
 
 Whether or not you believe the Q movement was small and organic, at first, the 
Mockingbird machine embraced, completely, protecting information that showed the 
movement was steered into being controlled opposition and rolled into a “trust operation” to 
draw out any potential charismatic leaders that could grow into legitimate political opposition. 
 

The same people who planned World War I and World War II, the United Nations, the 
World Health Organization, planned the COVID19 pandemic. These are the same people who 
control the media on people’s screens and that includes movements that appear grassroots, 
but are belied by the velocity their information is artificially boosted with. 
 

Don’t forget, Fauci knew a pandemic would strike in January of 2017. 
 

https://archive.ph/wJg6p 
 

Joe Biden knew in October 2019. The World Economic Forum with a group of CEOs had 
a public forum about it in 2019. The Great Reset and "ID2020" all seemed to have 
foreknowledge, well in advance. 
  

https://archive.ph/1L9bI
https://archive.ph/wJg6p


The WEF and the Pandemic: 
 
“The WEF has been involved in the coronavirus pandemic in several ways. 
 
First, the WEF was, together with the Gates Foundation, a sponsor of the prescient 

“Event 201” coronavirus pandemic simulation exercise, held in New York City on October 18, 
2019 – the same day as the opening of the Wuhan Military World Games, seen by some as 
“ground zero” of the global pandemic. China itself has argued that US military athletes may 
have brought the virus to Wuhan. 

Second, the WEF has been a leading proponent of digital biometric identity systems, 
arguing that they will make societies and industries more efficient, more productive and more 
secure. In July 2019, the WEF started a project to “shape the future of travel with biometric-
enabled digital traveler identity management”. In addition, the WEF collaborates with the 
ID2020 alliance, which is funded by the Gates and Rockefeller foundations and runs a program 
to “provide digital ID with vaccines”. In particular, ID2020 sees the vaccination of children as “an 
entry point for digital identity.” 

Third, WEF founder Klaus Schwab is the author of the book COVID-19: The Great Reset, 
published in July 2020, which argues that the coronavirus pandemic can and should be used for 
an “economic, societal, geopolitical, environmental and technological reset”, including, in 
particular, advancing global governance, accelerating digital transformation, and tackling 
climate change.” 
 

https://archive.ph/JFuUY 
 

The Internet Astroturfing is fully weaponized and artificial movements are, sometimes, 
quite easy to detect. 

 

 
 

https://archive.ph/JFuUY


 
 

 
 

 
 

Don’t let the useful idiot bots and NPC’s fool you into complacency. They are not always 
easy to spot and many manipulations are sophisticated and go unnoticed. Overall messaging 
and unifying issues and understanding “the big picture” is important. 



The Great Deceivers: Art of the Limited Hangout 
 

 
 

You may have never heard the tale, but there is a blueprint for most things that happen 
in politics and the Special Counsel for the Whiskey Ring is a close facsimile of the Mueller 
Special Counsel. The trick was to get the President to fire the Special Counsel, but Trump 
obviously dusted off his history book and set an honesty trap. Honest people don't get caught 
in honesty traps. It is the best tool against pathological narcissists. They have no defense 
against it. 

 
 

 
  



The Whiskey Ring was a classic "bad jacketing" operation, where you plant bad actors 
close to your target, then arrest them. The Mueller investigation is a product of this historical 
blueprint. You might spot some of the similarities. 
 

“In the United States, the Whiskey Ring was a scandal, exposed in 1875. The Whiskey 
Ring began in St. Louis, Missouri but was also organized in Chicago, Illinois; Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin; Cincinnati, Ohio; New Orleans, Louisiana and Peoria, Illinois. The Whiskey Ring 
involved diversion of tax revenues in a conspiracy among government agents, politicians, 
whiskey distillers, and distributors. The scheme involved an extensive network of bribes involving 
distillers, rectifiers, gaugers, storekeepers, and internal revenue agents. Essentially, distillers 
bribed government officials, and those officials helped the distillers evade federal taxes on the 
whiskey they produced and sold. Whiskey was supposed to be taxed at 70 cents per gallon, 
however distillers would instead pay the officials 35 cents per gallon and the illicit whiskey was 
stamped as having the tax paid. Before they were caught, a group of politicians were able to 
siphon off millions of dollars in federal taxes. 
 

U.S. Secretary of the Treasury Benjamin Bristow, working without the knowledge of the 
President or the Attorney General, broke the tightly connected and politically powerful ring in 
1875 using secret agents from outside the Treasury department to conduct a series of raids 
across the country on May 10, 1875. The trials began at Jefferson City, Missouri in October 
1875. Ultimately, 110 convictions were made and over $3 million in taxes were recovered. 
President Ulysses S. Grant appointed General John Brooks Henderson (a former U.S. Senator 
from Missouri) to serve as special prosecutor in charge of the indictments and trials, but Grant 
eventually fired Gen. Henderson for challenging Grant's interference in the prosecutions. Grant 
replaced Henderson with attorney James Broadhead. 
 

The Whiskey Ring was seen by many as a sign of corruption under the Republican 
governments that took power across the nation following the American Civil War. General 
Orville E. Babcock, the private secretary to the President, was indicted as a member of the ring 
— for this reason, President Ulysses S. Grant, although not directly involved in the ring, came to 
be seen as emblematic of Republican corruption, and later scandals involving his Secretary of 
War William W. Belknap only confirmed that perception. The Whiskey Ring along with other 
alleged abuses of power by the Republican party, contributed to national weariness of 
Reconstruction, which ended Grant's presidency with the Compromise of 1877.” 
 

https://archive.ph/XhJBu 
 
 While Grant was did not engage in any  wrongdoing, his public image and legacy as 
president were greatly tarnished.  Manafort’s arrest worked the same way against Trump; 
despite Manafort actually working for The Podesta Group. This was far from the only time 
those close to Trump were merely infiltrators for the purpose of bad jacketing; like Sean Spicer 
and his Hitler/Nazi comments.  

https://archive.ph/XhJBu


 
 

Robert Mueller has managed to botch every investigation of importance that fell before 
him. I assert that Mueller employs a strategy known as a “limited hang out” designed to let 
criminals free. 
 

"Limited hangouts" are the norm and the media supports the necessary narrative to 
help people evade accountability as part of a larger "protection racket." 
 

 
 

The first example is his failed conviction of a large group of Hell’s Angels where, despite 
a great deal of evidence, chose only to use witness testimony that was paid for in cash. Every 
single member of the Hell’s Angel that were targeted by Mueller were set free. 5 had to appeal 
before they were set free, but the massive case resulted in no justice. Anyone remember 
Hunter Thompson joining the "Black Eye Club" while with the Hell's Angels? 
 



 
 

With a large swathe of the country finally realizing what millions of Americans have 
already known for years, Robert Mueller has “botched” yet another important investigation. 
Like allowing Jeffrey Epstein to openly operate as a pedophile pimp in exchange for 
information; the “frame job” in the Anthrax investigation that was used to assert greater 
authoritarianism in America; or managing to see to it that they left the curious and unsolved 
collapse of a whole building out of the 9/11 Commission report; Mueller has been faking 
investigations his entire career to cover for high level corruption. 
 

 



The Epstein case is a clear example of a limited hangout; no justice, cut an unfair deal 
with prosecution, allowed to continue crimes (in this case, rape) for decades. 
 

Why did the State Department rent out a five-story upper East Side mansion to Jeffrey 
Epstein from 1992 to 1996? 
 

 



Bungling Cases, Together 
 

 
 

Why does the news hold him up as a hero, when all he does is fail? 
 

 



In a stunning coincidence, Robert Mueller was appointed director of the FBI a week 
before the 9/11 attacks. 
 

The investigation was botched, an entire collapsed building was left out of the 9/11 
Commission report, and Robert Mueller admitted that NOTHING was found in the investigation 
in Pakistan, Afghanistan, or anywhere else they looked, that lead to an arrest. It was Paul 
Brennan who signed off on all the visas of the hijackers. Doesn’t that warrant an investigation? 
 

 
 

Robert Mueller botched the 9/11 investigation. (Or… did Mueller actually do a 
remarkable job in covering up the crime?) 
 

 
 

The Anthrax attack was another botched investigation, where Anthrax was sent to 
politicians in order to sway the Patriot Act vote. The FBI paid out to a person they falsely 
accused and the next suspect was suicided. 
 

 



No One Ever Prosecuted. I got your guy. Where’s my $2.5 Million? 
 

 
 

But Mueller wasn’t the only one running limited hangouts. Comey operated in a similar 
manner with Marc Rich of Glencore, the company that trafficks in children for labor in their 
mines, and who was selling black market uranium to Russia. Comey prosecuted Rich, then 
Clinton pardoned him, then “investigated” the last minute pardon, finding nothing wrong. By 
layering this activity, it is easy to give the illusion of justice while allowing criminals to walk free; 
for a price. 
 

 



After conviction of "El Chapo: Info Surfaces that James Comey was El Chapo's Bank 
Money Laundering Fixer. 
 

 
 

If it hasn't been made obvious to you, yet, George Soros is at the top of a pyramid for a 
giant RICO conspiracy. These forces are all working hand in hand, utilizing 'systems 
psychodynamics' against you. 
 
Somehow, Mueller and Comey both managed to miss tons of bribery and corruption that lead 
directly to George Soros.  



 
Joe Lewis is the main investor with the Tavistock Group who routinely teams up with 

George Soros. 
 

 
Black Wednesday gambler has resurfaced to snatch a major share in a US bank 

 
“Joe Lewis has not caused this much of a stir since he teamed up with a pack of 

speculators, including George Soros, to bet on the pound crashing out of the European exchange 
rate mechanism - which it did 15 years ago this Sunday.” 
 

https://archive.ph/R55Y6 
 

Meet Joe Lewis, the Handshake Billionaire 
 

“It’s possible that the individual institutions that comprise Medical City, over time, 
would have found their way to Orlando. But if there’s one key player in their arrival at the same 
time on the same site, it’s Joe Lewis and his investment company, Tavistock Group.  
... 

Lewis’ biggest currency coup came on Sept. 16, 1992 — “Black Wednesday.” Lewis was 
among a group of traders, including George Soros, who bet that the English pound was 
overvalued compared to other European currencies and would fall in value as Britain sought to 
align it with those currencies. It fell like a stone, and the British government was forced to 
spend billions propping it up before withdrawing the currency from the European Exchange 
Rate Mechanism. Soros made $1 billion; Lewis may have made as much. A few years later, 
Lewis reportedly reaped another massive windfall betting against the Mexican peso. 
 

https://archive.ph/AIO3F 
 
 George Soros Transfers $18 Billion to His Foundation, Creating an Instant Giant 
 
 “Though the $26 billion Soros Fund Management was a pioneering hedge fund, it 
returned outside investors’ money several years ago and became a family office—a type of 
structure, largely free of regulation, that is increasingly popular with wealthy clans. 

… 
Open Society today has a broad mandate driven largely by its founder’s values. It 

operates through a network of more than 40 foundations and offices in countries from 
Afghanistan to South Africa.” 
 

https://archive.ph/79c2y 
 

“On August 15, 2016, DCLeaks released 2,576 files predominately related to George 
Soros' Open Society Foundation. The leak included the Foundation's internal work plans, 
strategies, priorities and other worldwide activities by Soros.” 

https://archive.ph/R55Y6
https://archive.ph/AIO3F
https://archive.ph/79c2y


 
https://archive.ph/VMn5C 
 
Mueller’s FBI looked the other way from Open Society Foundation’s influence on the 

DNC while also helping the Clinton Foundation accept bribes for the Uranium One deal. 
 

FBI uncovered Russian bribery plot before Obama administration approved 
controversial nuclear deal with Moscow 
 

https://archive.ph/7HdQu 
 

This means Mueller, who was head of FBI at the time allowed it to happen. 
 

Comey, Mueller, Rosenstein, Are Linked to Clinton Uranium One Deal 
 

https://archive.ph/m1qNw 
 

This means FBI was aware of pay to play and collusion with Russian companies by The 
Clinton Foundation while Hillary was secretary of state. The New York Times confirms. 
 

Cash Flowed to Clinton Foundation Amid Russian Uranium Deal 
 

https://archive.ph/nqgEf 
 

Comey's draft memo cleared Hillary before she was even interviewed. 
 

Comey drafted Clinton exoneration before finishing investigation, GOP senators say 
 

https://archive.ph/tvkyj 
 

Mueller's tight with The Clinton Foundation. He is a fake Republican; a “RINO” 
(Republican In Name Only) 
 

Robert Mueller team details millions in ethics disclosures 
 

https://archive.ph/94hNd 
 

A black market uranium smuggler was caught with uranium on its way from Novosibirsk 
(Rosatom's chemical concentration plant) to Iran. The Russians refused to help the Georgian 
authorities, who had to let the smuggler walk after a short time in jail. Georgia, then asked for 
the US to help in the investigation where they sent a sample of the HEU, enriched just under 
weapons grade. Mueller, himself, rather than admit where the uranium came from RETURNED 
THE EVIDENCE HIMSELF TO RUSSIA, hand delivering the HEU sample on a TARMAC in Russia. 
Here is the cable that proves it: 

https://archive.ph/VMn5C
https://archive.ph/7HdQu
https://archive.ph/m1qNw
https://archive.ph/nqgEf
https://archive.ph/tvkyj
https://archive.ph/94hNd


 
ALERTING GOR OF DELIVERY OF SEIZED HEU DURING APRIL 27 FBI DIRECTOR,S TRIP TO 

MOSCOW 
 

https://archive.ph/lf3FG 
 

The smuggler walks and the evidence is so sensitive, it requires Mueller to hand deliver 
it to Russia. How much more evidence do we need that US intelligence and Russian intelligence 
are friendly and covering for each other’s crimes? 
 

 
 

In the Middle of the Russian "Reset", Mueller was already protecting the Uranium One 
deal. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/lf3FG


When you have all the information in front of you, in a way the news will never tell you about, 
it all starts to come into focus: 

 
- Bob Tyson of Tyson Foods introduced Bill Clinton to Frank Giustra and Marc Rich of 

Glencore in the 80s, where their money intermingled in an entity known as "Diamond Fields." 
- Giustra mining assets and Glencore mining assets utilize forced labor. This is borne out 

by State Department reports on forced labor. 
- Marc Rich was trading black market oil for black market uranium to send to Russia. 
- Marc Rich is given a last minute pardon by Bill Clinton. Comey was the prosecutor. The 

FBI did a faux investigation into the last minute pardons as revealed by the FBI FOIA Vault. 
- Human trafficking networks are already established for these players in the mining 

industry. 
- Frank Giustra pours money into the Clinton Foundation and the Clinton Giustra 

Enterprise Partnership. 
- Ruben Vardanyan pays into the DNC through multiple layered channels, with the 

Podestas taking in millions, who then hid the transactions. 
- Uranium One board members, like Ian Telfer, pour millions of dollars into the Clinton 

Foundation and Clinton Global Initiative. 
- Despite objections from the US military, the CFIUS still approves the Uranium One sale 

to Rosatom, with members under pressure from the 7th Floor Group (referred to as "shadow 
government" in a report posted under the FBI FOIA Vault). 
 

Russia is brought into this equation as early as the 80s, when Don Tyson of Tyson foods 
(also known for human trafficking) introduced Marc Rich, Frank Giustra and Bill Clinton, who all 
intermingled their money in an entity known as “Diamond Fields.” Frank Giustra would, later, 
be the one to arrange the Uranium One deal through a shell game of companies and money 
that would end up in the Clinton Foundation coffers. Diamond Fields invested in an Arkansas 
diamond mine that Clinton approved when he was governor in exchange for donations from 
Jean-Raymond Boulle. More “pay for play.” 
 
 

 



Behind The March Rich Agreement 
 

“A Federal grand jury for a year has been investigating whether Marc Rich, in a pricing 
scheme, inflated the price of the oil that its American subsidiary paid to the Swiss parent, thus 
evading about $20 million in taxes. The grand jury had subpoenaed from the Swiss company 
records of some of the questioned transactions.” 
 

https://archive.ph/d8dvs 
 

Clinton Donors in the Panama Papers 
 

https://archive.ph/pNvmU 
 

‘Jean-Raymond Boulle made money fast when he and Robert Friedland found a 
"massive" nickel deposit in the northern Atlantic Coast of Labrador near Voisey's Bay. Bill 
Clinton, then governor of Arkansas, signed legislation allowing his company to engage in 
exploratory mining in the state. Later, Boulle and his wife attended Clinton's first inauguration. 
Boulle is the founder of Diamond Fields Resources, which was purchased by Inco for $4.3 billion, 
Diamond Fields International, Ltd., America Mineral Fields, Inc., and Titanium Resources Group, 
Ltd. Boulle was listed as a director of Auk Ltd., a British Virgin Islands offshore company, and 
Gridco Ltd., a Bahamas offshore company.” 
 

These old patterns are merely repeating on a greater scale. These schemes are nothing 
new. 
 

This was all the beginning of the set up for the approval of the Uranium One sale to 
Russia and the approval of the Gulftainer purchase at Canaveral, despite both being national 
security threats that out military was against. In fact, this all resulted in the proxy war we see, 
today, in Venezuela. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/d8dvs
https://archive.ph/pNvmU


 
Shadow Government 

 

 
 
Mueller was instrumental in the way all of this was approved and has been covering for 

the operation, since. In fact, he was already playing Russian games in Ukraine where he 
purportedly discussed the Boston bombing with Yanukovych, client of Paul Manafort, who 
Mueller prosecuted. Mueller met with Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych in Kyiv. The pair 
met about two months after the Boston Marathon bombing. 
 

“I would like to focus on the most important issue for us – the issue of combating 
terrorism,” Mueller said, according to a Ukrainian Embassy’s Facebook post. “I would like to say 
thank you for the assistance provided to us after the Boston Marathon.” 
 

https://archive.ph/BOfEA 
 
Lawsuit over Boston bomber friend's death during questioning 
 

 “The agents have said Todashev became agitated during the interview, grabbed a weapon and 
was killed. But the lawsuit claims that Todashev was leaving his apartment when he was shot, and 
agents tried to rearrange the scene.” 
 

https://archive.ph/R0l3J 

https://archive.ph/BOfEA
https://archive.ph/R0l3J


There were a number of concerning aspects about the Boston Marathon Bombing and 
the coverage, at the time. Cover up after cover up; no one has explained how the news made 
this mistake, yet: 
 

 
 

Obama was, of course, instrumental in allowing all of this to happen, as well: 
 

Obama cancels emergency over Russian uranium sales 
 
 “President Obama took the rare step of canceling a state of national emergency 
Tuesday, revoking an executive order that provided for payments for Russian uranium under the 
"Megatons to Megawatts" program. 
 
In doing so, he closed the books on a 1993 agreement that allowed Russia to sell 500 megatons 
of enriched uranium — the equivalent of about 20,000 nuclear warheads. The program 
converted the uranium for use in commercial nuclear power plants and, more importantly, 
ensured that the weapons-grade material stayed out of the hands of terrorists.” 
 

https://archive.ph/ltmO2 
 

The Obama appointee, Aimen Mir, who also approved Uranium One with no paperwork 
in record time, also approved the questionable Gulftainer deal to buy Port Canaveral’s cargo 
container terminal to the Middle eastern company, which partners with the Russian state-
owned firm ROSTEC, overseen Putin. So, not only are these traitors in government selling out to 
Russia, they are also selling out to organizations with known terrorist ties. 
 

https://archive.ph/ltmO2


 
 

The Varkey Foundation 
 

 



Aimen Mir, was, of course, not the only one. Recognize any of these people and their 
political affiliations? 
 
Eric Holder   Hillary Clinton 
Jose W. Fernandez  Steven Chu 
Marisa Lago   Ron Kirk 
Timothy F. Geithner  John Holdren 
Janet Napolitano  Peter R. Orszag 
Dennis F Hightower  Christina Romer 
Robert Gates   Lawrence Summers 
Aimen Mir 
 

Mueller Linked To Russian Deals That ‘Undermined National Security’ 
 

“Both Uranium One and Gulftainer have deep ties to Russian intelligence, nuclear 
weapons, and uranium enrichment. Gulftainer has additional ties to the Iranian regime and to 
the architects of Obama’s Iran Nuclear Deal. 
 

“Gulftainer executive board chairman Badr Jafar visited the White House in 2014, six 
weeks before the secretly-negotiated Gulftainer deal was announced, signed, and closed… 
 

“What is Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale? None other than Robert Mueller’s law firm, 
which he recently left to accept the special counsel role in the “Russia” case. Prosecutors on his 
anti-Trump legal team also came from Wilmer Hale.” 
 

http://archive.fo/5U9EP 
 

Robert Mueller wants terrorism. Robert Mueller wants nuclear terrorism. Robert 
Mueller is helping the media stage these events so that the Deep State can gain consent from 
the populace for asserting authoritarianism and subvert the Constitution. 
 

 

http://archive.fo/5U9EP


Gulftainer is run by the brother of Saddam Hussein’s nuclear weapons chief. Let that 
sink in. He is friends with Obama, Clinton and Mueller. ROSTEC owns the company that exports 
the Russian missile-launch container known as Club K. Obama and Clinton’s collusion with 
Russia undermined national security. 
 

 
 

If we are calling a spade and spade, this plan, implemented by high level government 
officials, is particularly traitorous. Why are we allowing known terrorists to establish irreversible 
footholds in the US economy on US soil? 
 

 
 



The Guardian reveals Mossack Fonseca is part of Putin's money laundering chain to 
himself. He takes State money, pushes it through a layered series of financial entities, then 
gives it back to himself. Ruben Vardanyan is one of several middle men in this process. This is 
how "oligarchs" are part of the money laundering process. An integral part. 
 

 
 
In reality, the infograph should look a lot more like this: 
 

 



Troika Dialogue is one laundering node of many; one that happened to be managed by 
Vardanyan. In the Panama Papers search, you can see how many other nodes are layered off of 
Troika Dialog, because third parties are an orgy of money launderers registering businesses. 
 

 
 

This should be a very important clue to anyone who has been paying attention to the 
GCHQ involvement with the FBI in the midst of the Russia scandal. Why would Britain help 
Russia gain a monopoly on uranium? It’s not just Britain, either. 
 

 



Christopher Steele, Josef Mifsud, Alexander Downer; How many British Intelligence 
assets have to be exposed before the news will cover this issue fairly? Why has no one asked 
the question, "Why are Britain, Russia and  the US all working hard, together, for a Russian 
monopoly on uranium?" 
 

 
 

The nexus of British and Russian agents attempting to frame Trump with a proven false 
Russia Collusion narrative while distracting from the Uranium One deal have the news on their 
side. This is a really, really bad sign. 
 

 



 
The Podestas started the whole arrangement and that is evidenced by their own 

admission in their Podesta Group LD 1 disclosure forms. It wasn’t until after the Panama Papers 
got out that The Podesta Group had to file another disclosure form because they had already 
failed to report it (a FARA violation.)  

 
Media Matters was taking money from them as early as 2008 to protect the Uranium 

One deal. From Troika Dialog, to Joule Unlimited, to John Podesta, to Media Matters, there is a 
straight financial line where Media Matters is running influence campaigns for Russia. Hillary 
and John Podesta, not Trump, were the ones engaged in Russian collusion. 

 
This exact money laundering operation was exposed by the Guardian, but they exposed 

it as a limited hangout; meaning they intentionally left out important information. 
 

After Mining Deal, Financier Donated to Clinton 
 
 “The monster deal stunned the mining industry, turning an unknown shell company into 
one of the world’s largest uranium producers in a transaction ultimately worth tens of millions 
of dollars to Mr. Giustra, analysts said. 
 

Just months after the Kazakh pact was finalized, Mr. Clinton’s charitable foundation 
received its own windfall: a $31.3 million donation from Mr. Giustra that had remained a secret 
until he acknowledged it last month. The gift, combined with Mr. Giustra’s more recent and 
public pledge to give the William J. Clinton Foundation an additional $100 million, secured Mr. 
Giustra a place in Mr. Clinton’s inner circle, an exclusive club of wealthy entrepreneurs in which 
friendship with the former president has its privileges.” 
 

https://archive.ph/KyVH8 
 
 Media Matters runs interference for Clinton, but also confirms that Giustra has been 
working on this deal for a very long time. One might think they were implying that Giustra and 
the Clintons were not previously involved with each other “more than a decade ago.” 
 
 NY Times failed to note Giustra reportedly involved in Kazakhstan mining deals more 
than a decade ago 
 

“In an article about former President Bill Clinton's September 2005 trip to Kazakhstan 
with Canadian mining financier Frank Giustra, The New York Times suggested that Giustra was 
able to secure agreements giving his company the right to buy into Kazakh mining projects 
because of his connection to Clinton. The Times did not note that Giustra was reportedly 
involved in Kazakh mining deals more than a decade ago.” 
 

https://archive.ph/Y78hM 
 

https://archive.ph/KyVH8
https://archive.ph/Y78hM


 The Clinton Foundation Is Wrong: Canadian Law Doesn’t Prohibit Donor Disclosure 
 
 “There’s also the Clinton Foundation’s widespread practice of accepting huge donations 
from business executives and others who do business with foreign governments combined with 
failure to be transparent about those donations — even though Hillary Clinton was supposed to 
make sure contributions to the foundation were fully public. Because of the New York Times 
report, other journalists pressed the foundation to explain why it failed to disclose some five 
years’ worth of foreign contributions while Hillary was secretary of state.” 
 

https://archive.ph/HOxAJ 
 

How Prince Charles's stately home restoration linked him to Russian money 
 

“A select group of Russian businessmen assembled for a black-tie dinner at Dumfries 
House, the stately home restored for the nation thanks to a major fundraising campaign by the 
Prince of Wales. The heir to the throne wanted to thank his donors in person. 
 

One of them was Ruben Vardanyan. 
 

A well-known philanthropist, he ran an investment bank, Troika Dialog, an independent 
arm of which moved vast amounts of private wealth out of Russia into Europe. 
 

Troika is under the spotlight because staff from this independent division administered 
a network of shell companies that appear to have mixed legitimate and illegitimate money. 
 

https://archive.ph/K8mpk 
 
 

Of course, they claim no wrongdoing, but the money trail and favors that resulted are 
clear. It is also clear they intentionally left out payments to Podesta. This is a clear case of the 
Guardian being dishonest about the Troika Laundromat but also revealing some details; an 
obvious “limited hangout.” 
 

A financial entity, under this system, is just a few pieces of paper in some random office 
in the Caribbean, and, if they get busted, their secretary found to have 1200 businesses 
registered to her (though she is virtually penniless), and you are a drop in the bucket. That's 
how big black budgets are. They consist of so much money that it isn’t as much about getting 
puppets rich as it is about keeping the average person as poor as possible. Troika Dialog paid 
into US politics, and that is what the news is trying to hide from you. Refer to the bottom of The 
Podesta Groups; disclosure form. 
 
 
 
 

https://archive.ph/HOxAJ
https://archive.ph/K8mpk


 
 

In fact, the nexus of outed GCHQ spies shows us that Russian and British Intelligence are 
working together, and that they were working with the FBI. This was exposed, first, by George 
Papadapolous who was working a deal in Cyprus to make a Syrian pipeline irrelevant. When it 



became clear about Alexander Downer’s affiliations, we were able to look back to when he was 
signing away Australian uranium to Russia. The pattern is clear. Russia is trying to play 
monopoly with uranium. 
 

 
 
Why is Andrew Downer helping Britain help Russia gain a monopoly on uranium? 
 

 



No articles have addressed what Russia has done since, but they should, since a Russian 
General is has landed in Venezuela with troops and equipment. drug money, gun running, 
human trafficking, etc., is earned with the consent of corrupt government officials, then gets 
cycled around into manipulating how you vote and spend your dollar so that they are able to 
stay in power. 
 

This is the real Russian collusion and it is far from the only game in town. Russians, 
themselves, don't bother trying to influence America. It isn't effective. They hire Americans to 
influence other Americans. Just like every other country does. 
 

That is why transparency of government is so important, because it is the only thing that 
will combat this. People in government need to be under the same level of scrutiny that 
intelligence bodies have been employing against the general populace. 
 

 
 
Since the Uranium One sale went through, Rosatom has: 
 
-    Started a proxy war in Venezuela while managing to acquire at least a billion dollars in 
Venezuelan gold. 
-    Both US and Canadian courts have ruled against Venezuela in favor of Russia in their Rusoro 
cases. 
-    Started building floating nuclear reactors to use in the Arctic circle. 
-    Started harvesting heavy water from Fukushima. 
-    Started bidding against US companies to build nuclear reactors and the news criticizes 
Trump for trying to work a deal to get the contract for FOUR reactors in Saudi Arabia. They are 
winning these bids. 
-    They have been building new reactors and building new nuclear relationships with over 30 
countries, dwarfing NATO, where, Rosatom is also entering into the mining supply lines. 
-    Immediately spiked the price of uranium. 
 

The European Center for A Modern Ukraine is the nexus of Russian money and 
influence, Mueller, the Podestas and Paul Manafort. In fact, the Podestas walk free while 
Manafort gets all the attention. Manafort was the Podesta scapegoat that Mueller covered for. 
But why? 
 



The “Russian Reset” was a free for all for any friend of the Clintons. If you paid into the 
Clinton Foundation or the Clinton Global Initiative, you were able to participate in the Skolkovo 
project that was solely for the benefit of aiding a foreign military complex in Russia. In 
exchange, these companies were allowed to operate with tax exemptions in Russia. 
 

 
 

Clinton Pay to Play (How did Mueller miss this? That's right; he was directly involved.) 
 

 
 



-    Clinton Foundation accepted payments for entry into Skolkovo, despite objections 
from military 

-    Clinton Global Initiative accepted payments from nuclear terrorist for approval of the 
Gulftainer deal, despite objections from military 

-    The Clinton Foundation, The Clinton Global Initiative, and the Clinton Giustra 
Partnership took millions from Uranium One board members to get the sale approved, despite 
objections from military 
 

It speaks volumes that the mainstream media and even “alt news” stays completely 
away from the documents that prove these connections. The agencies that are supposed to 
look out for the American people are worse than out to lunch, they are getting paid and 
blackmailed into looking the other way. 
 

In fact, Paul Manafort was part of a vicious blackmail circle where his wife was 
videotaped with other men. That is how these people are kept in line. 
 

Why has no news outlet bothered to look into Ruben Vardanyan/Podesta relationship? 
 

The reason is because of projects like Operation Earnest Voice, Shareblue, Correct the 
Record and upvotes.club, along with other similar shill factories. It is no coincidence that 
Shareblue, American Independent, Correct the Record and other astroturfing groups are 
funded via the Troika Laundromat. 

 
Shareblue Media 

 

 
 

Correct the Record 
 

 
 



Upvotes Club 
 

 
 

The reason is because hundreds of people like John Podesta are casually able to email 
reporters or call them up and have them spike a story or spin an issue in any way they like with 
almost zero effort. 
 

But John Podesta also has his own personal media whipping boy. David Brock. David 
Brock runs Media Matters, who was writing apologetics for the Uranium One deal as early as 
2008. Maybe earlier. John Podesta, who takes Russian money, then funnels that money to the 
Center for American Progress, which funds David Brock's projects. 
 

 



These issues are what Mueller is covering up. A legacy Operation Mockingbird is still 
being executed in full force and it is faking a consensus on your TVs, phones and computers, to 
manipulate your basic assumptions about politics and what you should spend your money on. 
 

This game is what Mueller is trying to protect and it is why he is ran a limited hangout in 
the form of a “Collusion” investigation to create the perception that he hasn’t already been 
colluding with Russia and other enemies of the US to sell off the US for pennies on the dollar. 
 

 
 

The super-rich are allowed to be super rich. They do not earn it. They are no better than 
you or I, they are just more greedy and self-serving. Whichever type of government you 
subscribe to, the only way to make sure it is implemented is to force transparency in 
government and turn the spy apparatus around onto the people running the government and 
not on the general population. 
 

Robert Mueller has been an integral cog in a wheel of deception that is designed to let 
the worst criminals walk free. This has been going on for your entire life. This has been going on 
throughout all of human history. Only now, we have the technology to implement 
transparency. 

 
 



Caveo Sicarius 
 

 
 
 Beware of the Assassins 
 

 

 

 An interesting footnote in history:  the sicarii were an organized group of Jewish 
assassins that targeted the Jewish elite who colluded with Roman leadership; surrounding their 
targets in crowds, stabbing them repeatedly, then fleeing and screaming in terror with the 
crowd, pretending to be bystanders. 

 

 Organized groups of assassins have been notoriously dangerous for rulers to have 
around; from Caesar to Saladin to JFK.  

 

I’ll leave it up to you to interpret how Caveo Sicarius is used.  



The Smoking, Radioactive Gun: Uranium One 
 

Uranium One is the name of a South African company that bought Kazakh mining 
interests through bribery and the political influence of the Clintons. Later, bought by Frank 
Giustra’s Canadian company, which changed its name to Uranium One, was then sold to Russia. 
The Podestas got paid. The media refused to  cover the severity of the crimes. 
 

There are a few reasons this story is especially important. 
 

- The Panama Papers and the Podesta Emails both provide independent, primary source, 
direct evidence that this story is true and worse than originally stated. You can see it for 
yourself. 
 

- Treason is happening at the top levels of our government, where our politicians and 
lobbyists are willing to sell out American assets for pennies on the dollar and surprising number 
of them are all in on it. 
 

- The media is representing all of this as no big deal, while shamelessly trying to sell a 
war between Russia and the US over fake news about hacking. 
 

- It lends credibility to the idea that these people, in this social circle, are capable of 
running a vast, sophisticated criminal enterprise that talks in code. 
 

- We are able to trace the web of money launderers all in bed together through primary 
sources starting with these breadcrumbs. 
 

Sberbank and Troika Dialog Create Powerful Russian Corporate-Investment Bank 
 

https://archive.ph/oGSDN 
 

Vast Offshore Network Moved Billions With Help From Major Russian Bank 
 

https://archive.ph/aAXiZ 
 

Panama Papers Reveal Clinton’s Kremlin Connection  
 
 “Among the Sberbank subsidiaries that the Podesta Group also represents are the 
Cayman Islands-based Troika Dialog Group Limited, the Cyprus-based SBGB Cyprus Limited, and 
the Luxembourg-based SB International.” 
 

https://archive.is/gCQn3 
 

https://archive.ph/oGSDN
https://archive.ph/aAXiZ
https://archive.is/gCQn3


In Podesta email #4635, it is revealed that bribes were happening through a variety of 
mediums. 
 

“First, with respect to the stock option agreement, there is a discrepancy in the stated 
vesting schedule between the one John signed back in 2011 and the one I sent to Bob which you 
sent back to me signed. 
 

John transferred the resulting 75,000 common shares from the option exercise to the 
Leonidio LLC. As such, we would need to edit the Transfer of Share Agreement to reflect the 
transfer of 75,000 common shares to the LLC.” 
 

https://archive.is/VL99Z 
 

Notice the dates. This scam was been in the works for decades. Media Matters was 
already trying to spin damage control on it in 2008. 
 

The Podesta Group fails to disclose this financial arrangement to Congress, which is, 
technically, treason. 
 

Podesta lobby group did not disclose extent of work for Ukrainian campaign advised 
by Paul Manafort 
 

https://archive.ph/u0upW 
 

Azerbaijan, Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Republic of India, Republic of Iraq, 
Embassy of Japan, Republic of Kenya, Republic of Korea, Republic of Maldives, Republic of the 
Union of Myanmar, Republic of South Sudan, Center for Study and Media Affairs at Saudi Royal 
Court, Socialist Republic of Vietnam. These entities get a louder voice in US government than 
US citizens; louder than you, your family, your community, your state governor, your Congress. 
 

It is clear that a violation of the Voorhees Act is occurring.  
 

https://archive.is/vjvQ 
 

 Not only is this technically illegal, it is obviously unethical and it should boggle every 
American’s mind that these people are allowed anywhere near public office. Yet, they are in the 
White House and have been for a long, long time. The media has gone out of its way to make 
sure you don’t see it for what it really is. Organized crime. 
 

“18 U.S. Code § 2386 - Registration of certain organizations 
 

“The following organizations shall be required to register with the Attorney General: 
Every organization subject to foreign control which engages in political activity;” 
 

https://archive.is/VL99Z
https://archive.ph/u0upW
https://archive.is/vjvQ


In fact, the Kazakhstan government felt exactly the way Americans should feel. 
 

Mukhtar Dzhakishev, who worked with Clinton to pass off the mining interests to Russia, 
was charged under articles of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan: 

 
Article 177, section 3 - large scale fraud committed by an organised group; 
Article 176, section 3, - misappropriation of entrusted property on a large scale 

committed by an organised group; 
Article 311, section 5 - accepting a bribe in a large amount. 
Article 176 - misappropriation of entrusted property; 
Article 307 - abuse of power. 

 

In May 2009, Mukhtar Dzhakishev was removed and  arrested for embezzling funds 
from the country's uranium industry and sentenced to 14 years in prison. Dzhakishev 
appropriated 60% of Kazakhstan's uranium deposits as his personal property, tens of billions of 
dollars, which the Clintons were directing. The paper trail went to Russia via South Africa, then 
Canada, while, physically, the uranium just hopped the border. Kazakhstan was mining record 
uranium in 2009 for this reason.  

 Kazakh Nuclear Fallout: The Case of Mukhtar Dzhakishev 

 “Coined by the fanatical Evangelical Christian, Captain Arthur Conolly, the "Great Game" 
was a phrase originally devised to describe the nineteenth-century confrontations and intrigues 
between Russia and Britain over Central Asia. The term re-entered diplomatic parlance upon the 
collapse of the USSR when the region found itself propelled to the center of a new power 
struggle through a combination of its strategic location and the discovery of extensive reserves 
of oil, gas, and uranium. With 54 nuclear plants currently under construction worldwide and 
more in the pipeline, demand for uranium has skyrocketed. Kazakhstan is by far the world 
largest producer of the nuclear fuel, mining 24,575 tonnes in 2016, over half of which was 
tapped by Kazatomprom. Russia, Japan, China, Canada, and France are all heavily invested, 
whilst international agreements also exist with India, South Korea, the U.S., and Iran.” 

https://archive.ph/Nhyv2 

 

https://archive.ph/Nhyv2


A Dynasty of Slime 
 

Have you ever heard of the term, “Memory Hole”? 
 

 
 
Because their attention is being diverted to conflicts manufactured by the media, most 

people entirely forgot about convicted felon, Bob Creamer, and massive electoral fraud proven 
by O’Keefe’s hidden cameras. “The Death March Cycle” in media serves as a “memory hole” 
tactic to cover the crimes of a dynasty of slime. 
 

Democrat Operative ‘Stepping Back’ After Video Suggests Group Incited Violence At 
Trump Rally 
 

https://archive.ph/X1ioE 
 
Most people have forgotten about paid agent provocateurs pretending to be violent Trump 
supporters. Austyn Crites got off scott free, even though he was clearly an agent provocateur 
committing voter fraud and who owns a creepy daycare property.  
 
 Overview of Austyn Crites 
 
 “Austyn Crites's name comes up a few times in Wikileaks but only as a purchaser and subscriber 
of specific books, however…these aren’t the Podesta Emails. These are the Global Intelligence Files. The 
emails show Stratfor’s web of informers, pay-off structure, payment laundering techniques and 
psychological methods.”  
 

https://archive.ph/lZIdU 
 
The Prison Blood Scandal 

 
 “for more than two decades, the Arkansas prison system profited from selling blood 
plasma from inmates infected with viral hepatitis and AIDS. The documentary contends that 
thousands of victims who received transfusions of a blood product derived from these plasma 
products, Factor VIII, died as a result.” 
  

https://archive.ph/Jafq1 

https://archive.ph/X1ioE
https://archive.ph/lZIdU
https://archive.ph/Jafq1


 
Whitewater Scandal  

 
 “I believe it was Vince Foster who came to me, who said that Mr. Massey wanted to do 
this work, but the partners didn’t want him to do it,” Hillary Clinton said in her sworn interview 
with the RTC. “We had a very high regard for Mr. Massey, who was quite an energetic and 
accomplished first-year associate, already teaching a securities course at the law school and 
attracting people who wanted his advice, like Mr. Latham. And I was asked, as someone who 
knew McDougal, if I could intervene and perhaps set up an opportunity for Mr. Massey to do 
this work.” 
 

Foster committed suicide in 1993. 
 

https://archive.is/tKKGL 
 

Hillary’s Fingerprints on Vince Foster’s Documents:  
 
 “The F.B.I. report also found that the documents, copies of billing records from Mrs. 
Clinton's work as a lawyer in Arkansas, revealed fingerprints of five others. They were Vincent 
W. Foster Jr., the deputy White House counsel who committed suicide in July 1993; a personal 
assistant to the Clintons who had also worked at Mrs. Clinton's law firm; an aide to the Clintons' 
current lawyer, and two other law firm aides.” 
 

https://archive.is/43FMm 
 

Bill Clinton’s controversial pardons. More Surprises: FBI Releases Files On Bill Clinton's 
Pardon Of Marc Rich 

 
“There is a connection between Comey and Rich, too. As Bloomberg Politics noted, Comey was 

the prosecutor in the case against Rich from 1987 until 1993, and then also took over the investigation 
into President Clinton's pardon in 2002 when he was the U.S. attorney for Manhattan. In a 2008 letter, 
Comey wrote he was "stunned" by the Rich pardon.” 

 
https://archive.is/hnil4 

 
Even the Washington Post has trouble explaining away a publication funded by Saudi 

Arabia and its ties to Huma Abedin, admitting it, but calling it “not news.”  
 
Does Huma Abedin have ‘ties’ to the Muslim Brotherhood? 
 
“The fact that Huma Abedin was listed as an assistant editor between 1996 and 2008 is 

not news, as that had previously been reported in 2012.” 
 

https://archive.is/redNo 

https://archive.is/tKKGL
https://archive.is/43FMm
https://archive.ph/o/hnil4/www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2016-11-01/fbi-surprises-with-files-on-bill-clinton-01-pardon-of-marc-rich
https://archive.is/hnil4
https://archive.is/redNo


 
Keep in mind, the Washington Post is ran by the CIA  

 
 Washington Post owner receives $600 million contract from the CIA 
 
 “It’s been a rough couple days for The Washington Post. Word emerged that hackers 
invaded its internal system—for a few days, no less—all of its staffers had to change their 
passwords as the company tried to figure out how much data had been compromised. 

Meanwhile, a petition campaign was launched related to news that Amazon, under the 
Post’s new owner, Jeff Bezos, recently secured a $600 million contract from the CIA. That’s at 
least twice what Bezos paid for the Post this year. Bezos recently disclosed that the company’s 
Web-services business is building a “private cloud” for the CIA to use for its data needs.” 
 

https://archive.is/rWH4F 
 

Hillary’s brother ends up on the board of a gold mining company in Haiti aftermath.  
 

Role of Hillary Clinton’s brother in Haiti gold mine raises eyebrows 
 

“Tony Rodham’s involvement with the mine, which has become a source of controversy in Haiti 
because of concern about potential environmental damage and the belief that the project will primarily 
benefit foreign investors, was first revealed in publicity about an upcoming book on the Clintons by 
author Peter Schweizer.” 
 

https://archive.is/T702s 
 

Hassan Nemazee  
 

Donor to Democrats Pleads Guilty to $292 Million Fraud 
 

“A once-wealthy businessman and prominent donor to Democratic candidates pleaded guilty on 
Thursday to stealing hundreds of millions of dollars to buy property in Westchester County, donate to 
charity and give money to political campaigns.” 
 

https://archive.is/ECzFG 
 

UAE Adviser Illegally Funneled Foreign Cash Into Hillary Clinton’s 2016 Campaign 
 
“Nader conspired to hide the funds “out of a desire to lobby on behalf and advance the interests 

of his client, the government of the United Arab Emirates,” according to the prosecutors’ sentencing 
memo. Nader received the money for the illegal donations from the UAE government, the memo said. 
The filing marks the first time that the U.S. government has explicitly accused the UAE, a close ally, of 
illegally seeking to buy access to candidates during a presidential election.” 

 
https://archive.ph/8SOPU 

https://archive.is/rWH4F
https://archive.is/T702s
https://archive.is/ECzFG
https://archive.ph/8SOPU


Nevermind George Nader’s arrest for possessing bestiality videos of children with goats 
(Satanic, much?); this is all just the tip of the iceberg. 

 
Mueller witness with ties to Trump transition indicted for kiddie porn 
 
“George Nader, 60, was accused of possessing a dozen videos featuring boys as young as 3 — 

with some also involving goats and chickens — on an iPhone that was seized from him last year.” 
 
https://archive.ph/9KsEu 
 
 It is important to note the pattern of scandals, how many there are and how 

widespread they are. That is why, when it becomes apparent that this social circle is also 
riddled with pedophiles, like Jeffrey Epstein, Ghislaine Maxwell, Christopher Kloman, Dennis 
Hastert, Terry Bean, James Alefantis, David Brock, people start to wonder about the Bidens, 
Pizzagate and if the Clintons are connected to any of the pedophile rings out of Chicago, Dallas, 
Franklin and Washington D.C.  
 

J&T Packing (John and Tony?) has virtually the same board of directors as the Clinton 
Foundation and has been operating out of an empty lot since 1994. The Clinton Foundation 
seems to be the epicenter of the new organized crime that has fully infiltrated our government. 
The US has become a mafia state, run by criminals where law enforcement and the media are 
focused on eliminating competition, rather than eliminating corruption. 
 

Hillary is still ‘astroturfing’ the Internet. These shills are all guilty of taking Russian 
money and covering for treason. They’re seditious and part of a large RICO conspiracy. 
 

Hillary PAC Spends $1 Million to ‘Correct’ Commenters on Reddit and Facebook 
 
 “Citing “lessons learned from online engagement with ‘Bernie Bros,’” a pro-Hillary 
Clinton Super PAC is pledging to spend $1 million to “push back against” users on Twitter, 
Facebook, Reddit and Instagram.” 
 

https://archive.is/a01ce 
 

Hillary Clinton Under Fire For Buying 2 Million Fake Twitter Followers 
 
 “Although Hillary Clinton boasts a robust 3.6 million Twitter followers, not even a vast 
right-wing conspiracy would be able to interact with 2 million of them. 

According to two popular online measuring tools, no more than 44 per cent of her 
Twitter fan base consists of real people who are active in using the social media platform. 

And at least 15 per cent – more than 544,000 – are completely fake.” 
 
  https://archive.is/COvjL 
 

https://archive.ph/9KsEu
https://archive.is/a01ce
https://archive.is/COvjL


We no longer have to wonder what the new version of Operation Mockingbird looks 
like. JIDF. Correct the Record. Tavistock Institute of Human Relations. The FBI. They explicitly 
instruct the media to represent issues a certain way, then have their Internet astroturfers give 
illegitimate exposure to bogus ideas. It is a system of “mass persuasion” that is a lot more 
sophisticated than people are willing to give it credit for. 
 

“It is easier to fool people than to convince them they’ve been fooled.” - Mark Twain 
(supposedly, but probably not) 
 

Consider the possibility that every conflict you are presented on the news is controlled 
on both sides in order to follow a script and keep you distracted from the criminals who are 
negatively impacting your lives and your children’s lives because they are traitors. 
 

I’m going to bring up Pizzagate a few more times, but, before you discount it, start with 
the fact that we have a known pedophile on video, admitting to engaging and plotting political 
mummery at Comet Ping Pong. While Reuters attempted to set the definition of Pizzagate as 
being isolated to James Alefantis’ pizza shop, literally no legitimate researcher ever subscribed 
to Reuter’s definition; which was a red herring. 
 

 
 

Tied to Comet Ping Pong, itself, are multiple known pedophiles, including pro pedophilia 
bands (Sex Stains, Majestic Ape) that perform there for a lot of known personalities in politics. 
Researchers considered Comet Ping Pong to be an epicenter of pedophiles and fundraising 
done by pedophiles, where the web goes out from John Podesta (who does fundraising there) 
to Jeffrey Epstein via the Clintons, but also Terry Bean, Christopher Kloman, Richard Harding,  
Dennis Hastert and many other pedophiles who were caught red-handed. How many are there 
we don’t know about, yet? 



 
 

Amanda as "Majestic Ape." Regular at Comet Ping Pong. 
 

 
 

James Alefantis, himself, triggered a great deal of concern when his social media posts 
included a lot of occult and satanic imagery along with cash, drugs and very young children. He 
even has a friend who specializes in making child sized coffins and has pictures of a stainless 
steel “kill room.” In one Instagram post, with a baby in a hammock, Alefantis asks, “Why does 
Daddy like BUTT?” 



 



The ”theory” was more than borne out. Not only was Jeffrey Epstein arrested and 
suicided, Ghislaine Maxwell, Jean Luc Brunel, Peter Nygard, and others who were researched 
have turned out to be participating in trafficking of underage minors for sex, since 2016, when 
Reuters very prematurely labeled Pizzagate as “debunked” by providing a false definition. 
 

 
 

The "Soy Boy Deboonker" Response 
 

 
 

CNN producers (not one, but two) who ran cover for Comet Ping Pong were caught 
starting their own pedophile blackmail rings. 
 

CNN fires ex-Cuomo producer accused of luring girls for ‘sexual subservience’ training 
 

https://archive.ph/BjwZX 
 

https://archive.ph/BjwZX


Second CNN producer under 'criminal investigation' involving 'potential juvenile 
victims' 
 

https://archive.ph/6RVkg 
 

We also have Internet shills, like Dr. Pizza seething over the research coming from the 
issues, denying it like crazy, but then getting caught, red handed, being a pedophile. 

 
 

 
 

Sara Silverman. What did she mean by including Dan Harmon? 
 

 

   
 

https://archive.ph/6RVkg


James Gunn 
 

 
 

Chrissy Teigen 
 

 
 

She also hangs out at parties with Obama. 



 
 



If Pizzagate was totally fake, then there would be no need to spend the amount of time 
and money being wielded against “fake news” the likes of which may have never been seen. 
Pizzagate has drawn the attention of all kinds of paid Internet shills. All day, everyday, they are 
trying to derail the narrative that reveals the wider web of slime and corruption. 
 

I think it is worth noting that John Podesta, with Maya Harris, at Comet Ping Pong, 
shows that John Podesta had a hand in Kamala’s current position. The “pied piper” email shows 
that John Podesta also had a hand in Trump becoming president. Does this mean that Kamala 
Harris is also taking undisclosed foreign money? I also see questions being raised about Maya 
Harris and laundering money through art deals.  

 
The reason financial disclosures in this realm are important, is because it is the first step 

to elucidating conflict of interest and corruption. 
 
State Omitted Clinton’s Chief of Staff From ‘Special Government Employee’ Disclosure 

List 
 
 “The State Department did not disclose that Hillary Clinton’s chief of staff Cheryl Mills 

had a special arrangement in 2009 that allowed her to hold outside positions with the William J. 
Clinton Foundation, New York University, and an Abu Dhabi-funded group. 

 
    The agency came under scrutiny in 2013, after it was reported that Clinton’s close aide 

Huma Abedin had been granted “special government employee” status under Clinton, which 
allowed her to work as a part-time consultant for the State Department while also taking 
private clients that had financial ties to the former First Family.” 
  
 https://archive.ph/79xjg 
 

The US Government has people who are specifically on the Internet trying to steer all of 
this conversation away from a President, himself, who has been to Comet Ping Pong, who is 
central to the Fisker/Gore/Obama Scandal and who was, seemingly, born in Kenya, if you check 
every news article before he ran for President. 
 

It all ties together. It is all organized crime. The Clinton Foundation is the epicenter of 
political corruption and the media is trying very hard to keep you from recognizing that basic, 
provable fact. 
 

If we are to believe the Washington Post and the New York Times, treason and other 
crimes have occurred on a massive scale. Why is it so hard to believe that human trafficking 
would be any different? Why would we expect anything else, when they are surrounded by 
known and convicted pedophiles and human traffickers? 
 

The truth is that this all starts and ends with mining. 
 

https://i.imgur.com/Bn0OJJH.jpg
https://archive.ph/79xjg


The Nexus of Illegal Gold Mining and Human Trafficking Report 
 
 “Illegally mined gold is “laundered” and exported, with the help of corrupt government 
officials, to prominent refineries, which supply some of the biggest central banks, jewelry 
companies, and electronics producers in the world.  A Verité analysis of Dodd-Frank Act 
compliance records found that approximately 90 percent of Fortune 500 companies that filed 
conflict mineral reports listing the smelters and refineries from which they obtained their gold in 
2015 reported sourcing gold from refineries that have demonstrated a pattern of purchasing 
illegally mined gold from Latin America. Companies that source illegally produced gold face 
severe reputational and legal risks including potential liability under a number of statutes 
covering company complicity in trafficking in persons, forced and child labor, organized crime, 
corruption, and conflict minerals.” 
 

https://archive.ph/RPwt4 
 

Frank Giustra is involved in mining companies. 
 

The Clintons, a luxury jet and their $100 million donor from Canada 
 
 “The Canadian mining magnate and onetime Hollywood studio owner stepped up to let 
the former president borrow his luxurious passenger jet. There was just one condition: Giustra 
would come along for the ride.” 
 

https://archive.ph/morhK 
 

Marc Rich, who was pardoned by Clinton, was also involved in mining with Glencore.  
 
How developing countries are paying a high price for the global mineral boom 
 
“The companies whose mines have attracted the most accusations of human rights 

abuses and environmental conflict are some of the largest in the world, mostly listed on the 
London stock exchange. They include AngloGold Ashanti, Rio Tinto, Barrick Gold, BHP Billiton, 
Glencore Xstrata and Newmont Mining. Between them they are involved in 75 conflicts in 
countries ranging from Colombia, Burma and the Democratic Republic of the Congo to the US, 
Zambia and the Philippines, says the database.” 

 
https://archive.is/qgvD8 

 
‘Haiti, give me your gold, not your weak and weary!’ 

 
 “The discovery of a huge US$20 billion gold reserve in Haiti is no panacea since gold 
mining has always been surrounded by intrigue, skullduggery, and, perhaps, international 
plunder and piracy. 

https://archive.ph/RPwt4
https://archive.ph/morhK
https://archive.is/qgvD8


Americans, Canadians, and politically well-connected present and past Haitian political leaders 
stand to reap vast profits from the apparent plundering of Haitian gold. 
Haitian workers, meanwhile, are paid a measly US$6.25 a day for working in the muddy, gold-
mining pits.” 
 

https://archive.ph/J63JD 
 

Human trafficking is inevitable around mining companies. Whoever is managing these 
companies is also managing the networks that provide them with the slaves they need. 

 
The State Department does a good job of tracking these networks, but, yet, these 

networks persist and grow. 
 
Trafficking in Persons Report 
 
“The Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Report is the U.S. Government’s principal diplomatic tool to 

engage foreign governments on human trafficking. It is also the world’s most comprehensive resource of 
governmental anti-trafficking efforts and reflects the U.S. Government’s commitment to global 
leadership on this key human rights and law enforcement issue.” 

 
https://archive.ph/m1K4e 
 
Labor is the largest section of human trafficking in the world. From Kazakh mines to 

chocolate for Nestle, to shoes in China. The average person is woefully unaware of how many 
child slaves contributed to their lifestyle and the products they use and wear. I think it speaks 
volumes that people, corporations and governments  are more sensitive to their carbon 
footprint than they are about child slaves in their supply chains. 

 
Mars, Nestlé and Hershey pledged nearly two decades ago to stop using cocoa 

harvested by children. Yet much of the chocolate you buy still starts with child labor. 
 
“Then, to make sure he is understood, he also flashes 15 with his hands. He says, 

eventually, that he’s been working the cocoa farms in Ivory Coast since he was 10. The other 
four boys say they are young, too — one says he is 15, two are 14 and another, 13.” 

 
https://archive.ph/1n5JV 
 
But these networks also feed the darker networks, where humans are used for other 

purposes than labor. Sex slavery is a bigger business than it ever was. Labor trafficking is a 
bigger business than it ever was. There are more slaves, right now, in the world than there have 
ever been. The current estimated number is 40 million people currently caught in modern 
slavery, with 70% being female and 1 in 4 being children. 

 

https://archive.ph/J63JD
https://archive.ph/m1K4e
https://archive.ph/1n5JV


It should come as no surprise that people who prop up the human trafficking networks 
for labor are the same people who rely on these trafficking networks for sex slaves. 
 
 Specific examples of human trafficking that “Pizzagate” researchers highlighted was the 
Laura Silsby incident, where Hillary Clinton and her staff were keeping close tabs on a woman 
convicted of human trafficking. 
 
 Laura Silsby was buying children from parents in Haiti, and then set to deliver them to 
Cabarete in the Dominican Republic, when she was caught at the border between the two 
countries. In Cabarete was a DREAM Center, funded by Clinton “dark money” donor, Michael 
Zaleski and the Kimball Family. Local priests were also funding a stay at a hotel for orphan 
children right across the street from the Dream Center. 
 
 Bill Clinton urges solution to Haiti 'kidnap' case 
 
 “Former U.S. President Bill Clinton urged the U.S. and Haitian governments on Friday to 
resolve the case of 10 American missionaries accused of trying to take children illegally out of 
quake-hit Haiti.” 
 
 https://archive.ph/aZa7X 
 

In a bizarre twist, Jorge Puello was arrested after caught pretending to be a lawyer and 
representing himself as Laura Silsby’s lawyer. Puello was also arrested, facing sex trafficking 
charges in El Salvador and was also connected to a Guatemalan orphanage that burned down 
with children in it. 
 
 Trafficking Charges for Adviser to Jailed Americans in Haiti 
 
 “The one-time legal adviser, who calls himself Jorge Puello, now acknowledges that he 
faces sex trafficking charges in El Salvador under the name Jorge Anibal Torres Puello. He 
remained at large on Monday, as Dominican, Salvadoran and American law enforcement 
officials worked with Interpol to interview his relatives and search border and immigration 
records to find him. 

Mr. Puello is wanted by the police in at least four countries in connection with charges 
including sex trafficking of girls and women, and making counterfeit documents and violating 
parole.” 
  
 https://archive.ph/yBW0b 
 
 When Reuters did its first article about Pizzagate, it completely ignored this fairly well 
known set of circumstances regarding human trafficking. What really primed the pump, on 
social media, was a post by someone known as “FBIAnon” who pointed out, with some 
specifics, that the Clinton Foundation corruption was far worse than most people were willing 
to imagine. 

https://archive.ph/aZa7X
https://archive.ph/yBW0b


 A lesser known story of interest involves Cheryl Mills, of the Clinton Foundation. In 
2010, Cheryl Mill's planted "Building Haiti's Economy One Mango At A Time". Mills forwards the 
story to HRC. HRC asks "who does he work for" (meaning the writer Jean-Louis Warnholz) and 
Mills responds "he works for us now". 
 
 In emails, Cheryl Mills refers to mangos and mango trees, but satellite footage revealed 
that no mango trees were at the Dominican Republic site where the Black Ivy group built a 
compound. If there were no mango trees, then relocating a mango tree had another meaning. 
 
 Jean-Louis emails Cheryl "Random Good News".... "Cheryl Because it's that kind of day 
and that kind of week: 
 
   “Sae-A shipped the first 65,000 shirts 'Made in Haiti' that should hit Walmart stores soon. They 
now employ a 1,000 workers, many trained by a USG-financed training center. 
 
    Only two mango trees had to be uprooted at the Caracol Park. Trees under threat are now 
being transplanted to the Caracol Ekam housing.” 
 
 https://archive.ph/ZYbbQ 
 

Whatever your feelings on whether or not mangoes are mangoes, Black Ivy Group has 
set up small ports in many third world countries that are perfect for smuggling any kind of 
product. 
 

BlackIvy’s anchor countries, Ghana and Tanzania, enjoy: 
 
+  central locations—serving as natural gateways to their regions 
+  political stability with leadership committed to private investment 

             + abundant natural resources 
     + competitive and growing labor pools, with young populations 

+ favorable tax and trade incentives with regional and international markets, including 
the European Union and United States 
+ projected average annual growth of 5.9% and 6.9%, respectively between 2016 and     
2020 

 
The closer you look, the worse it gets. While human trafficking and, sex trafficking, in 

particular, are the most sensational bits, the truth is that this organized crime starts with 
influence peddling and stretches across all industries and all black markets. 
 
 The shipping of slaves through cargo containers is a huge problem where the total is, 
inherently unknowable, because everyone in charge is intentionally not looking. We know it 
exists. We have the technology to stop it, but it continues. 
 

As you might expect, by now, the Dynasty of Slime extends to the Biden Family. 

https://archive.ph/ZYbbQ


A Degeneracy of Bidens 
 

I believe “a degeneracy” is an appropriate collective noun for a group of Biden family 
members. 
 

The Bidens make money by promising that “the family [can] provide a wealth of 
introductions and business opportunities at the highest levels” 
 

 
 



Joe Biden is and always has been corrupt. BidenGate should be a much more prevalent 
term. 

 
Soros, "We have a Foundation in Ukraine and it happens to be one of our best 

foundations. I also want to mention that there is one person who was very deeply involved in 
Ukraine and that's Biden..." 
 

https://twitter.com/Jillian22Betsy/status/1547773396267675654 
 

https://gvid.tv/v/248Zwq 
 

Nevermind that he stole the primaries from Bernie Sanders a second time. 
 

https://youtu.be/tdnxeijbffA?t=162 
 

Even the Guardian concedes the point. 
 
There are three clear examples. 
 

First, Biden’s support for finance over working-class Americans. His career was 
bankrolled by the credit card industry He delivered for it by spearheading a bankruptcy bill that 
made it harder for Americans to reduce their debts and helped cause the financial crisis. He not 
only authored and voted for that bill, he split with Barack Obama and led the battle to vote 
down Democratic amendments. 
 

Second, healthcare. On 25 April, the day he announced his campaign, Biden went 
straight to a fundraiser co-hosted by the chief executive of a major health insurance 
corporation. He refuses to sign a pledge to reject money from insurance and pharma execs and 
continues to raise money from healthcare industry donors. His campaign is being bankrolled by 
a super Pac run by healthcare lobbyists. 
What did all these donors get? A healthcare proposal that preserves the power of the insurance 
industry and leaves 10 million Americans uninsured. 
 

Third, climate change. Biden signed a pledge not to take money from the fossil fuel 
industry, then broke his promise. Right after a CNN town hall on climate change, he held a 
fundraiser hosted by the founder of a fossil fuel conglomerate. He is pushing climate policy that 
has gotten dismal reviews from several leading environmental groups. 
 

https://archive.ph/m3eDy 
 

Let's not forget that Biden insider-turned-whistleblower, Tony Bobulinski, submitted 
thousands of pages into evidence that included direct testimony, financial records, text 
messages, emails, documents and audio recordings. The Senate has confirmed Bobulinski’s 
evidence as genuine. 

https://twitter.com/Jillian22Betsy/status/1547773396267675654
https://gvid.tv/v/248Zwq
https://youtu.be/tdnxeijbffA?t=162
https://archive.ph/m3eDy


 
Politico admits it, as well. 

 
"at least some of the alleged laptop material is genuine — as well as other emerging 

evidence about the deals family members have sought or received from people with an interest 
in influencing Biden." 
 

https://archive.ph/xSA6z 
 

According to the U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental 
Affairs and the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance, **the Vice President's office and State 
Department officials were aware but ignored concerns relating to Hunter Biden's role on the 
board of a Ukrainian Burisma.** 
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/xSA6z


Burisma Geothermal Italy  
 

 
 
UkraineGate 
 

 
 



In 2016, Ukraine's top anti-corruption prosecutor, Viktor Shokin, had an active and 
ongoing investigation into Burisma and its owner, Mykola Zlochevsky. At the time, Hunter Biden 
continued to serve on Burisma's board of directors. According to news reports, then Vice-
President Biden threatened to withhold $1 billion in United States loan guarantees if Ukraine's 
leaders did not dismiss [Shokin]''. After that, Ukraine's Parliament fired Shokin. 

 
 

Video shows Biden got the UKRAINIAN PROSECUTOR FIRED investigating son 
 

https://youtu.be/azLKK0xTOFI?t=14 
 
 

Secretary of State, John Kerry falsely claimed he had no knowledge about Hunter 
Biden’s role with Burisma. 
 

Joe Biden’s compromising partnership with the Communist Party of China runs via Yang 
Jiechi (CPC’s Central Foreign Affairs Commission). YANG met frequently with BIDEN during his 
tenure at the Chinese embassy in Washington. Biden’s foreign policy stance towards China 
(formerly hawkish), has since turned positive. Ukraine has received billions, where oligarchs 
have been caught with massive amounts of cash, far in excess of what the US spends on its own 
citizens. 

 
 

      
 

 
 
 

https://youtu.be/azLKK0xTOFI?t=14


 
 
 
Hunter Biden surprisingly cogent when talking money. 

 

 
 

Joe Biden gravely endangered and harmed the security of the United States and its 
institutions of government. Through blatant nepotism, he enabled his son to influence foreign 
policy and financially benefit as a result of his role as Vice President. He supported his son 
engaging in collusion with Chinese Communist Party-linked officials. 

 

 
 
 
 



Dong Gong Wen 
 

 
 

BHR Partners (Notice Hunter Biden and Whitey Bulger's nephew, James) 
 

 
 



Bohai Capital’s top shareholders are the following major China state-owned financial 
institutions: 
 

• BOCI (48%), 
• TEDA Investment Holding Co Ltd <TEDA> (22%), 
• Bank of China Group Investment Limited (5%), 
• SSF (5%), PSBC (5%), 
• China Development Bank Capital Corporation Ltd (5%) 
• China Life (5%), etc. 

 
China’s plans for American energy resources, with the help of the Bidens, looks strikingly 

familiar to Russia’s plans for American uranium, with the help of the Clintons. 
 

 
 



Wiring Transfer from China to Hunter Biden: 
 

 
 



Hudson West III LLC Travel Expense Claim (Traveling Like a King): 
 

 
 

Notice the dishonest (aka corrupt) way in which NBC presents a report about Biden 
corruption; mainly by relying on the “shooting the messenger” logical fallacy and completely 
avoiding engaging with the information within the report. Since the release of the Hunter Biden 
data, NBC has been proven to have been guilty of extreme bias. 
 

How a fake persona laid the groundwork for a Hunter Biden conspiracy deluge 
 

https://archive.ph/iPmD6 

https://archive.ph/iPmD6


 
Typhoon Investigations: Project Time 

 
https://www.neweurope.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/KVBJHB.pdf 

 
Joe Biden allowed his son to trade appointments with his father and other high-ranking 

administration officials in exchange for financial compensation. He permitted his son to take 
money from Russian oligarchs, including Elena Baturina, the wife of the former mayor of 
Moscow. 
 

Hunter Biden Received a $3.5 Million Payment From Ex-Moscow Mayor's Wife 
 

“government officials flagged concerns about potential conflicts of interest and that the 
former vice president's son's financial interests with foreign governments "accelerated" during 
the administration of former President Barack Obama.” 
 

https://archive.ph/eyhNz 
 

How did Robert Mueller conduct a 2 year investigation on Russia and miss a $3.5 million 
payment to the Biden family? 
 

The Biden Family's financial transactions with Ukrainian, Russian, Kazakh, and Chinese 
nationals raise criminal and national security concerns. Jim Biden has directly participated in 
this corruption, even meeting with "The O", himself. 
 

 
 

Hunter Biden has also participated in this corruption and, even now, the 2021 annual 
report shows Skaneateles is still listed as a “shareholder” with a 10% stake in the Chinese Firm 
benefiting from strategic oil reserves in the US.  

 
Frank Biden, another very troubled individual, is also in on the scam, involving himself in 

corruption and US policy as is financially convenient. Alana Biden runs cover as producer at NBC 
News and has dabbled in a little lite voter fraud. 
 

https://www.neweurope.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/KVBJHB.pdf
https://archive.ph/eyhNz


Frank Biden 
 

Frank Biden is linked to a little known consulting firm that was involved with lobbying 
both the Obama admin (DoD) & Congress in 2016. The LLC was titled the Delmarva Group, a 
consulting firm that was involved with federal lobbying on behalf of an oil distribution company 
during the last year of the Obama administration. 
 

 
 
Does that say State and Federal Legislative Advocacy? 

 

 
 

Does that say AstraZeneca? Johnson & Johnson? 



 
Jim Biden 

 
Jim Biden laundered $5m in funds from Chinese military front CEFC while Sara Biden, a 

lawyer-consultant who refused to provide their bank the docs explaining irregular transfers 
flagged by Treasury. Not only were they breaking laws, they were stabbing Tony Bobulinski in 
the back and cutting him out of the grift. 
 

 
 

Jim Biden needed help for Pemex, pipeline refinery deal (Carlos Slim) through Hunter 
Biden. 
 

 
 



A firm employing Jim Biden received more than $1.5 billion in government-backed 
contracts during the Obama administration.  HillStone International's president was Kevin 
Justice, who grew up in Delaware and was a longtime Biden family friend. HillStone was 
eventually forced to back out of the deal after its inexperience with such a large-scale 
construction project became evident. 
 

 
 

Hunter Biden 
 

Hunter Biden Admits His Last Name Has Opened Basically Every Door for Him 
 

https://archive.ph/X3nB6 

https://archive.ph/X3nB6


 
Hunter Biden, the Sex Trafficker: 

 

 
 

Tucker Carlson runs interference for Hunter Biden 
 

 



Money Laundering in Latin America with Online Casino Platform, “Ocho,” and 
eCurrency, “La Plata”. 
 

 
 

Hunter Biden, having frivolously blown $100 million, is reduced to begging for $100 “for 
gas.” 
 

 



Hunter and Jim Biden rank at the top of Suspicious Activity Reports in the US. The 
release of 150 suspicious activity reports on Hunter and Jim Biden’s business dealings have 
been blocked by the Biden Treasury Department 
 

 
 

Hunter opened a bank account with Gongwen Dong to “fund a $100,000 spending 
spree” with his uncle and aunt, James and Sara Biden, who also received $1.4 million from 
Hunter’s firm 
 

In addition to over $4 million from Burisma, Hunter Biden and his family received 
millions of dollars from foreign nationals with questionable backgrounds. There is ongoing FBI 
investigation into Hunter Biden's laptop revealed that Hunter received a 2.8 carat diamond gift 
from a high-ranking Chinese official in 2017. 
 

 



Hunter Biden had business associations with Ye Jianming, founder of the CEFC China 
Energy Company, Ltd., Gongwen Dong, and other Chinese nationals linked to the Communist 
government and the People's Liberation Army. Those associations resulted in millions of dollars 
in cash flow.  
 

Hunter Biden paid nonresident women who were nationals of Russia or other Eastern 
European countries and who appear to be linked to an "Eastern European prostitution or 
human trafficking ring''. 
 

On June 23, 2011, Sean Conlon, a business associate of Hunter Biden, suggested that a 
$10 billion deal could be struck in exchange for certain persons meeting Vice President Biden, 
showing deliberate 'pay-for-play' and 'quid-pro-quo''.  
 

“So we have engagement letter if they get other 10 bonds they have a face value of 10b. 
While it is far-fetched Devon [Archer] said he talked to his professor and these get traded. We 
get 10% in fees. We need to get these guys to an event or something where they get to just 
formally meet your Dad. For follow on they can talk to Chief of Staff. Let me know how soon we 
can do that. V brief. If Nagi get that done we get more bonds to move. Regards your hard 
working partner in Positano! Sean'' 
 

Emails between Hunter Biden and his cousin reveal that the President of Hunter's 
Chinese Communist Party-linked firm, Eric Schwerin, repeatedly asked Hunter for an 
appointment to the Commission for the Preservation of America's Heritage Abroad--a position 
he ultimately received. The email from Hunter to his cousin, Missy, regarding the request for 
the appointment to the Commission: 
 

Eric asked for one of these [an appointment] the day after the election in 2008. You 
know better than me what are real and interesting appointments. Let's go through the list with 
Steve and see what makes sense. I don't know how much 2016 and nepotism plays into it.” 

 

 



Former CIA Agent John Sipher says he was proud to sway the election away from Trump 
with the “Hunter Biden Laptop Letter”. He is also a fellow at The Atlantic Council, of which 
Burisma was a 250k a year donor. You do the math. 
 

The Spies Who Lied: 
 

 
 

Hunter Biden’s lawyer, George Mesires, is also aware of the Sinopec deal. 
 

 
 



Hunter Biden’s lawyer is also donating over $100k to Mike Pence. 
 

 
 
 

Hunter Biden’s psychiatrist/drug dealer, Keith Ablow, was arrested by the FBI for being 
sexually inappropriate with patients, where they found another of Hunter Biden’s laptops. 
Based on Ablow’s messages with Hunter, and Hunter’s reputation, one is left wondering what 
these two did together “last time.” 
 



 
 

The war on drugs does not apply to Hunter Biden, who is, on occasion, desperate to 
show off his felony weight of crack cocaine to prostitutes. 
 

 



Hunter Biden searches for underage porn on xvideos; “12 years old”. 
 

 
 

Hunter’s friends and family have concerns about his behavior with his 14 year old niece. 
 

 
 

Hunter Biden gets involved with George and Paul Soros. 
 

 



Hunter’s slimy connections also stretch to Peter Daszak, EcoHealth Alliance and the 
Wuhan Institute of Virology. 
 

 
 

Hunter Biden has a tattoo of the Finger Lakes on his back, where a number of his shell 
companies are also named after lakes in the Finger Lakes. Skaneatles is one example. Rosemont 
and Seneca are also found in the Finger Lakes. In this overview, we also see Aqaba 
International, LLC, RSP Holdings, LLC, Transatlantic Energy Group, Rosemont Seneca Advisors, 
Tadich Grill, and Eudora Global, LLC. 

 

 



Rosemont Seneca advisors are shown to be connected to Robinson Walker LLC, owned 
by Rob Walker, former federal official. Shanghai-based State Energy HK Ltd, which is affiliated 
with CEFC, paid into Rob Walker’s LLC.  
 

CEFC was due to pay $9 billion for a 14.2 per cent stake in Russian state-owned energy 
company Rosneft, as well as a  5 billion euro loan deal with Russian state-owned VTB Bank to 
finance the purchase. This proves the nexus of US, Chinese and Russian corruption; a three 
sided treason. 
 

Yuxiang Jiang (sp?), Harves Group and Transatlantic Energy Group are also mentioned as 
connected to Rosemont Seneca Advisors. 
 

 
 

Has the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Delaware issued a grand jury subpoena 
to Wells Fargo, USAA, Bank of America, TD Bank, JPMorgan Chase, PNC, Morgan Stanley, 
Citibank, Bank of New York Mellon, Bank of China and First National Bank of Omaha for records 
relating to Hunter Biden, James Biden, Sara Biden, John R. Walker, Eric Schwerin, Devon Archer 
and corporate entities linked to them, including but not limited to, Hudson West III and the Lion 
Hall Group?  If not, why not? 
 



Vice President Kamala Harris is traveled to New York to announce formation of the 
Economic Opportunity Coalition, which includes a lot of the same players in this Biden 
corruption; Ariel Investments, Bank of America, BNY Mellon, Capital One, Citi, Discover, Ford 
Foundation, Goldman Sachs, Google, Key Bank, Kresge Foundation, Mastercard, McDonald's, 
McKinsey & Company, Micron, Momentus Capital, Moody’s, Netflix, PayPal, PNC, The 
Rockefeller Foundation, TIAA, and Upstart. 
 

 
 

Accionia Wind Power and Lockheed Martin. 
 

 
 

 
20% Hunter Biden 
20% Rob Walker 
20% James Gilliar 
20% Tony Bobulinski 
10% Jim Biden 
10% “The Big Guy” 



 
 

”Don’t mention Joe being involved.” 
 

 
 

Chuck Harple: Teamsters Political Director under Bush Presidency 
 

 
 



How do you feel about Hunter Biden being involved in a UN “Food Security” program? 
 

 
 

 Part of Hunter Biden’s involvement with Burisma allowed a parallel access to, not just 
the energy market, but to the largest producer of grain in Ukraine; oligarch Oleksiy Vadatursky. 
With Ukrainian leaders of industry out of the way, Hunter Biden and his fellow board members 
on the Burisma board, now stand firmly in place to take control of the ‘Sino Ukraine Silk Road 
Grain Port’, and the ships they were building to transport the grain and other goods.  

 
Is Burisma helping Russia “eliminate the competition” the same way Hillary was helping 

Russia in the uranium markets, intelligence as a business markets and other industries? 
 
The failures of these corrupt politicians continue to “fall forward” in favor of Russia. 
 
Just remember that there is no amount of money Hunter Biden won’t blow through 

because of his predilection towards drugs and prostitutes, along with an insistence on living an 
extravagant lifestyle with zero brakes, of any kind, on his spending. 
 

 There is no reason for the "other Bidens" to be involved with policy and foreign 
dealings other than to peddle influence and access. They do not possess any special 
experience or expertise. 
 
 
 



The Great Steal: Global Election Fraud 
 
 Electoral fraud is well documented all over the world. Only a BlueAnon conspiracy 
theorist would deny that electoral fraud has been problematic throughout history. 
 
 Some of these stolen elections had drastic and lasting effects and examining the tactics 
used in past cases should be a lesson for those trying to keep elections safe and fair. Forgetting 
these lessons allows the public to be fooled over and over again using the same tricks. 
 
 A few key examples show tactics that were apparent in the 202 US Election; massive 
immigration to sway the vote, finding votes after the count was done, ignoring parallel data 
collection, declaring the winner before the results were in, buying votes with store credit cards, 
campaign finance violations, halting counts, etc. 
 
 List of Controversial Elections  
 
 “Bleeding Kansas election, March 30, 1855 – An election to decide whether Kansas 
should be a free state or a slave state involved massive immigration to sway the vote and 
resulted in post-election violence, including a severe beating of a US Senator by a Congressman. 
The events it encompasses directly presaged the American Civil War.” 
 
 “1948 United States Senate election in Texas - Lyndon B. Johnson won the Democratic 
primary over Coke R. Stevenson by only 87 votes. However, Johnson was accused of voter fraud 
in Duval County, as it had initially appeared Stevenson had won before 200 votes were 
allegedly found for Johnson.” 
 
 “1988 Mexican general election - The election was the first in which Mexico introduced a 
parallel vote tabulation system in which electoral districts report results by telephone to the 
Secretariat of the Interior. Although early results showed the National Democratic Front (FDN) 
candidate Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas in the lead, Secretary of the Interior Manuel Bartlett claimed 
that the new voting system had broken down, and the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) 
candidate Carlos Salinas de Gortari ultimately was declared the winner. In 1991, President 
Miguel de la Madrid admitted in his autobiography that the breakdown had been faked and 
that there were no complete results when Salinas de Gortari was declared the winner. The 
result was the lowest performance for any winning President since the institution of direct 
elections for the presidency under the 1917 Constitution, and the PRI's worst electoral 
performance since dominating Mexican politics after 1929.” 
 
 “2012 Mexican general election - After the PRI candidate Enrique Peña Nieto was 
declared the winner, the Yo Soy 132 movement emerged protesting the results due to reports 
that the PRI had participated in campaign finance violations, electoral fraud, and vote buying 
by providing poor voters with Soriana store credit cards. Although Peña Nieto was eventually 



redeclared the winner after a recount endorsed by the United States, unrest continued through 
Peña Nieto's inauguration.” 
 
 “2000 United States presidential election - After a close election in which the winner was 
unclear, the Republican candidate George W. Bush won Florida by such a slim margin that a 
recount of the votes was triggered under Florida state law, beginning a series of legal battles 
between Bush and the Democratic candidate Al Gore and considerable public controversy. After 
the completion of a machine recount, the Florida Supreme Court ordered a manual recount due 
to continued concerns over the validity of the election. The case was appealed to the Supreme 
Court, which halted the recount in the Bush v. Gore and Bush v. Palm Beach County Canvassing 
Board decisions, which Bush to win Florida by a 0.009 percent margin and the electoral vote.” 
 
 https://archive.ph/JGZZQ 
 
 African Leaders Must Act to Stop Electoral Fraud in Congo 
 

“It is entirely possible that the recent elections were intended as an empty gesture as 
well—a “good enough” exercise to satisfy the international community, quiet the demands of 
civil society, and shore up elites’ credibility with investors, all without ever genuinely allowing 
citizens a say in who should hold the levers of state power.” 

 
https://archive.ph/S28ul 
 
African monitors say Guinea election conducted properly, opposition decries fraud 
 
“'Irresponsible and dangerous' 

Security forces killed dozens of people in protests which began in October last 
year against a Condé third term. 

Although polling day was mostly calm, Diallo's self-proclaimed election victory 
has ratched up tensions in the former French colony of some 13 million people. 

The government insists the vote was fair and that only the official electoral 
authority can declare the results. 

Condé's RPG party also called Diallo's move "irresponsible and dangerous" on 
Monday.” 
 
https://archive.ph/a0FHn 
 
Zimbabwe election: A guide to rigging allegations 
 
“The main bone of contention has been the voters' roll and what a local observer group, 

the Zimbabwe Election Support Network (Zesn) and its 7,000 observers, said was a "systematic 
effort to disenfranchise an estimated one million voters".” 

 
https://archive.ph/ADZ6J 

https://archive.ph/JGZZQ
https://archive.ph/S28ul
https://archive.ph/a0FHn
https://archive.ph/ADZ6J


Fresh evidence of Hungary vote-rigging raises concerns of fraud in European elections 
 
“Non-profit human rights group Unhack Democracy Europe has uncovered evidence, 

released exclusively to openDemocracy, that points to wide-scale fraud in the April 2018 
election, including vote buying, voter intimidation, tampering with postal votes, missing ballots 
and election software malfunctions.” 

 
https://archive.ph/BuqPT 
 
An Unlikely Crime in One Party China 
 
“Through his companies, Mr. Wang has donated to American universities, charities, 

research institutes and political campaigns, including New York University, the Clinton 
Foundation and the successful 2013 campaign for Virginia governor of Terry McAuliffe, a 
Democrat. Though Mr. Wang is a Chinese citizen, he is also a legal permanent resident of the 
United States, which entitles him to make campaign contributions. 

 
The vote-buying scandal in Liaoning has been brewing for at least five years, with 

hundreds of officials and lawmakers in its provincial bodies accused of engaging in the bribery, 
according to a report in Caixin, a well-regarded Chinese newsmagazine. The report, posted 
online on Tuesday, has since been taken off the internet.” 

 
https://archive.ph/m5oXI 
 
South Korean Politician Adds China Interference Charge to Election Rigging Claim 
 
“ Min presented crushed ballots found near one of the polling stations after the election 

was over as evidence to back his claim. Some of them are believed to be stamped by the 
authorities, which indicates they were used during the vote. 

South Korean prosecutors are currently investigating Min to find out how and when he 
obtained such ballots. 

Adding spice to the accusations, Min is also claiming Chinese involvement in the alleged 
election fraud. 

Min cited the fact that ballots were sorted by machines that were connected online, which 
allowed operators to communicate with outsiders. He believes this opened the door to Chinese 
interference.” 

 
https://archive.ph/qzXNn 

 
Smartmatic presents its electronic voting in South Korea 
 
The events gathered electoral commissioners, as well as representatives from parliamentary and 

civic organisations, from over 32 countries, including China, Iraq and Russia. South Korea held local 
elections on June 4. 

https://archive.ph/BuqPT
https://archive.ph/m5oXI
https://archive.ph/qzXNn


https://archive.ph/RCXOk 
 
Korean-made voting machine scandal in Congo to be brought up to Korean Foreign 

Ministry 
 
“The Korean firm, which has only exported voting devices to countries that can be 

considered struggling democracies, has been under scrutiny in Congo since signing a $150 
million deal to supply some 100,000 machines earlier this year.” 

 
https://archive.ph/ndxdu 
 
In order to stay in power, the Biden regime is simply stealing elections, using the same 

tactics from all over the world, including the primaries.  
 
Ask yourselves… Would the same people involved in regime change operations globally 

also do the same thing to the US? Why wouldn’t they? 
 
https://i.imgur.com/uemZbTJ.png 
 

Court Concedes DNC Had the Right to Rig Primaries Against Sanders 
 
 “Even former Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid admitted in July 2016, “I knew—
everybody knew—that this was not a fair deal.” He added that Debbie Wasserman Schultz 
should have resigned much sooner than she did. The lawsuit was filed to push the DNC to admit 
their wrongdoing and provide Bernie Sanders supporters, who supported him financially with 
millions of dollars in campaign contributions, with restitution for being cheated.“ 
 

https://archive.ph/hWrnY 
 

The former vice-president lost the first three primaries but victory in South Carolina 
set him up as the alternative – and antithesis – to Trump 

 
“And while many of Biden’s rival candidates viewed private fundraisers as an outmoded 

and ethically dubious way of underwriting a campaign, he hosted them with abandon. 
 
The initial results were lackluster. Biden was regularly outraised financially by other 

candidates. The Massachusetts senator Elizabeth Warren emerged as a sort of consensus 
candidate for progressives and centrists. The then South Bend mayor, Pete Buttigieg, became a 
fundraising juggernaut. The Vermont senator and progressive icon Bernie Sanders had 
rebounded from long-shot liberal alternative to frontrunner in the race to become the 
Democratic party’s challenger against Trump.” 

 
https://archive.ph/UiaYd 

 

https://archive.ph/RCXOk
https://archive.ph/ndxdu
https://i.imgur.com/uemZbTJ.png
https://archive.ph/hWrnY
https://archive.ph/UiaYd


It starts at the fundraising level, where bad actors manipulate the financial side of 
things. 
 

Does anyone remember when the NXIVM sex cult was bundling for Hillary Clinton? 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20190418222451/https://www.opensecrets.org/search?o
rder=desc&q=clare+bronfman&sort=D&type=donors 
 

Witness testimony, corroborated by documentary evidence, demonstrated that at least 
14 members of the NXIVM community, including at least five defendants and co-conspirators, 
made the maximum campaign donation to a primary campaign with the understanding that 
they would be reimbursed by Bronfman or Nancy Salzman. 
 

NXIVM Leaders Illegally ‘Bundled’ Campaign Cash for Presidential Candidate, Court 
Docs Say 
 

https://archive.ph/DV7t7 
 

Uncharged Criminal Enterprise 
 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20190418222451/https:/www.opensecrets.org/search?order=desc&q=clare+bronfman&sort=D&type=donors
https://web.archive.org/web/20190418222451/https:/www.opensecrets.org/search?order=desc&q=clare+bronfman&sort=D&type=donors
https://archive.ph/DV7t7


We have another Democrat guilty of ballot stuffing.  
 
Former U.S. Congressman and Philadelphia Political Operative Pleads Guilty to Election Fraud 
Charges 
 

“Myers admitted in court to bribing the Judge of Elections for the 39th Ward, 36th 
Division in South Philadelphia, Domenick J. Demuro, in a fraudulent scheme over several years. 
Demuro, who was charged separately and pleaded guilty in May 2020, was responsible for 
overseeing the entire election process and all voter activities of his Division in accord with 
federal and state election laws.” 
 

https://archive.ph/A7raj 
 

But it gets much worse, from there. Even Democrat politicians know about the 
"shortcomings of election technology". 
 

Warren, Klobuchar, Wyden, and Pocan Investigate Vulnerabilities and Shortcomings of 
Election Technology Industry with Ties to Private Equity 
 

https://archive.ph/wW1Ga 
 

The Dominion Voting Systems are compromised per government assessments. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/A7raj
https://archive.ph/wW1Ga


The tested version of Dominion Voting Systems ImageCast X does not validate application 
signatures to a trusted root certificate. 
 

https://archive.ph/pDdnl 
 

To the nine vulnerabilities, DHS-CISA respectively attaches these nine warnings: 
 

-    “An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to install malicious code, which could       
also be spread to other vulnerable ImageCast X devices via removable media.” 

-    “An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to disguise malicious applications on a 
device.” 
-    “…which could be leveraged by an attacker to gain elevated privileges on a device 

and/or install malicious code.” 
-    “An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to escalate privileges on a device and/or 
install malicious code.” 
-    “An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to spread malicious code to ImageCast 
X devices from the EMS.” 
-    “An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to escalate privileges on a device and/or 
install malicious code.” 
-    “An attacker with physical access may use this to gain administrative privileges on a 
device and install malicious code or perform arbitrary administrative actions.” 
-     “An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to gain access to sensitive information 
and perform privileged actions, potentially affecting other election equipment.” 
-    “An attacker could leverage this vulnerability to print an arbitrary number of ballots 
without authorization.” 

 
Not only are Dominion Voting Systems compromised, Elizabeth Warren's fear is 

confirmed that they are merely rotating the same employees across multiple companies, 
resulting in a monopoly over voting technology. Meet Cathi Smothers of Dominion Voting, 
Premiere Election Solutions, Accuvote and more. Let's get a journalist to ask HER what is going 
on. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/pDdnl


 
 

Some of you may remember Stacey Abrams was promised Vice President by the 
Bilderberg Group if she could steal Georgia for the Democrats using her “doublespeak” named, 
“Fair Fight” voting organization. 
 

Bilderberg Meetings: List of Participants 2019 
 

https://archive.ph/iLFnC 
 

Right at the top of the list, Stacey Abrams. A little lower, is Mike Pompeo. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/iLFnC


Evidence presented at this morning’s public meeting of the Fulton County Commission 
shows former Democrat gubernatorial candidate and State Rep Stacey Abrams controlled and 
financed the main contractor used in Fulton County elections during the Nov 3rd poll and the 
Jan 5th U.S. Senate runoff. 
 

Evidence Presented At Hearing Today Shows Stacey Abrams Ran Fulton County 
Elections 
 

https://archive.ph/PZm6j 
 

David Mercer and Hunter Biden are communicate about lobbying in Georgia. 
 

 
 

“Mercer Associates develops and implements strategies for entering the North American 
market by providing market intelligence, resource planning, technology selection, partner 
identification and negotiation of partnership. Founded in 2003, Mercer Associates specializes in 
aerospace, defense and Homeland Security, with a particular emphasis on the types of 
partnerships and approaches required for success selling to the public sector. Clients range from 
large European aerospace/defense prime contractors to SME’s. Mission profiles vary, with 
larger companies typically focused on market intelligence and acquisition and SME’s requesting 
turnkey assistance to develop and execute a clear market entry capture plan. Being a small 
business enterprise, Mercer Associates works hand-in-hand with clients to clearly understand 
the goals and objectives of each individual client company. Principals of the company possess 
between 15 and 35 years of professional experience, and only key principals have direct contact 
working with individual clients on a personalized basis.” 
 

https://archive.ph/PZm6j


Of course, I had to check to see if there was any relation to the Mercers of Cambridge Analytica 
infamy. Nothing jumped out. 
 
Meet Rebekah Mercer, the deep pocketed co-founder of Parler, a controversial conservative 
social network 
 

“Mercer is the daughter of Robert Mercer, a hedge fund manager and the co-founder of 
the now-defunct political data-analysis firm Cambridge Analytica. The Mercers have been 
prominent supporters of President Donald Trump and conservative causes.” 
 

https://archive.ph/knQ5C 
 
But it is worth it to mention that the Democrats also have their own AI that they use 

that has been around a lot longer than Cambridge Analytica was. 
 

Clinton’s data-driven campaign relied heavily on an algorithm named Ada. 
 

“Named for a female 19th-century mathematician — Ada, Countess of Lovelace — the 
algorithm was said to play a role in virtually every strategic decision Clinton aides made, 
including where and when to deploy the candidate and her battalion of surrogates and where to 
air television ads — as well as when it was safe to stay dark. 
 

The campaign's deployment of other resources — including  county-level campaign 
offices and the staging of high-profile concerts with stars like Jay Z and Beyoncé — was largely 
dependent on Ada's work, as well. 
 

While the Clinton campaign's reliance on analytics became well known, the particulars of 
Ada's work were kept under tight wraps, according to aides. The algorithm operated on a 
separate computer server than the rest of the Clinton operation as a security precaution, and 
only a few senior aides were able to access it. 
 

According to aides, a raft of polling numbers, public and private, were fed into the 
algorithm, as well as ground-level voter data meticulously collected by the campaign. Once 
early voting began, those numbers were factored in, too. 
 

What Ada did, based on all that data, aides said, was run 400,000 simulations a day of 
what the race against Trump might look like. A report that was spit out would give campaign 
manager Robby Mook and others a detailed picture of which battleground states were most 
likely to tip the race in one direction or another — and guide decisions about where to spend 
time and deploy resources.” 
 

https://archive.ph/lUf1J 
 

 

https://archive.ph/knQ5C
https://archive.ph/lUf1J


Israel’s growing AI market pulls in a Canadian unicorn.  
 
 “This week, Ada announced the opening of its office in Israel, where it will be hiring machine 
learning, engineering, and product teams to continue to develop the conversational AI systems that 
power its automated brand interaction platform.” 

https://archive.ph/HAd54 
 
Ada AI was even being used as far back as Obama's elections. 
 
Joe Biden spells it out in plain English. 
 

“Secondly, we’re in a situation where we have put together—and you guys did it for 
President Obama’s administration before this—we have put together, I think, the most 
extensive and inclusive voter fraud organization in the history of American politics.” 
 

https://twitter.com/kayleighmcenany/status/1320117044612943872 
 

https://gvid.tv/v/w8qx6q 
 

The count before the 3am dump. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/HAd54
https://twitter.com/kayleighmcenany/status/1320117044612943872
https://gvid.tv/v/w8qx6q


 
CARACAS' VIEW OF SMARTMATIC AND ITS VOTING MACHINES 

 
“The Venezuelan-owned Smartmatic Corporation is a riddle both in ownership and 

operation, complicated by the fact that its machines have overseen several landslide (and 
contested) victories by President Hugo Chavez and is supporters.  The electronic voting 
company went from a small technology startup to a market player in just a few years, 
catapulted by its participation in the August 2004 recall referendum.  Smartmatic has claimed 
to be of U.S. origin, but its true owners -- probably elite Venezuelans of several political strains  
- remain hidden behind a web of holding companies in the Netherlands and Barbados.  The 
Smartmatic machines used in Venezuela are widely suspected of, though never proven 
conclusively to be, susceptible to fraud.  The company is thought to be backing out of 
Venezuelan electoral events, focusing now on other parts of world, including the United States 
via its subsidiary, Sequoia.  End Summary.” 
 

https://archive.ph/y3b2K 
 

This forensic report comes to many of the same conclusions as above. 
 

Definitive Proof of Election Machine Cover-Up 
 
 “The forensic examination found that significant election record preservation 
requuirements under the 2002 VSS and Federal and state law HAVE NOT BEEN MET and further 
that destruction of Election-Related Data, specifically critical logfiles, has occurred.” 
 

https://archive.ph/72NMi 
 

Margin of Error v. Margin of Victory 
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/y3b2K
https://archive.ph/72NMi


Biden got 255,000 ‘excess’ votes in fraud-tainted swing states in 2020, study finds 
 
“In some of those swing states, you had counties where vote fraud was alleged. In some 

of those swing states, you had counties where vote fraud wasn’t alleged. And yet you only had 
huge increases in turnout where vote fraud was alleged.  
 

You’re comparing two tiny areas that are very homogenous, very similar to each other, 
across the street from each other, and the thing that differs from these two, for the absentee 
ballots, is where the ballots were counted.” 
 

https://archive.ph/sbOOZ 
 

DATA: Trump Won 95% Of Bellwether Counties, Making Biden Win Statistically 
Improbable 
 
 “Out of 3,000 counties in this country, there are 19 that have a perfect track record since 
1980 of voting for the successful presidential candidate,” Cortes noted. “Donald Trump, on 
November 3, won 18 out of these 19 counties. Could these bellwether counties really have 
gotten it wrong all at the same time?” 
 

https://archive.ph/0gAXF 
 

The Bellwether Anomaly 
 

 
 

‘There Was in Fact Fraud That Took Place:’ FEC Chairman Trey Trainor 
 
 “The massive amounts of affidavits that we see in these cases show that there was in 
fact fraud that took place,” he said during an interview with “Just the News AM” on Friday.” 
 

https://archive.ph/2gz9X 

 

https://archive.ph/sbOOZ
https://archive.ph/0gAXF
https://archive.ph/2gz9X


Jan 6 Was A Staged Media Narrative 
 

Objectively comparing the Jan 6 incident with the BLM riots, and we see a clear double 
standard in reporting. The reason is simple; to use DARVO tactics to “change the goalposts of 
debate”. This tactic is a natural inclination of amoral people and a staple of political propaganda 
that politicians use to create confusion and doubt so that third parties cannot properly assess 
the conflict. RealClear Investigations did the best breakdown.  
 

 



I Saw Provocateurs At The Capitol Riot On Jan. 6 
 
 

1. Plainclothes militants. Militant, aggressive men in Donald Trump and MAGA gear at a 
front police line at the base of the temporary presidential inaugural platform; 

2. Agents-provocateurs. Scattered groups of men exhorting the marchers to gather 
closely and tightly toward the center of the outside of the Capitol building and prevent them 
from leaving; 

3. Fake Trump protesters. A few young men wearing Trump or MAGA hats backwards 
and who did not fit in with the rest of the crowd in terms of their actions and demeanor, whom I 
presumed to be Antifa or other leftist agitators; and 

Disciplined, uniformed column of attackers. A column of organized, disciplined men, 
wearing similar but not identical camouflage uniforms and black gear, some with helmets and 
GoPro cameras or wearing subdued Punisher skull patches. 
 

https://archive.ph/UX797 
 

“Internal email reveals day before Jan 6 riot, US Capitol Police intel unit warned "BLM 
from Baltimore" was bussing in rioters: "BLM/Antif will wear MAGA hats, wear camo, and 
attempt to blend in with MAGA crowd" so violence blamed on Trump supporters attending 
Trump rally.” 
 

https://twitter.com/PaulSperry30/status/1542961119932866566 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://archive.ph/UX797
https://twitter.com/PaulSperry30/status/1542961119932866566


Kevin Seefried; Democrat posing as Trump Supporter on Jan 6. 
 

 
 

Fake MAGA protesters had inside help to open the security doors to the public. 
 

https://twitter.com/hawkmo99/status/1547864736900870145 
 

Notice he looks at the cameras to signal the doors are ready to open. 
 

https://gvid.tv/v/LYXhrF 
 

https://twitter.com/hawkmo99/status/1547864736900870145
https://gvid.tv/v/LYXhrF


Ray Epps giving instructions to a known ANTIFA MEMBER dressed up as a MAGA/Trump 
Supporter...more videos show Ray Epps & the "RED HAT IMPOSTER" taking down barricades by 
the Capitol Building 
 

https://twitter.com/Catheri17371327/status/1548737975399329792 
 

 

https://twitter.com/Catheri17371327/status/1548737975399329792


 
 

Well known Antifa leader, John Sullivan, puts on Trump hat for Jan 6. 
 

 
 

Receipts have now come out showing John Sullivan was paid by CNN and NBC. What’s 
the punishment for funding insurrectionists? 
 

 



Defense attorneys seek to identify and investigate 80 suspicious actors and material 
witnesses, some of whom allegedly ran an entrapment operation against the Oath Keepers on 
January 6, 2021, and committed crimes including the removal of security fencing, breaching 
police lines, attacking officers, and inciting crowds to storm into the Capitol. 
 

 
 

Both DC Mayor Bowser and Nancy Pelosi Turned Down National Guard on Jan. 6 
 

https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1413453896605868036 
 

 
 

https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1413453896605868036


Chris Wray Refused to Tell Trump Admin “There Could be Situation” 
 
 “During his interview, Kash admitted that Mayor Muriel Bowser turned down thousands 
of National Guard troops at the Capitol on January 6 for political reasons. 

Chris Wray’s FBI also refused to notify the Trump administration and his cabinet 
secretaries that they believed there could be a situation like the mass protests at the Capitol 
that took place. 

Nancy Pelosi also refused the National Guard at the US Capitol due to politics.” 
 

https://archive.ph/CrcT4 
 

Documents from FBI Informant Re: Jan 6 
 

https://archive.ph/scOeb 
 

 

 

Jan 6 was a staged media narrative used to cover for a stolen election. 

https://archive.ph/CrcT4
https://archive.ph/scOeb


The Shill/Astroturfing Response 
 

The standard response of shills to most of this has been repetition of outdated 
outrage... suspiciously terrible and suspiciously popular takes: 
 
 I. Crying about Trump. The crybabies dishonestly attempt to insert "false equivalency" 
and "slide" arguments regarding Trump or Trump Jr. or Jared Kushner. They are off topic 
responses designed to limit discussion on Biden corruption. 
 
 One piece of disinformation shills love to introduce about Trump is a lawsuit brought by 
a Jane Doe, who never showed up to court and who, to my knowledge, hasn’t proven to be 
real. My main concern with Trump was that John Podesta chose him to run from a list of “pied 
Piper” candidates to run against Hillary. One has to entertain the idea that Trump, a Democrat 
reality TV star tangentially involved with wrestling, was possibly picked to play a little kabuki 
theater on the US political stage. 
 
 Roy Cohn, as I recall, was annoyed with Trump and felt like, once Trump got what he 
wanted from Cohn, abandoned him. I could only hope the same was done to Podesta after his 
leg up, which might explain the harsh media reaction to Trump and the stolen election for Joe 
Biden. 
 

II. Crying that Hunter Biden did not hold office. Voicemails, email, business 
transactions, wiring transfer orders, text messages and news reporting all confirm that Hunter 
Biden is involved in policy, domestic and abroad, bribery, domestic and abroad, and is involved 
with US defense contractors and works under Bohai Harvest specifically for the interest of 
China's state owned interests, where the interest is specifically stated (with pictures) that China 
wants American resources. Hunter Biden is a traitor. Hunter Biden sees no problem selling out a 
billion in US tax payer dollars for a few night with crack and hookers. Hunter Biden sees no 
problem selling out American resources to China for a few nights with crack and hookers. 
 

III. Focusing on Hunter Biden's genitals. We understand that the unemployed 
moderators and jannies across the Internet are overly obsessed with weiners. They are 
completely obsessed with Hunter Biden's private parts. They use this to distract from the 
corruption, because they are desperate to defend a drug addled pedo because they religiously 
serve a political agenda that seeks to enslave the world with authoritarianism. Because these 
mods and jannies have no leg to stand to defend this, they project and accuse fervent 
researchers of wanting to look at Hunter Biden dick pics. 
 
 But inserting Hunter’s pornographic images also make his data impossible to share on 
99% of populated Internet spaces. Reddit even made a special “no involuntary porn” rule that 
they selectively enforce for the sake of Hunter Biden. 
 



IV. State actors are pushing disinformation and misinformation.  There are 3 pictures 
that have been making the rounds that are intentional disinformation: 
 

1) Natalie Biden with cocaine on her nose. It's not Natalie. Sure, it's a striking 
resemblance, but it's verified as being a cam girl. The shills use this to say "the data is fake" but, 
really, their argument is what's fake. Anyone with the data knows this picture isn't real. 
 

2) Joe Biden with asian girl. This is actually a BDSM video from xvideos that has been 
around for years. The face of the old man is clearly visible in portions of the video and is, in fact, 
not Joe Biden. Shills love to use this type of disinfo to muddy the waters. 
 

3) Hunter Biden with five young girls. This is not Hunter Biden, as Hunter Biden has 
never sported a black soul patch. Shills are using this to poison the well and distract from the 
corruption. 
 

Other tactics, in this realm, include misnaming Natalie as Hallie, misnaming Zoe as 
Natalie and intentionally getting facts wrong to confuse everyone so that they can them claim 
falsehoods are being spread around as an excuse to censor information. 
 

V. Blatant Censorship. Suppression is occurring where the news is ignoring the data. The 
news is in on it, showing that they can't be trusted and serve the liberal agenda. Big Tech is also 
in on it. But outright bans, deletions, harassment and death threats are happening to people 
who share the most damning stuff. This is why it is important to saturate the Internet with 
proof. 
 

 



Conversing about politics on the Internet is a Kafkaesque experience. 
 

Reddit, especially, has become truly Kafkaesque. I went on a test run of trying to post 
Hunter Biden information in many communities on Reddit. Every single one has developed a 
special set of rules that allows them to delete whatever they want. Moderators use these 
overly specific requirements to censor what they don’t like and allow what they do like; a 
double standard of the application of their own rules. Here are some examples of what 
happens when you try to post information about Hunter Biden. 
 
Permanently banned for “Russian Disinformation.” 
 

 
Permanently banned by a site that is half sex tapes, for violating TOS from “leaked sex tapes.” 
In fact, it was just the faces of the women in the tapes, with no NSFW content. 
 

 

 
 



Reddit search returns thousands upon thousands of links to leaked sex tapes, clearly 
demonstrating their disingenuous efforts to censor Hunter Biden material. 
 

 



This, supposedly, “right wing” subreddit does not want you sharing information about 
Hunter Biden. 
 

 
 

This community, supposedly politically neutral, doesn’t want to discuss OSINT 
techniques regarding Hunter Biden’s data. OSINT doesn’t actually let you discuss OSINT 
meaningfully. Reddit disabled all of the Intelligence subreddits in order to prevent people from 
understanding how the Intelligence Community works. 
 

 
No explanation for these  permanent bans. 

 



 

  

 
Talking about political corruption in “NeutralPolitics” is not allowed. 

 

 
Despite including many verified sources, news articles, government sources and liberal 

media sources, “Media Criticism” doesn’t actually allow criticism of the media’s handling of the 
Hunter Biden data. 



 

 
Another “Right Wing” subreddit is opposed to revealing Hunter Biden data. 

 

 
Internet Astroturfers constantly spam my inbox with gaslighting: 

 

  
If you link things incorrectly, your submissions will be removed.  In this case, Twitter 

links are banned. In the case of this subreddit… it couldn’t be more asinine to try and control 
such a small group of posters. A smattering of Twitter posts will not effect this community, at 
all. 
 



 
“True” reddit: 
 

 

 
 
 



Shill Groups 
 

1) Paid actors: One group is upvotes.club. They aren't politically aligned, they merely get 
paid. Reddit accounts are bought and sold, upvotes and downvotes are bought and sold. Posts 
and comments are bought and sold. This group operates on many platforms. 
 

 
 

Artificial intelligence chatbots will overwhelm human speech online; the rise of 
MADCOMs  
 

https://archive.ph/5Ljxd 
 

NPR: Some Amazon Reviews Are Too Good To Be Believed. They're Paid For. "Much like 
Amazon itself is a marketplace for goods, a world of separate, shadow marketplaces exists 
where reviews for Amazon products are bought and paid for — private Facebook groups, Slack 
channels, subreddits and more.” 
 

https://archive.ph/NS4qw 
  

Fake five-star reviews being bought and sold online - Fake online reviews are being 
openly traded on the internet, a BBC investigation has found. 
 

https://archive.ph/7jBq6 

https://archive.ph/5Ljxd
https://archive.ph/NS4qw
https://archive.ph/7jBq6


  
Yahoo News: Last month the FTC issued warnings to celebrities who plugged products 

on their Instagram accounts without clearly identifying their relationships with brands. The 
letters were meant to educate the celebrities on posting without violating the organization’s 
disclosure guidelines. 
 

https://archive.ph/7jBq6 
  

New York Times: Tobacco corporations are targeting young American consumers with 
deceptive social media marketing in violation of federal law. 123 hashtags associated with these 
companies’ tobacco products have been viewed 8.8 billion times in the United States alone and 
25 billion times around the world. 
 

https://archive.ph/zBbNH 
  

PBS Frontline Documentary - Generation Like 
 

https://archive.ph/izsCC 
  

USA Today: Lord & Taylor settles FTC charges over paid Instagram posts 
 

https://archive.ph/XQIcn 
 

2) Political Actors: "Correct the Record" was doxxed in John Podesta's emails and 
Shareblue was the bigger, badder replacement. American Independent, PACRONYM and other 
shill groups exist that engage in these behaviors, participating in, what amounts to, a giant RICO 
scheme. 
 
Media Matters for America > ActBlue > Shareblue > American Independent > Sirius XM Progress 
 

 

https://archive.ph/7jBq6
https://archive.ph/zBbNH
https://archive.ph/izsCC
https://archive.ph/XQIcn


Shareblue Astroturf Analysis: Suspiciously terrible yet seemingly popular takes 
 
 “If you have ever had the misfortune of arguing with @SallyAlbright under the 
assumption of good faith, you have probably been shocked at how inane some of her 
statements can be.  
  

Perhaps more shocking is the fact that there seems to be many people online that 
actually agree with her horrible tweets. Being inundated with notifications of strangers agreeing 
with bad tweets, rather than your good tweets, can be disorienting. 
 

Who would agree with and then retweet these horrible responses!? Why are all of these 
people camping out deep in the comments just to retweet bad replies? 
 

Well, turns out it’s just Sally. Her sockpuppet influence campaign has continued brazenly 
since it was exposed in late January. With over fifty fake accounts, she gaslights and supresses 
oposition while amplifying messages such as: free college is racist, Bernie Sanders is a Russian 
agent, Hillary Clinton is a superior private citizen (leave her alone), Russian bots gave us Trump, 
an old cop is defending democracy, and that political dynasties are good.” 
 

https://archive.ph/ayq0n 
 

Correct the Record:  
 

 
 

3) State Actors and their contractors. Mossad has been heavily involved in suppressing 
Hunter Biden data, as well as the Ghislaine Maxwell and Jeffrey Epstein issues. They even 
create cut outs that work for US Intelligence and make fake threat reports to villainize people 
who want to share information about political corruption in the US. SITE Intelligence Group, for 
example, pretends to be "online extremists" to justify censorship and submit threat reports on 

https://archive.ph/ayq0n


their own astroturfing to the US Government painting certain groups as "domestic terrorists". 
In fact, SITE Intelligence Group are foreign terrorists who have weaponized the Internet against 
Americans in order to terrorize them. 
 

JIDF Astroturfing Pay Rates 
 

 
 

US spy operation that manipulates social media 
 
“A Californian corporation has been awarded a contract with United States Central Command 

(Centcom), which oversees US armed operations in the Middle East and Central Asia, to develop what is 
described as an "online persona management service" that will allow one US serviceman or woman to 
control up to 10 separate identities based all over the world.” 
 

https://archive.ph/h3Hlo 
 

British army creates team of Facebook warriors 
 
 “The British army is creating a special force of Facebook warriors, skilled in psychological 
operations and use of social media to engage in unconventional warfare in the information age. 
 
 The Israel Defence Forces have pioneered state military engagement with social media, with 
dedicated teams operating since Operation Cast Lead, its war in Gaza in 2008-9. The IDF is active on 30 
platforms – including Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and Instagram – in six languages. “It enables us to 
engage with an audience we otherwise wouldn’t reach,” said an Israeli army spokesman.” 
 

https://archive.ph/zZ0Ay 
 
 

  

https://archive.ph/h3Hlo
https://archive.ph/zZ0Ay


US military studied how to influence Twitter [and Reddit] users in Darpa-funded 
research  
 
 “Documents prepared by NSA and Britain's GCHQ (and previously published by the Intercept as 
well as NBC News) revealed aspects of some of these programs. They included a unit engaged in 
“discrediting” the agency’s enemies with false information spread online. 

Earlier this year, the Associated Press also revealed the clandestine creation by USAid of a 
Twitter-like, Cuban communications network to undermine the Havana government. The network, built 
with secret shell companies and financed through a foreign bank, lasted more than two years and drew 
tens of thousands of subscribers. It sought to evade Cuba's stranglehold on the internet with a primitive 
social media platform. 

Of the funding provided by Darpa, $8.9m has been channeled through IBM to a range of 
academic researchers and others. A further $9.6m has gone through academic hubs like Georgia Tech 
and Indiana University. 

Facebook, the world’s biggest social networking site, has apologised for the study, which 
involved secret psychological tests on nearly 700,000 users in 2012, and prompted outrage from users 
and experts alike, being “poorly communicated” to the public. 

The experiment, which resulted in a scientific paper published in the March issue of Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences, hid “a small percentage” of emotional words from peoples’ news 
feeds, without their knowledge, to test what effect that had on the statuses or “likes” that they then 
posted or reacted to.” 
 

https://archive.ph/2rDfp 
  

The Ministry of Defence is developing a secret, multimillion-pound research programme 
into the future of cyberwarfare, including how emerging technologies such as social media and 
psychological techniques can be harnessed by the military to influence people's beliefs.  
 

https://archive.ph/1T2CD 
  

Your Government Wants to Militarize Social Media to Influence Your Beliefs 
 
 “A report from the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) last month revealed how a CIA-
funded tool, Geofeedia, was already being used by police to conduct surveillance of Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram to monitor activists and protesters. 

Although Facebook and Twitter both quickly revoked Geofeedia's access to their social 
feeds, the conference proves that social media surveillance remains a rapidly growing industry 
with no regulatory oversight. And its biggest customers are our own governments. 

The event, the Sixth Annual Conference on Social Media Within the Defence and 
Military Sector, is sponsored by the Thales Group, the tenth largest defense company in the 
world, which is partially owned by the French government.” 
 

https://archive.ph/kpeXZ 
  

https://archive.ph/2rDfp
https://archive.ph/1T2CD
https://archive.ph/kpeXZ


The Environmental Protection Agency engaged in “covert propaganda” and violated 
federal law when it blitzed social media to urge the public to back an Obama administration 
rule intended to better protect the nation’s streams and surface waters, congressional auditors 
have concluded. 
 

https://archive.ph/LAuNX 
 

It is important to understand shill tactics, in order to know what to ignore. 
 

The Gentleperson's Guide to Forum Spies 
 

Technique #1 - 'FORUM SLIDING' 
Technique #2 - 'CONSENSUS CRACKING' 
Technique #3 - 'TOPIC DILUTION' 
Technique #4 - 'INFORMATION COLLECTION' 
Technique #5 - 'ANGER TROLLING' 
Technique #6 - 'GAINING FULL CONTROL' 

 
Twenty-Five Rules of Disinformation 

- Hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil. 
- Become incredulous and indignant. 
- Create rumor mongers. 
- Use a straw man. 
- Sidetrack opponents with name calling and ridicule. 
- Hit and Run. 
- Question motives. 
- Invoke authority. 
- Play Dumb. 
- Associate opponent charges with old news. 
- Establish and rely upon fall-back positions. 
- Enigmas have no solution. 
- Alice in Wonderland Logic. 
- Demand complete solutions. 
- Fit the facts to alternate conclusions. 
- Vanish evidence and witnesses 
- Change the subject. 
- Emotionalize, Antagonize, and Goad Opponents. 
- Ignore proof presented, demand impossible proofs. 
- False evidence. 
- Call a Grand Jury, Special Prosecutor, or other empowered investigative body. 
- Manufacture a new truth. 
- Create bigger distractions. 
- Silence critics. 
- Vanish. 

https://archive.ph/LAuNX


 
How to Spot a Spy (Cointelpro Agent) 

 
One way to neutralize a potential activist is to get them to be in a group that does all the 

wrong things. Why?  
 

1) The message doesn't get out.  
2) A lot of time is wasted  
3) The activist is frustrated and discouraged  
4) Nothing good is accomplished.  

 
https://archive.ph/Ljqhj 

 
What About Jared Kushner? 
 
Shills love "Whataboutisms", invoking off topic, old news as a form of strawman argument that 
has zero relevance to the topic they are attacking. 
 
Either way, I think you will find most Trump voters are not a fan of Jared Kushner.  
 
The QStorm community on Poal does not seems to be a fan of Kushner, at all. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/Ljqhj


 
The "Alt-Right" consider Kushner an Israeli spy. 
 

“Donald Trump’s Jewish son-in-law and Israeli spy Jared Kushner is reportedly involved in 
the Trump administration’s response to the coronavirus situation. That’s at least according to 
the Jewish media, which is detailing how the Jew Kushner was soliciting suggestions on how to 
handle the crisis.” 
 

https://archive.ph/rmCak 
 

The conspiracy community labeled him a secret society weirdo long before he married 
Ivanka. This nuked thread explains that he is the head of the Illuminati.  
 

https://archive.ph/vT0FQ 
 

So... what about Kushner? Nobody likes him and nobody would cry if he was locked up; 
probably not even Trump, himself. In fact, Jared Kushner and Hunter Biden are perfectly aligned 
in their interest in virus intelligence via Metabiota, EcoHealth Alliance and the PREDICT Program 
that started it all. 

 

https://archive.ph/rmCak
https://archive.ph/vT0FQ


What Palantir is to the CIA, Metabiota is to the USDA. 
 

 
 

Shills can give up the false equivalencies and can hate Jared and Hunter equally, because 
they seem perfectly aligned in their missions. Whatever you want to say about Joe Biden or 
Trump, they both do seem to love their children and Jared Kushner is not the child of either 
one. 



The Hunter Biden Data Is Out 
 

There is no putting the genie back in the bottle, now.  
 

 
 

Treason. Misprision of Treason. Bribery. RICO. Drug Trafficking. Human Trafficking. 
Pedophilia. And More. 
 

Here were some of the summaries/hot takes, as it was coming out: 
 

Short and sweet. 
 

 



 
A few more details. 

 

 



DOD Certs? 
 

 
 



You can now see for yourselves. 
 

 



As of now, bidenlaptopemails.com and TMBfiles.com are hosting some of the leaked 
content.  
 

https://bidenlaptopemails.com 
 

https://TMBFiles.com 
 

Hunter Biden data can also be acquired by downloading the torrent and using 
Reincubate iPhone Backup Extractor. 
 

4plebs.org is the best way to search 4chan posts regarding the Hunter Biden data. 
 

https://4plebs.org/ 
 

“Hunter Biden General” looks like this when it isn’t immediately deleted. At the time of 
writing this, the landscaping is changing, but the topic of Hunter Biden is still being suppressed 
in a lot of measurable ways. 
 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/387108055/#387108055 
 

Conservative subreddits have spent the last two years avoiding Hunter Biden data like 
the plague, as well as conservative news outlets. Only know, that the data is dripping out, is 
that starting to change. It took two years and massive data dumps straight into email inboxes of 
every "journalist" in the country. The Q movement shut down in order to avoid any research 
being done on the subject. This issue is only gaining steam because of the demand of the 
average person to know more. 
 

Just remember, Hunter Biden and Tucker Carlson are friends. Hunter even asks Tucker 
to run interference for him on news stories. 
 

Hunter's lawyer also runs intereference with news outlets like the New York Times. 
 

 

https://bidenlaptopemails.com/
https://tmbfiles.com/
https://4plebs.org/
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/387108055/#387108055


 

Lies About the October Surprise 
 

Some of you may recall that the first leak was purportedly the abandoned laptop where 
the data was given out in October of 2020.  
 

This leak was summarily dismissed as being "Russian Disinformation" by US Intelligence. 
They lied. They manipulated the news, social media and used a tremendous amount of Internet 
astroturfing to accomplish this to cover for corruption. They belong in jail. It is treason. Enabling 
these people has a direct impact on your life and your wealth. 
 

Former CIA Agent John Sipher says he was proud to sway the election away from Trump 
with the “Hunter Biden Laptop Letter”. He is also a fellow at The Atlantic Council, of which 
Burisma was a 250k a year donor. You do the math. 
 

Politico's KYLE CHENEY, NATASHA BERTRAND and ANDREW DESIDERIO were first at bat 
to blatantly lie to you. Take note, you cannot trust Politico about anything as a result of their 
disinformation. 
 

https://archive.ph/jmcrg 
 

Politico published lies when it stated: 
 

“No evidence has emerged, beyond the purported correspondence, that the former VP 
was involved in or profited from his son’s overseas work or abused his position to support it.” 
 

We have hundreds of emails that prove this is a false statement, pictures, videos, and 
even a voicemail from Joe Biden, himself. This was all on the laptop. 
 

“It’s not totally clear. The New York Post, which published the first installments of the 
leaked emails, claimed they proved Joe Biden met with an adviser to Ukrainian energy company 
Burisma, where Hunter Biden was a board member. But the emails alone don’t substantiate the 
claim.” 
 

It is perfectly clear, based on a single picture that was heavily censored by Big Tech, that 
Politico lies.  

 
Doesn’t that make Politico  part of a racketeering conspiracy? 

 
 Consider that the real reason Trump was suspended for Twitter was for exposing 
BidenGate in a pretty funny way. Consider the real reason for the failed impeachment 
proceedings were for the purpose of covering up for the corruption Trump exposed. 

https://archive.ph/jmcrg


  
 

“ But there is no evidence that Hunter Biden ever struck a deal with the Chinese 
company, let alone that his father got a cut—income from China does not appear in Biden’s tax 
returns, including from the year of the alleged transaction.” 
 

Politico lies about the Hunter Biden Chinese influence peddling because, in 2020, we 
already knew all about Bohai Harvest, Rosemont Seneca and the Sinopec deal proved Politico 
was covering for an ongoing scheme. Again, RICO charges are appropriate. 
 
 https://archive.ph/jmcrg 
 
 
 

https://archive.ph/jmcrg


Is Hunter Biden a Pedophile? Yes. 
 

He searches for "12 years old" on porn sites.  
 

He is obsessed with Natalie Biden and meets her in secret (uses Ashley, Naomi or 
Finnegan to bring her) (secret meeting in Whole Foods bathroom to "fold clothes" etc.) They 
sleep together. 
 

 
 

 Hunter’s daughter is given money then asked to bring Natalie. 
 

 
 

Who is Hunter Biden's "child bride"? 
 

 



 
The "lolli rap" (Lolli is a term for underage girl; a play on “lolita”): 

 

 
 

Constant accusations from family and friends of being a child molester: 
 

 
 

Investigation by Child Exploitation Division of DHS: 
 

 
 

 
There do appear to be underage nudes in the data. The “streak” image, comes to mind. 

There is still some debate on the foot job video, many asserting it is Natalie, some asserting it is 
Claudina Buccini. The girl with the Elsa clock in her room is concerning, as well. 
 



Skinny Dipping with underage friends at Hunter's. 
 

 
 

Family Concerns 
 

 
https://i.imgur.com/XPuBIaj.jpg 

 

https://i.imgur.com/XPuBIaj.jpg


 
 

Cousin Lilly 
 

 
  

Hunter pays exorbitant amounts of money to Liz Secundy to keep her quiet. Liz is Hallie 
Biden’s older sister and a mandated reporter. 
 

 
 



 Hunter spends a lot of time and energy manipulating Liz into believing he’s not bad. 
 

 
 
 



Does Hunter Biden Participate with Joe Biden in making political decisions? Yes. 
 

Joe Biden says it, himself. Joe Biden’s voicemail to Hunter shows he’s 'been caught in a 
lie’ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Hwu2l7ZtcM 
 

Newly released audio suggests Joe Biden was aware of Hunter's business dealings 
with China. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjrxIE8x0eQ 
 

Voicemail indicates Joe Biden knew of Hunter deals with ‘spy chief of China’ 
 
“Hey pal, it’s Dad,” Joe Biden said, the Daily Mail reported. “It’s 8:15 on Wednesday 

night. If you get a chance, just give me a call. Nothing urgent. I just wanted to talk to you.” 
Biden then made his intentions clear. 
“I thought the article released online, it’s going to be printed tomorrow in the Times, was 

good,” Biden continued. “I think you’re clear. And anyway if you get a chance, give me a call, I 
love you.” 
 

https://archive.ph/rMUH0 
 

Hunter Biden says it, himself. 
 

 
 

Hunter Biden and Joe Biden are financially intertwined. 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Hwu2l7ZtcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjrxIE8x0eQ
https://archive.ph/rMUH0


Ol' Joe owes Hunt. 
 

 
 

Ol' Joe helps Hunt pay for Ukrainian prostitutes. 
 

 
 
Hunter Biden has contacts in the FBI. 
 

 



Hunter Biden and Devon Archer knowingly work against American interests in favor of 
China. China's plans are explicitly shared with them. 
 

It isn't just China, either. America is up for sale by Hunter Biden. Just give him crack and 
hookers. 
 

Copper, cobalt and oil in Africa. 
 

 
 
Sinohawk 
 

 
 

“We’ve sent more money to Ukraine THIS YEAR than to our own citizens over the past 
2.5 years since Covid started. And I’ve got people telling me that the videos of Hunter Biden 
don’t mean anything… insane world we live in. These people couldn’t put a hat on their own 
heads 
 

https://twitter.com/JCB2117/status/1546867413550936064 
 
Russia, Russia, Russia: 
 

Hunter Biden received a $3.5 million wire transfer from Elena Baturina, the wife of the 
former mayor of Moscow”—as the rest of the world also knows, is a US Senate revelation 
explaining why Elena Baturina is among the 45 Russian oligarch-billionaires NOT sanctioned by 
the West 

https://twitter.com/JCB2117/status/1546867413550936064


 
https://twitter.com/maxwell18191708/status/1546514069070286848 

 

 
 

There are money laundering operations happening across the Latin world, as well, with 
laundering front, Ocho Gaming, which is tied to online casino (now defunct) and ePlata. 

 

 
 
ADIA. Crown Prince. Glover Park Group.  
 

 
 

https://twitter.com/maxwell18191708/status/1546514069070286848


Hunter Biden cohorts defrauding Native American Tribe. 
 

 
 

Hunter Biden business partner on death row in China. 
 

 
https://archive.ph/wrgMP 

 
There are plenty of news stories about influence peddling that Democrats deny, but are 

proven true ten times over.  
 

If Trump or any of his children had done any of this, Trump would have been 
successfully removed from office. 
 

https://archive.ph/wrgMP


 
 

A FOIA request proves the allegations in the aforementioned news articles were all true: 
Rosemont Seneca Bohai Bank Records Listing  
 

https://www.scribd.com/document/568671406/Rosemont-Seneca-Bohai-Bank-Records-
Listing 
 

Hunter Biden Participates in Human Trafficking. Constantly. 
 

Ukrainian Escort Service used by Hunter Biden: ubergfe.com 
 

https://archive.ph/a91wb 
 

Sexxxpresurself LLC Escort Service used by Hunter Biden 
 

https://archive.ph/k3gPc 
 

Escort flown in from Austin, TX to Philadelphia. 
 

 
 

https://www.scribd.com/document/568671406/Rosemont-Seneca-Bohai-Bank-Records-Listing
https://www.scribd.com/document/568671406/Rosemont-Seneca-Bohai-Bank-Records-Listing
https://archive.ph/a91wb
https://archive.ph/k3gPc


"No Yellow" 
 

 
 

Hunter catching feelings for his prostitutes in conversation with a pimp and Viagra 
dealer. 
 

 



 
Allie Kennedy  
 
Don’t forget the suspicious Activity Report for over $200k in escort payments to Ukrainian 
Escort Service. 
 

The Sun has published another video from the lost laptop Hunter Biden. In the footage, 
according to the publication, he smokes crack in the shower in the company of prostitutes. 
Behind the scenes, one of the girls says: "This is our future baby daddy." 
 

https://twitter.com/AZmilitary1/status/1545479448123920385/video/1 
 

https://gvid.tv/v/k9LdQr 
 

Hunter Biden pleading with a prostitute (after he gave her $10k) about whether he 
mistreated her or not. She doesn't seem impressed with him at all. 
 

https://twitter.com/DrPeoplekind/status/1546554585203953664 
 

https://gvid.tv/v/gXGGXu 
 

Keep these facts in mind as you watch this video of Hunter Biden accosting an escort. 
 

https://www.tmbfiles.com/keep-these-facts-in-mind-as-you-watch-this-video-of-
hunter-biden-accosting-an-es/ 
 

Hunter Biden Participates in Drug Trafficking. 
 

Leak Shows Hunter Biden Weighing Crack 
 

https://archive.ph/s4j1H 
 

Ketamine Treatments 
 

 

https://twitter.com/AZmilitary1/status/1545479448123920385/video/1
https://gvid.tv/v/k9LdQr
https://twitter.com/DrPeoplekind/status/1546554585203953664
https://gvid.tv/v/gXGGXu
https://www.tmbfiles.com/keep-these-facts-in-mind-as-you-watch-this-video-of-hunter-biden-accosting-an-es/
https://www.tmbfiles.com/keep-these-facts-in-mind-as-you-watch-this-video-of-hunter-biden-accosting-an-es/
https://archive.ph/s4j1H


Crack rock in an Hermes box. 
 

 
 

Clonazepam 
 

 
 
 Are we to believe that the Secret Service is vetting drug dealers and hookers? Or are we 
to believe that Hunter Biden is able to freely interact with drug dealers and pimps with no 
concern for national security? 
 
 These pictures and videos are only a small portion of the crack and hookers that are 
available, but it should serve to confirm how bad this problem really is and how much effort it 
takes for federal agencies to look the other 
 
 



Hunter Biden Is A Stalker 
 

Hunter has GPS trackers planted in women's cars and spies on text messages using 
"Flexispy". 
 

Purchase of Flexispy. 
 

 
 

Flexispy sends information to Hunter's email account. 
 

 



 
Hunter Biden has a friend plant a GPS tracker in another woman’s car. 

 

 
 
 
 

Hunter Biden Guns 
 

Hunter Biden lied on this Form 4473, there’s literally video evidence that he lied on this 
Form 4473 and nothing has happened to him. 
 

https://twitter.com/ArthurSchwartz/status/1546548987771101184 
 

https://twitter.com/ArthurSchwartz/status/1546548987771101184


 
 

Hunter Biden, on drugs, naked with gun. 
 

https://twitter.com/Hypn0Asp/status/1534211435307405314 
 

https://gvid.tv/v/s7euF5 
 

The closer you look, the worse it gets. 
 

 

https://twitter.com/Hypn0Asp/status/1534211435307405314
https://gvid.tv/v/s7euF5


Since January 2021 a former business partner of Hunter Biden’s personal attorney, 
Nicholas McQuaid, has been serving as #2 in the DOJ's criminal division. 
 

Principal Deputy Assitant Attorney General 
 

 
 

Susan Davies 
 

The "Find, Bury, Ignore" approach towards corruption by the FBI and the DoJ is also a 
subject worthy of several books of its own. Susan Davies has been helming the DoJ, in a shadow 
governor position, and she is worth a second look. 
 

Susan Davies is currently in power in a position that oversees virtually every case within 
the Department of Justice. Unfortunately, she has ties to Epstein, spook filled law firms, and Big 
Pharma. 
 

Obama Counsel Robert Bauer delegated primary responsibility for overseeing judicial 
nominations to  
 

Susan Davies, who led the judicial nominations team.  
 
 

Here they are, together, with Lisa Brown: 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 
https://i.imgur.com/lJJnWEb.png 

 

https://i.imgur.com/lJJnWEb.png


Susan Davies, '91: White House Veteran Makes Her Mark in Private Practice 
 

“Before Susan Davies, ’91, joined the Washington, DC, office of Kirkland & Ellis in 2011, she was 
deputy White House counsel, responsible for judicial selection. In addition to vetting potential judicial 
nominees and making recommendations to President Obama, she managed the Supreme Court 
confirmation processes of Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan. She was also considered the resident 
expert on intellectual property law in the counsel’s office, which she joined at the beginning of the 
president’s first term.” 
 

https://archive.md/ru9ap 
 

White House veterans headed to Harvard Law School 
 
 “Prior to her work in the executive branch, Davies served as: General Counsel and Chief 
Counsel for Intellectual Property for Sen. Patrick J. Leahy in the U.S. Senate Committee on the 
Judiciary; Senior Counsel for the U.S. Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division; Litigation 
Associate at the Sidley & Austin law firm in Chicago; Special Counsel to the President in 1994 for 
Judicial Selection; and as an attorney in the Office of Policy Development and the Office of the 
Solicitor General in the U.S. Department of Justice.” 
 

https://archive.md/EtH5X 
 
 When you need someone, specific, to blame for burying Hunter Biden’s corruption and 
the trail it leads to other corrupt individuals, blame Susan Davies. 
 

Susan Davies is currently one of your Shadow Governors (albeit glowing in the dark) and 
she needs to be held to task, because she sits in a Key Power position. All of your ire, directed 
at her, would make a difference in your daily life. This person is worth exposing, as they are a 
vehicle for sinister agendas; a unifying force of multiple avenues of corruption. 
 
 Merrick Garland Wants Former Facebook Lawyer to Top Antitrust Division 
 

“Davies first worked under Garland in the Clinton administration’s Justice Department, 
where Garland served as a deputy assistant attorney general. Garland was nominated to the 
federal bench by President Bill Clinton, and Davies left for a clerkship with Supreme Court Justice 
Anthony Kennedy, followed by a stretch at the corporate law firm Sidley Austin LLP, before 
returning to the Clinton-era DOJ as a top lawyer in the antitrust division. 
 

From there, she became general counsel and chief intellectual property counsel for the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, where then-Sen. Joe Biden was a former chair and remained a 
high-ranking figure. When the Obama administration took over, Davies was put in charge of 
selecting and vetting federal judicial nominees, a process that resulted in a remarkable tilt 
toward corporate attorneys. One study found that just 4 percent of President Barack Obama’s 
picks came from a public interest background. In 2011, she again left for the private sector, 

https://archive.md/ru9ap
https://archive.md/EtH5X


becoming a partner at the right-leaning firm Kirkland & Ellis LLP—at one point home to Robert 
Bork, a now-deceased conservative legal scholar and rejected Supreme Court nominee; Kenneth 
Starr, best-known for his role as independent counsel during Clinton’s impeachment and who 
has now joined Trump’s impeachment team; conservative Supreme Court Justice Brett 
Kavanaugh; John Bolton, a former national security adviser for President Donald Trump; Alex 
Azar, Trump’s secretary of health and human services; and Trump’s Attorney General William 
Barr—where she defended giant companies against antitrust enforcement, shepherding some 
of the largest mergers of the past decade and playing a major role in the consolidation crisis 
that President Biden’s antitrust division will be tasked with unwinding. 
 

https://archive.md/dzzbj 
 

Open Secret's "Revolving Door" report reveals some of Susan Davies' history. 
 

 
 

Why Is The Biden Administration Hiding Who’s Running The Department of Justice? 
 

“The American Prospect, Garland and the White House have been obscuring the political 
leadership of the Office of Legal Policy (OLP), one of the most powerful offices in the executive 
branch. 
 

“Susan Davies, a former corporate lawyer who spent years defending Facebook from 
antitrust lawsuits and regulatory scrutiny, has apparently been running the OLP since 
September 3, and will continue to do so until a permanent replacement is confirmed by the 
Senate. Remarkably, it took multiple Freedom of Information Act requests and queries over a 
span of roughly six months for the American Prospect to shake this information loose.” 
 

https://archive.md/KLJHq 

https://archive.md/dzzbj
https://archive.md/KLJHq


 
This is the person who wanted the FBI to target parents who disagreed with school 

board over reach across the country. 
 

“A federal civil rights lawsuit was filed Tuesday on behalf of a coalition of parents 
against Attorney General Merrick Garland, claiming that his recent memo directing the FBI to 
investigate and potentially prosecute “threats” leveled by parents against school board 
members is intended to chill speech.” 
 

https://archive.md/2mT65 
 

Sidley Austin 
 

If we look back to Susan Davies employment history, those of us who have been 
following the conspiracy community notice an all too familiar law firm; Sidley, Austin, et al. 
 

Sidley Austin has a close knit relationship with Big Pharma. The mention of Genentech 
caught my eye, as well. 
 

“As mentioned in the article above, Obama appointed an attorney from his former Law 
Firm, Sidley Austin to head the Office of Legal Council at the DOJ. Thus, demonstrating the 
revolving door!” 
 

https://archive.md/apOF8 
 

Some may recall that that both Barack and Michelle Obama were at Sidley Austin. It is 
through Susan Davies they currently pass along their rule. 
 

Another strange tidbit is that there was a helicopter crashed into the offices of Sidley 
Austin 
 

About 500 ft west of 6N5, at an altitude of 600-700 ft mean sea level, the helicopter 
reversed course, and flew erratically over Manhattan, before impacting a roof of the 54-story 
building at 787 7th Avenue. 
 

A pilot happened to crash into the same building as an HRC/Obama connected firm. 
 

NTSB Description: 
 

The helicopter flew erratically over the East River, changed course and altitude several 
times before making a 270° turn, which approached 6N5 from the west. 
 
 
 

https://archive.md/2mT65
https://archive.md/apOF8


 
 

And what is this, now? 
 

JPMorgan and Sidley Austin Were Involved in the Mysterious $6.7 Billion Company 
Chaired by Jeffrey Epstein 

 
“Jeffrey Epstein, the accused sex trafficker of underage school girls, presided over a $6.7 

billion offshore company as its Chairman from November 9, 2001 to at least March 19, 2007, a 
period during which he is accused of committing his sex trafficking crimes against minors. The 
company is Liquid Funding Ltd. and it had two offshore connections: it was incorporated in 
Bermuda on October 19, 2000 by the Appleby law firm, known for setting up offshore 
companies in secrecy jurisdictions like the Isle of Man, Guernsey, Cayman Islands, and Jersey. 
Liquid Funding’s investment manager was Bear Stearns Bank Plc in Dublin, Ireland – a non-U.S. 
regulated institution, which was later merged into JPMorgan Bank Dublin. 

A Securities and Exchange Commission filing by Bear Stearns, prior to its epic collapse in 
2008, indicated that Bear Stearns owned 40 percent of Liquid Funding Ltd.’s equity but the 
owners of the other 60 percent remain a mystery. The ratings firm, Fitch, reported in 2006 that 
the company had $6.7 billion in outstanding liabilities. What those liabilities consisted of and 
who paid them off when Bear Stearns collapsed remains largely unknown, although we did 
track down $364 million of Liquid Funding’s commercial paper stuffed into U.S. money market 



funds. Two of JPMorgan’s money market funds held a total of $100 million; two Dreyfus money 
markets held at least $139 million; and a Frank Russell money market fund held $125 million. 

Since our last report, we have uncovered new details from a report issued in 2004 by the 
Moody’s ratings agency. JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America and Natexis Banque Populaire 
extended the company a $250 million liquidity facility and Deloitte was its auditor. JPMorgan 
Chase is also listed as its “Security Trustee.” The large corporate law firm, Sidley Austin, was its 
legal counsel. 

We reached out to JPMorgan, Sidley Austin and Deloitte seeking information on how 
Epstein came to chair the company and additional details. Thus far, we have not received a 
response from any of the three. That the French bank, Natexis Banque Populaire, was part of 
the liquidity facility with two U.S. banks suggests that Liquid Funding may have had business 
dealings in France. Epstein has an apartment in Paris as well as mansions in Manhattan, Palm 
Beach, New Mexico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.” 

 
https://archive.md/E4Kz0 

 
The Company Under Scrutiny in the Jeffrey Epstein Case Has Semi-Nude Young 

Females on its Board of Directors’ Page  
 
“Mr. Epstein helped with the apparel mogul’s taxes, managed his stock investments and 

ran his charities and trusts. He also became president of a company Mr. Wexner set up to 
develop the town where he lives near Columbus, Ohio, a business document shows. 

“In 1991, Mr. Wexner granted Mr. Epstein authority to borrow money, pay expenses, 
sign contracts and handle other financial dealings on his behalf, according to power-of-attorney 
documents filed in Franklin County, Ohio. ‘He had absolute control of Mr. Wexner’s wealth,’ one 
person said.” 

 
https://archive.md/EzDfR 

 
As it turns out, Sidley Austin represents NXIVM, as well.  

 

 
 

https://archive.md/E4Kz0
https://archive.md/EzDfR


Side Note on NXIVM: 
 

NXIVM cult leader forces NXIVM members to watch snuff films and gang rape films 
provided by the Sinaloa Cartel in order for the members to attain the next level in the cult, DOS  
 

 
 

Multiple cartel members and Mexican officials are found to be in the NXIVM cult 
 

 



 
Multiple Hollywood actresses were also in the NXIVM cult, including Allison Mack who 

was taking pornopgraphic pictures of girls as young as 8 
 

 
 

Have you ever seen the NXIVM branding video? 
 

https://gvid.tv/v/OpwmTy 
 
Side Note on the Weather Underground: 
 

Bernardine Dohrn, employed by Sidley Austin, was a vehicle for intelligence assets 
within the legal world to get into power; from the Obamas, to many in government, in power, 
right now. Being tied to the Weather Underground raises some interesting questions and 
makes it clear the Weather Underground was an intelligence operation, all along. You should 
ask yourselves who you think they really work for, because they are still calling the shots. 
 

 

https://gvid.tv/v/OpwmTy


 
 

 
 

 
 



How did these people go from being hunted by the FBI to telling the FBI what to do? It's 
a question everyone should be searching for the answer to. Sidley Austin seems to have the 
same status as Perkins Coie, a law firm revealed to have a SCIF within their offices; a clear 
indicator that they are an intelligence agency cut out. 
 

Kirkland & Ellis 
 

What could Susan Davies' other law firm be connected to? 
 
DOJ Docs Show Rosenstein Advising Mueller ‘the Boss’ Doesn’t Know About Their 

Communications 
 
“The day before Mueller's appointment, Rosenstein emailed Kirkland & Ellis Partner, 

Mark Filip stating, "I am with Mueller. He shares my views. Duty Calls. Sometimes the moment 
chooses us." 
 

https://archive.md/VbVZ9 
 
 “Kirkland has represented many prominent and controversial clients, such as British 
Petroleum (in relation to the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill), Jeffrey Epstein, and Bain Capital. 
Prominent attorneys of the firm have included numerous conservatives and Republican 
administration officials, including United States Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh; former 
appellate court judge Robert Bork; Clinton-era Special Counsel Ken Starr; and various Trump 
administration officials, including former National Security Adviser John R. Bolton, former 
Attorney General William Barr, former Secretary of Labor Alexander Acosta, and Secretary of 
Health and Human Services Alex Azar.” 
 

https://archive.md/e5g5v 
 

Another corporate spook factory. 
 
 FBI's workspace at Democratic-aligned law firm raises conflict-of-interest concerns 
 
 “The workstation at Perkins Coie is one of several secure sites the FBI has scattered 
throughout Washington at private law firms, cyber security businesses, and third-party vendors. 
The stations, known as Sensitive Compartmented Information Facilities, or SCIFs, are designed 
for FBI officials and third parties to discuss and view sensitive materials without fear of spying or 
surveillance.” 
 

Big Law Revolving Door Report  (Link to pdf within archive)  
 

https://archive.md/eboBH 
 

Who does Susan Davies really work for?  

https://archive.md/VbVZ9
https://archive.md/e5g5v
https://archive.md/eboBH


Who’s Really Running Justice? 
 

“We found no evidence of Davies’s employment on the DOJ website and directories. In 
April, we sent a Freedom of Information Act request asking for rosters of every Justice 
Department division and office’s leadership. In the ensuing weeks and months, we received 
documents from many of those offices, but nothing from the OLP (or the other divisions for 
which the Office of Information Policy handles requests). In June and in August, we sent 
additional requests for any records reflecting any agreement to recuse from policy matters on 
which Davies is conflicted and for her personnel forms, respectively. No word came on either of 
those straightforward requests.” 
 

https://archive.md/Hao2A 
 

Zero Accountability 
 

The Accountant is worth looking into. Eric Schwerin is involved at every level. 
 

 
 

826DC Children’s Organization in DC 
 

 
 

https://archive.md/Hao2A


Presidential Pizza Invite: Comet Ping Pong; Maya Harris, sister of Kamala Harris, John 
Podesta and James Alefantis. Did Hunter Biden attend? 
 

 
 

 Another Hunter Biden invite to Comet Ping Pong. 
 

 
 

 
Another invite. 

 

 
 



 At what point are we allowed to ask which lobbying groups are also intelligence assets? 
 

 
 

 Hunter Biden is seemingly caught in a web of intelligence assets that use him as a front 
for greasing the wheels to their schemes that are mostly operating in plain sight. 
 
 The closer you look, the worse it gets. 
 
 I understand that people wave away this type of information as having too many 
degrees of separation and being too vague, but we have known examples of uncharged crimes 
happening and the censorship and intimidation against critics is measurable, from the federal 
level down to your local communities. 
 

Keith Ablow’s communications with Hunter also make it clear that Hunter and Keith, 
both, are under the impression Joe Biden has dementia.  

 
Drug addiction, or not, the stalking, trafficking, obsessive relationship with his underage 

niece (that many suspect is his daughter); the absolute privileged, entitled approach towards 
treason… Hunter Biden is not a sympathetic figure.  

 
Hunter Biden is a degenerate of the highest order who has access to the White House to 

the extent that he can guilt trip his father into changing US policy or keeping the DoJ at bay. 



 
The bottom line is that Hunter Biden is a national security risk and he belongs in prison. 

He will sell out your tax dollars and your children’s futures for hookers and crack. 
 

 
 
Gold Mines in Zimbabwe 
 

 
 



Here is Hunter claiming on Jan. 17, 2019, to Hallie Biden that he doesn't have a dime to 
his name. The next day, Joe wired Hunter $5,000 and Hunter bought a Russian escort for 
$9,500. 
 

 
 

Hunter Biden is naked except for this jacket 
 

 
 



“My pants fell off…..3 days clean.” 
 

https://twitter.com/CensoredMJ/status/1546148397865893888 
 

https://gvid.tv/v/gW6ktt 
 

The average person is not usually accepting of the idea that corruption is so widespread. 
Nor is the average person usually ready to believe that the protection of the corrupt is 
occurring at the highest levels of power and authority. Hopefully, the information I’ve 
presented, here, settles that in some readers’ minds. 
 

It is my hope that the foregoing is enough exposition to help the average person 
understand. Understanding comes a lot more easy when you have the first few pieces put 
together regarding how bad this problem really is; when you start to see “how the sausage is 
made,” so to speak. 
 

 
 

Having this information and watching these cover ups happen in plain sight, time and 
time, again; a reasonable person should be ready to give pause and begin to  wonder about the 
dark underbelly of what happens in order to control the levers of power with aims to 
intentionally sow disempowerment and division in every corner of the world. There is an evil 
behind it. Legitimate, true evil, where there are groups of people who do horrible things. 
 

Cult groups can engage in behavior that is so horrible that the average person does not 
want to believe these things are happening. I would like the opportunity to prove to you that it 
does, indeed, get much worse than what I’ve already shown you. But, to fully explore the 
depravity of some of these circles is hurtful to the soul and I will refrain from including the 
worst of it.  
 

My aim is to explain to the average person that some of these cults and the problems 
they pose are real and to demonstrate that they serve a purpose to the undeserving rulers of 
modern society. They are allowed and encouraged to exist. 
 

In my opinion, Hunter Biden is a sideshow. He’s the dumbest of the lot and he engages 
in corruption thoughtlessly, as if he should be perfectly entitled to casually commit felonies and 

https://twitter.com/CensoredMJ/status/1546148397865893888
https://gvid.tv/v/gW6ktt


commit treason. Hunter Biden is not some evil genius. He is enabled by a corrupt system that 
prefers the corruption and isn’t just looking the other way, but actively enables it. 
 

If Hunter Biden wasn’t addicted to crack and hookers; if he wasn’t completely insistent 
on constantly spending extravagantly; the corrupt forces of the world wouldn’t have any use for 
him. Hunter Biden is in a position to expose a massive amount of corruption and save the world 
from these psychopaths behind the scenes, but he chooses not to. 
 

But, there is a different, deeper evil that I’d like to tell people about and my experience 
has been that nearly everyone refuses to believe it without the context I’ve just provided. The 
ultimate result of this unchecked government corruption and lawlessness for the corrupt are 
horrors beyond imagining for some of their victims. 

 
 I don’t intend on showing you the gore; the “zambian meat” posts about cannibalism; 
the “femcann” groups soliciting people to eat their limbs; the face peeling videos; the human 
sacrifice videos or the rituals used to break human trafficking victims. They are all over the 
Internet. The Santa Muerta influenced cartels are not shy, at all, about showing their bloody 
cruelty. There are evidence logs in police stations with all kinds of videos of torture and snuff 
films that you can see to confirm this stuff is happening. It just isn’t housed anywhere for public 
consumption. 

 Perhaps that is with the best intentions in mind or cited, but the truth is that evidence 
should see the light of day, after an appropriate interval, so that people can know the extent of 
the horrors some groups can inflict on others. 

 Belgium had its own “Pizzagate” type scandal and subsequent cover up in what is known 
as the “Dutroux Affair” that revealed a kidnapping and torture network tied to government. 

 Dutroux and the 27 Dead Witnesses 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaf7q9RKjgo 

 The reason it is important for people of this generation to be aware of this case, that 
resulted in “The White March”, is because reviewing the anatomy of a child sex ring cover up 
informs us when it happens, in plain sight, in other instances and in other countries; much like 
examining the tactics of election thieves in other countries.  

 Confronting An Atrocity: The Dutroux Case 

“Also less well known is that at the same time as the Dutroux case was breaking police 
in Finland discovered a “massive computer library of child pornography that included pictures 
of torture, mutilation and cannibalism”. The owner was not arrested since distribution of child 
porn is a minor crime in Finland.” 

 https://archive.ph/aZzXY  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaf7q9RKjgo
https://archive.ph/aZzXY


The Great Multiple Personality Multi-Cult 
 

How many infamous cults can you count, off the top of your head? Bohemian Grove? 
Skull and Bones? Scientology? Heaven’s Gate? Branch Davidians? The Peoples Temple? The 
Manson Cult? Scientology? The Sullivanians? The Children of God? The Rajneeshpuram 
Community? Thelema? Aum Shinrikyo? Strangites? NXIVM? SNCTM? One Taste? The Family? 
The Process Church of the Final Judgment? 
 
 Whether you are an organized crime syndicate, an intelligence agency, or any kind of 
clandestine group, learning to keep secrets is paramount to your success. Having loyal followers 
who obey every command, unquestioningly, is part of that ability to keep secrets. 
 
 If you are a group that specializes in infiltration, your group members also need to have 
no qualms about doing and experiencing terrible things to infiltrate new groups. Fraternal 
groups all participate in some kind of hazing. Gangs “jump in” their members. Human trafficking 
victims are “jumped in” in a slightly different way.  
 

Forcing people to make a heavy emotional investment in joining your group also creates 
an internal bias in them to protect that emotional investment; essentially installing a “fallacy of 
sunk costs” into members’ personalities from the beginning. 

 
Beyond that, the US Government, with Tavistockian partners, engaged in a 

conglomerate of unethical human experimentation focused on mind control surrounding 
Operation MKULTRA, which was covered up by limited hangout investigation known as “The 
Church Committee.” 

 

 
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/hearings/95mkultra.pdf 

https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/hearings/95mkultra.pdf


 
 https://archive.ph/cjcqn 

 
 The secret behind the multi cult is that MKULTRA techniques are used to create assets 
that have multiple personality disorder, which is caused by torturing children, which is what the 
intelligence community is using to form cults that engage in clandestine activities, like 
espionage and blackmail, where members’ loyalties are unquestioning; lacking free will. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/cjcqn


 I think it says a lot about human nature that people are unwilling to accept this type of 
people programming is real; it’s a good sign that there are still a lot of good, normal people in 
the world. 
 
 But, it also prevents the right amount of outrage to act upon the information in a 
responsible way. The Dutroux Affair, for example, was the perfect hunting ground for multi-
lingual children to torture and split, as Belgian is centrally located in Europe and has three 
official languages. 
 
 If you were a global organization, like the UN, and you wanted to create loyal assets, 
how would you go about finding children to do that? 
 

 
 https://archive.ph/0pz7W 
 
 
 The curious case against Aya Hegazy and the Belady Foundation 
  

“According to the official account, Gouda, an Ezbet Abu Hashish resident, was looking 
for his runaway son. Galal, one of the local homeless children, told him that he had escaped 
from a foundation that gives shelter to homeless children in Tahrir Square, and that his son was 
there, and was getting beaten up by those responsible for the shelter. 

 
When Gouda went with the boy, his son was not at the apartment. On finding locked 

rooms that the foundation’s staff refuse to open, he left, scared. However, another child called 

https://archive.ph/0pz7W


Said begged him for help and to be saved from the abuse and torture there, so Gouda took the 
boy with him. He then called his relatives, who came and broke into the foundation’s office. 
They did not find Gouda’s son there, but they found another child, Mohsen, tied down and 
naked. And so Gouda headed to the Abdeen Police Station to file a report.” 

 
https://archive.ph/aQ59j 
 
In the video, a child victim of the fake "Biladi" association: "They used to let us practice 

homosexuality with each other." 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aebtkLCPuio 
 
Gomaa talks about the demonstrations in which he participated, how he and other 

children were paid to clash with the police and the military, and the sexual abuses he witnessed 
and was forced to take part in at the foundation. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aebtkLCPuio 
 
Hillary Clinton tried repeatedly to get Aya Hegazi, a clinical psychologist, freed, 

reminiscent of Laura Silsby. Strangely, it was Trump who freed Aya Hegazi. If The Dutroux Affair 
was the “Pizzagate” of Belgium, then the Belady Scandal was the Pizzagate of Egypt. 

 
One Voat user called the story “Trump’s Pizzagate.” 
 
Trump's Pizzagate: Aya Hijazi Sex Trafficker; Clinton Connection 

 
 https://archive.ph/dPDAT 
 
  

 

https://archive.ph/aQ59j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aebtkLCPuio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aebtkLCPuio
https://archive.ph/dPDAT


          
 
Voat User “ASolo” goes on to say, “Can't you see, the security services use sexual abuse 

and homosexual extortion on a religious level to get these terrorists to commit false flags, from 
the Bataclan, Omar Mateen to the middle east, beginning with these charities, NGO's, 
orphanages and 'humanitarian efforts'.” 

 
It happens to adults, too. 
 
OneTaste 

 

 
 
 “In OneTaste, Michal was constantly surrounded by people who were her colleagues, 
roommates, sexual partners, and, suddenly, closest friends. She was also $20,000 in debt from 
buying its classes. She was married during a two-week, $36,000-a-person retreat called the 
Nicole Daedone Intensive. By the time she and her husband left OneTaste a few months later, 
they’d spent more than $150,000. “The deeper I went, the more courses I did, the more I worked 



for them, the closer I got to Nicole—I knew I was doing something that later would be very 
difficult to unravel,” she says. “I knew I was losing control. In OneTaste, I’d done that again and 
again and again.” 
 
 “Many of the former staffers and community members say OneTaste resembled a kind of 
prostitution ring—one that exploited trauma victims and others searching for healing. In some 
members’ experiences, the company used flirtation and sex to lure emotionally vulnerable 
targets. It taught employees to work for free or cheap to show devotion. And managers 
frequently ordered staffers to have sex or OM with each other or with customers.” 
 

Cults like OneTaste and SNCTM serve as feeder cults for even more extreme cults, like 
NXIVM, which, itself, was a feeder cult for DOS. 

 

      
 

Anyone who tries to share a lot of specific information on cults will run into the same 
type of censorship problems that those posting about Hunter Biden have faced. Some basic 
OSINT reveal a lot of SNCTM email addresses were active even after the leak. 
 

In the US, the arrest of South Korean President, Park Geun-hye, and being deposed for 
cult activity went unnoticed in 2016; right around the time the emails of John Podesta were 
exposed to the world. 
 

Swirling Scandal Involving Shamanistic Cult Threatens S. Korean President 
 

”It goes beyond tinkering with speeches, however. This scandal involves not only tens of 
millions of dollars and charges of influence-peddling, but of spiritual guides from a "Shamanistic 



prophet," voices from the dead and — wait for it — dressage, the competitive form of horse-
dancing.” 
 

https://archive.ph/RADWv 
 

Eight fairies, siphoned money and a shaman fortune teller: South Korea's presidency 
'on the brink of collapse' 
 

“South Korea’s president is engulfed in a political scandal with plotlines straight out of a 
soap opera: rumours of secret advisers, nepotism and ill-gotten gains, plus a whiff of sex. 
There’s even a Korean Rasputin and talk of a mysterious clique called the “eight fairies.” 
 

https://archive.ph/O8vvZ 
 

What you won’t from mainstream media is the 8 Fairy Goddesses cult were also 
involved in a lot of corruption that was completely buried in the news. Leaders with cult ties in 
Central America cut deals to sell South Korea jade for pennies on the dollar. Samsung is also 
inextricably tied to the fairy goddess cult. Samsung Electronics Vice Chairman Lee was 
sentenced to five years in prison in August 2017. The South Korean Voting machines have been 
specifically targeting high conflict, low accountability countries. 
 

Cult ties to government corruption is nothing new, but I suspect most readers do not 
anticipate the extent with which NXIVM was allowed to spread. 
 

 
https://archive.ph/bZv3v 

https://archive.ph/RADWv
https://archive.ph/O8vvZ
https://archive.ph/bZv3v


Before people balk at the subject, I’ll remind you of a number of proven cults of great 
influence, as well a smaller ones. This subject has always been of great curiosity to those 
seeking to rule the world because no one is as loyal and obedient as a delusional cult member. 
Any efforts at asserting authoritarianism would naturally be inclined to exploit knowledge 
about how to make people fall into cult like behavior. 
 

This global effort seeks to make cult members of everyone and traumatizing people is 
central to that agenda. 
 

 
 

Dr. Ewan Cameron was the president of the Canadian chapter of clandestine scientists 
when he began unethical experimentation on children, later called "MK Ultra." But, again, this 
has black magic origins. Torturing a child in a specific way shatters their mind, as a defense 
mechanism, and creates multiple personalities. He was working for Tavistock, in a 
compartmentalized manner, who was working for Bob Bannerman and Morris "Morse" Allen of 
the CIA. They didn't just stumble across torturing kids; they merely studied a behavior that was 
already being done. 
 

 



Some young torture victims grow up to have eidetic memories. 
 

“New research has found that college students who experienced more trauma in early 
life tend to display a greater ability to control their memories. The study suggests that traumatic 
events can eventually result in some people being better at regulating intrusive and unwanted 
memories.” 
 

https://archive.ph/nCPxp 
 

In order to begin to understand the language of symbolism that cults use, it is essential 
to read a book from 1928. Helping the average person to understand the invisible layers of 
communication is beyond the scope of this piece, but you’ve seen how some of it works, by 
now. 
 

The piece that jumped out at a lot of people was the FBI document regarding logos that 
connected to organized pedophile rings. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/nCPxp


Personally, I don't think logos are enough evidence of anything, but these particular 
ones are definitely an ancient and common motif and it is definitely cause for pause when it 
comes to a lot of organizations connected to Frank Giustra, George Soros, Justin Trudeau, like 
the Elpida organization, "Dragon Dreamers," and many others. 
 

The glgarden spiral heart in heart logo seems to be prevalent among certain pedophile 
groups, as well. 
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/MIDWW 
 

LifeLine 
 

 
 

https://archive.ph/6ZBtF 
 

https://archive.ph/MIDWW
https://archive.ph/6ZBtF


I leave it to OSINT researchers to look into the logos, more, as they are an interesting 
visual challenge that isn’t easily searchable. The truth is that the FBI logos are all over 
orphanage sites all over the world. When the document went public, a lot of people were very 
alarmed at how prevalent the symbols were. It would be very troubling if they were all 
affiliated. Still, now that we all know that… why still use the logos? 
 

The spiral is a neolithic religious symbol that is likely a representation of the universe, 
eternity and "the infinite." From megalithic art on Malta, to ancient tombs in Ireland, there was 
definitely a cult or mystical aspect to the cult symbols we still see, today. My point is that the 
spiral has always been around. Alone, it is not enough to jump to conclusions. 
 

Forget about what you believe about the world around you and consider that there are 
many secret groups that have beliefs very different from yours and staying secret is what 
enables them to wield power over you. 
 

The CIA currently hosts a version of The Secret Teachings of All Ages by Manly P. Hall. 
My summary could not possibly do the work justice, suffice it to say that, whether or not you 
believe in the cosmology described, many secret groups, today, do hold these beliefs. Their a 
priori, wordless language of symbols constantly references and reuses expositive concepts to 
add depth and meaning the uninitiated and unaware might miss; a language of mimetics. 
 

Without any understanding of totems, rituals and beliefs from the past, the average 
person isn’t really able to see much beyond some coincidental juxtaposition. To many cult 
members, a single image can contain multiple sagas and larger than life concepts. Each leaf on 
The Mythological Tree, for example, is a whole set of knowledge on each leaf where the 
organization of the branches adds additional context. 
 

The Mythological Tree 
 

 



Keep in mind that cultists are not necessarily idiots and their beliefs are just as nuanced 
and grand as everyone else’s; but the blind obedience of followers is too tempting for the ruling 
class not to exploit. 
 

https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-
compound/E4/E4AAFF6DAF6863F459A8B4E52DFB9FF4_Manly.P.Hall_The.Secret.Teachings.of.
All.Ages.pdf 
 

A more mystical take on the shape of the atom: 
 

 
 

https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/E4/E4AAFF6DAF6863F459A8B4E52DFB9FF4_Manly.P.Hall_The.Secret.Teachings.of.All.Ages.pdf
https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/E4/E4AAFF6DAF6863F459A8B4E52DFB9FF4_Manly.P.Hall_The.Secret.Teachings.of.All.Ages.pdf
https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/E4/E4AAFF6DAF6863F459A8B4E52DFB9FF4_Manly.P.Hall_The.Secret.Teachings.of.All.Ages.pdf


A Steady-State Topologically Toroidal Universe: “A Torus”  
 

 
 

One might say the goal of these cults is the promise of reaching some version of 
perfection; godhood, in all conceivable forms, in all conceivable types of cults. 
 

The edges of this type of knowledge; taking these concepts to their logical conclusions 
and taking these practices to modern extremes… it leads to some dark places. If you are part of 
a group of people hell bent on world domination and morals do not stand in your way, you 
might start to be able to image where the cult behaviors will be taken. 
 



 



 



The Process Church of the Final Judgment was an artificial cult, raised up by Tavistock. 
Their purpose was to act as an elite arm of the Masons to infiltrate other cults and exfiltrate 
whatever rituals, beliefs and practices that Tavistock might find useful. 
 

Upon discovering the Process infiltrating his own organization, Scientology, L. Ron 
Hubbard expelled as many as he could find. The Process moved to absorb the Manson cult and 
other small groups before disappearing to Mexico to infiltrate and study Santa Muerta cults. 
 

 



L. Ron Hubbard had befriended Jack Parsons and they both dabbled in Thelema and 
were interested in performing their own rituals of power to test the dark knowledge they had 
acquired. 
 

Jack Parsons 
 

“Following some brief involvement with Marxism in 1939, Parsons converted to 
Thelema, the new religious movement founded by the English occultist Aleister Crowley. 
Together with his first wife, Helen Northrup, Parsons joined the Agape Lodge, the Californian 
branch of the Thelemite Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.) in 1941. At Crowley's bidding, Parsons 
replaced Wilfred Talbot Smith as its leader in 1942 and ran the Lodge from his mansion on 
Orange Grove Boulevard. Parsons was expelled from JPL and Aerojet in 1944 owing to the 
Lodge's infamous reputation and his hazardous workplace conduct.”  
 

https://archive.ph/S76xh 
 

After Jack Parsons was blown up, in his garage, his wife, now considered a resurrected 
Ereshkigal, teamed up with L Ron Hubbard before following The Process to Mexico to start 
breeding "moon children". There is a famous relief in the British History Museum showing off 
her owl, lion and snake servants. 
 

“In later Babylonian god lists Ereshkigal held a senior status among the underworld 
deities, ruling over the category of so-called "transtigridian snake gods". 

 

 
 

https://archive.ph/Wh93O 

https://archive.ph/S76xh
https://archive.ph/Wh93O


Sean Lennon, a bit of an expert on occultism (who is often happy to share fascinating, 
unexpected and bizarre little tidbits), wrote a song about Jack Parsons, called "Blood and 
Rockets” and performed it with the Lennon Claypool Delirium. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcOHiGonWwU 
 

Moon children are seemingly mixed race children who are supposed to be the "Space 
Race" to go live on the moon, and then propagate throughout the universe. Rather than 
possess a cultural heritage, they were to be patterned with a new religion; a meta religion, a 
multi-religion of traumatized children who had eidetic memories with a kind of basic 
assumptions about themselves, compared to all other people; who they're dependent on, who 
they should be afraid of, who they should fight and that they should not pair with anyone, as 
these ideas, if guided improperly, would interfere with enslaved perfection. 
 

Babalon Working 
 

“The Babalon Working was a series of magic ceremonies or rituals performed from 
January to March 1946 by author, pioneer rocket-fuel scientist and occultist Jack Parsons and 
Scientology founder L. Ron Hubbard. This ritual was essentially designed to manifest an 
individual incarnation of the archetypal divine feminine called Babalon. The project was based 
on the ideas of Aleister Crowley, and his description of a similar project in his 1917 novel 
Moonchild.” 
 

https://archive.ph/j0K5S 
 

NXIVM, I assert, is also an artificial cult. With ties to the Podesta Group, to CIA cut outs, 
to the cartels in Mexico, to Mexican presidents, to Roger Stone, to the FLDS, to human 
trafficking, imprisoning women, torture, mind control techniques, the Dalai Lama... it goes all 
over the place. 
 

The reason NXIVM’s leader, Keith Raniere, was served up to justice was because he was 
caught red-handed spying on Hillary Clinton and President of the World Jewish Congress, Edgar 
Bronfman, Sr., by installing keyloggers on Bronfman’s devices.  
 

My opinion is that Keith Raniere got too close a look through a window into the high 
cabal and paid the price. Prior to getting caught spying (which was likely his purpose, all along), 
Keith Raniere was above the law. 
 

These are the things they're willing to tell you about. The closer you look, the worse it 
gets. I won't bother with some of the more weird stuff, like patents on "Detecting a Luciferian". 
 

Sex Cult Used Spyware to Monitor Bronfman 
 

https://archive.ph/XASIi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcOHiGonWwU
https://archive.ph/j0K5S
https://archive.ph/XASIi


 



The children of Mexican Presidents were NXIVM cult members. 
 

 
 

Cult Leader Allison Mack Now Accused of Molesting Girl and Recording It 
 

 



Woman implicated in NXIVM sex slave case pleads guilty 
 

“A woman implicated in the sex-trafficking case against an upstate New York self-help 
group that's been compared to a cult has quietly pleaded guilty to conspiracy charges. Lauren 
Salzman, the daughter of NXIVM co-founder Nancy Salzman, pleaded guilty Monday to 
racketeering and racketeering conspiracy at a hearing that wasn't on the court calendar.” 

 
https://archive.ph/Kp7A2 
 

 
Seagram's heiress pleads guilty in NXIVM sex slave case 

 
“An heiress pleaded guilty on Friday in a sensational case accusing a cult-like upstate 

New York group of creating a secret harem of sex slaves for the group's self-anointed spiritual 
leader.” 

 
https://archive.ph/vs2gV 
 

 
Doctor tied to NXIVM sex cult has medical license revoked 

 
 “Brandon B. Porter, a former doctor at St. Peter's Hospital in Albany, violated 40 state 
and federal regulations, according to an investigation against him by the New York Department 
of Health. The department's investigation into Porter found that the doctor not only conducted 
unlicensed "human subject research," but that he failed to obtain proper consent from people or 
keep records from his supposed studies.” 
 

https://archive.ph/sJqtD 
 

 
Allison Mack is in 'active plea negotiations' to avoid trial for alleged involvement in 

NXIVM sex cult 
 
 ““Smallville” actress Allison Mack along with two other defendants swept up in the 
alleged sex trafficking conspiracy by the self-help group, that many call a cult, NXIVM may avoid 
their respective trials next month thanks to a plea deal. 
 

It was revealed in court that Mack and the others are in “active plea negotiations” as a 
fourth defendant, NXIVM co-founder and alleged ringleader of the cult, Keith Raniere, appeared 
in court to plead not guilty to child pornography charges related to the case.” 
 

https://archive.ph/u9id0 
 
 

https://archive.ph/Kp7A2
https://archive.ph/vs2gV
https://archive.ph/sJqtD
https://archive.ph/u9id0


 
 

 
Nancy Salzman would be taking a plea deal. 

 
 “So far, I predicted here on social media in July 2018 that several of my former 
colleagues had possibly been involved in improper visa dealings with #NXIVM. That was 
confirmed when the prosecution named my former colleague #FastNFurious U.S. Attorney 
Dennis Burke in documents in late December 2018.” 
 

https://archive.ph/pvNg7 
 

 
Former NXIVM 'slave,' 29, claims Smallville actress Allison Mack promised her cult 

leader would 'heal' her childhood molestation trauma 
 
 “Jay said that as a 12-year-old, she was repeatedly sexually abused by her uncle, and she 
was still nursing her trauma by the time she joined what she was led to believe was a women's 
empowerment group. 

The woman, who described Mack, 36, as her ‘grand master,’ said the 'emotionally 
abusive' former TV star told her that accepting the assignment to have sex with Raniere would 
heal her. 

‘This is going to help you get rid of all your sexual-abuse trauma,’ the witness quoted 
Mack as telling her, according to the New York Post. ‘And I give you permission to enjoy it.’” 
 

https://archive.ph/Jogo3 
 

 
 I did, once, come across a NXIVM Executive Car Service email address that was active 
after Raniere’s arrest. 
 
 

'NXIVM Is Not Dead': Neighbors Convinced 'Young Girls' Still Involved In Sex Cult 
 
 ““NXIVM is not dead,” a neighbor told Radar. “There is a lot of activity still going on.” 
The activity includes vehicles neighbors have never seen before driven by males coming to pick 
up “young female residents.” 

Additionally, a neighbor allegedly learned on Tuesday, July 2 that there is still a 
“townhouse filled with young women” in a community known as Knox Woods, where Raniere 
had a property he called “The Library” before it was seized by the feds.” 
 

https://archive.ph/T0IMV 
 

 

https://archive.ph/pvNg7
https://archive.ph/Jogo3
https://archive.ph/T0IMV


Clinton Arkansas Friend Richard Mays Exposed As Top NXIVM Cult Member 
 
 “Richard Mays, fromer justice of the Arkansas Supreme Court, participated in an 
interview with NXIVM cult leader Keith Raniere that has now been scrubbed from the Internet 
by Raniere…” 
 

https://archive.ph/bOjB0 
 

NXIVM sex cult actress Allison Mack weeps as she sings love song for ‘leader’ Keith 
Raniere on his birthday in creepy video footage 
 
 “Earlier this week Mack confessed to being part of DOS, admitting that she kept a 
"slave" and instructed women in the group "to perform services for me." 
Prosecutors allege that women in DOS were kept on starvation diets and groomed to have sex 
with Raniere. 

Former members of DOS have told how they were held down while they were branded 
with Raniere's and Mack's initials with a cauterizing iron. 

They were also forced to hand over damaging collateral such as naked pictures, 
confessions and financial information - as well as have sex with Raniere.” 
 

https://archive.ph/GcFPs 
 

Prosecutors Ask To Present Evidence That NXIVM Sex Cult Leaders Illegally Bundled 
Money For Hillary Clinton Campaign 
 
 “Witness testimony, corroborated by documentary evidence, will demonstrate that at 
least 14 members of the Nxivm community, including at least five defendants and co-
conspirators, made the maximum campaign donation to a primary campaign with the 
understanding that they would be reimbursed by Bronfman or Nancy Salzman.” 
 

https://archive.ph/c8tOU 
 

Court papers show Gillibrand’s father worked for Nxivm sex cult 
 
 “Her father Doug Rutnik came to work as a consultant for NXIVM. ... He was fired, they 
sued him, and they had to pay him $100,000,” former NXIVM employee Frank Parlato told Big 
League Politics. “Her father’s wife, her stepmother, was also a member of NXIVM. ... Doug got 
her into the cult, Gillibrand’s father got Gillibrand’s future stepmother into the cult. Doug left 
the cult because he was sued. Clare Bronfman, after her father was sued, donated money to 
Gillibrand. Gillibrand accepted it.” 
 

https://archive.ph/slMVJ 
 
 

https://archive.ph/bOjB0
https://archive.ph/GcFPs
https://archive.ph/c8tOU
https://archive.ph/slMVJ


Roger Stone Helped Take Down NXIVM 
 
 “Stone’s parting with Raniere was amicable. He convinced them that they needed a 
lawyer, not a lobbyist in their quest to indict enemies. 

After I turned whistle blower, Stone gave me information that aided my work in exposing 
the cult. I worked with him on exposing Raniere for weeks leading up to Raniere’s arrest and 
was with him at his house when we got the news that Raniere was arrested in Mexico. 
I did interviews from his home for many major publications and made appearances on InfoWars 
to push for the indictment of Clare Bronfman. 

To say Stone was a member of NXIVM, or had any role in aiding their nefarious deeds, is 
completely false.  To say he provided assistance in the Nxivm takedown is fair. 
He provided early warnings about Raniere’s general lack of honesty. He later aided me in 
getting the truth out about Nxivm. 

I want to thank Roger Stone for his help in taking down Nxivm.  All those who benefited 
by Nxivm going down, owe him a debt of gratitude.” 
 

https://archive.ph/FTEnR 
 
 Rothschilds, NXIVM Sex Cult Connected to Alleged Child-Trafficking Bunker Found in 
Tucson 
 

“The area in which a group of veterans claims to have found a child trafficking bunker is 
owned by CEMEX, a multinational building company partially owned by the firm linked to the 
NXIVM cult, Bronfman E.L. Rothschild L.P” 
 

https://archive.ph/R4V1h 
 

According to Jack Posobiec: 
 

“One month ago Eric Schneiderman suspended the NY investigation of the Nxivm sex 
cult.” 

“After Schneiderman suspended the investigation, it was found Nxivm was conducting 
illegal human experiments in NY” 
 

https://archive.ph/UKE65 
 
According to Infowars: 
 

“Branson endorsed one of Keith Raniere’s “empowerment” groups called the Ethical 
Humanitarian Foundation, according to its website.”  
 

https://archive.ph/g0TRN 
 

https://archive.ph/FTEnR
https://archive.ph/R4V1h
https://archive.ph/UKE65
https://archive.ph/g0TRN


The Finders 
 

This is around the time you start to lose most people. That's a good thing. Normal, 
healthy people don't want to think such dark things are possible. If you find it hard to believe 
NXIVM was real, (and most normal people would; requiring extra effort on sources) then you 
were never going to believe The Finders case.  

 
The Finders cult was a CIA run cult that had naked children, kept in cages, and 

participating, nude, in ritual sacrifices which were photographed and those photographs made 
it into the hands of police in Florida. 

 
The extent of the network was uncovered when the police hired a student from a local 

university to unlock an early version of a laptop. The Finders were already using Arpa Net to 
communicate via email with each other in the 80s and these electronic communications 
became the subject of international inquiry, as they were selling children. 

 
There are a handful of articles and, between those and the FBI Records Vault FOIA 

release, it is possible to use very basic OSINT techniques to track down the children, who are 
adults, now, today. Even a few of the mothers are easily found with LinkedIn profiles. 

 
Not only was the investigation buried in the 80s, when it happened, with 

documentation stating that it was “closed as an internal CIA matter”, when it surfaced again, in 
the 90s, Attorney General Bill Barr buried the case again. 

 
Aside from the child abuse, The Finders were also set about infiltrating and taking over 

local political structures of the communities they resided in. 
 
INQUIRY SPREADS ON 6 CHILDREN AND CULT 
 
“the evidence indicated that children were involved in rituals. They declined to comment 

on reports that the Finders were worshipers of the devil.” 
 
https://archive.ph/vZJPA 

 
 OFFICIALS DESCRIBE 'CULT RITUALS' IN CHILD ABUSE CASE 
 
 “Some photos visible through a bag carried from the warehouse at 1307 Fourth St. NE 
were wallet-sized pictures of children, similar to school photos, and some were of naked 
children. 
 

D.C. police sources said some of the items seized yesterday showed pictures of children 
engaged in what appeared to be "cult rituals." Officials of the U.S. Customs Service, called in to 
aid in the investigation, said that the material seized yesterday includes photos showing children 

https://archive.ph/vZJPA


involved in bloodletting ceremonies of animals and one photograph of a child in chains. Customs 
officials said they were looking into whether a child pornography operation was being 
conducted.” 

 
 https://archive.ph/bf8wN 
 
 The Finders were a cult founded in Washington, D.C. in the early 1970s by Marion 
Pettie. 
 
 “The two oldest children, referred to as "Mary" and "Max", were interviewed by law 
enforcement as the others were too young to properly communicate. It was noted that medical 
examinations of the children showed signs of sexual abuse and malnourishment as well as bite 
marks potentially belonging to an adult human. During the interview as well as eyewitness 
testimony from neighbors, it was discovered that the children were raised on a farm belonging 
to Pettie with little adult supervision, with there being twenty adults and one other child 
present. The younger children were observed to display behavior indicating they were not used 
to being in a house or using indoor plumbing, requesting to go outside to use the bathroom, or 
urinating in their pants (noted to lack underwear). "Max" had a poor concept of time. They 
explained that they were being “weaned” from their mothers and were rarely allowed inside the 
house, even sleeping outside. Neighbors observed that the children apparently lived in the 
farm’s watermelon field. Mary described Ammerman and Holwell as their "teachers", teaching 
them to read and "play games". One game involved disrobing a man, wearing his clothes, and 
going through his pockets for money (later revising her statement and asserting that only 
jackets were involved). The two reported seeing female members of the cult naked and believed 
this to be another game as well. When questioned about "bad touches" Mary denied sexual 
abuse but "became very fidgety and wanted to end the interview". At another Finders farm in 
Virginia, agents recorded cages on the premises with witnesses asserting they were used to 
keep children. The full medical and psychological reports are not available for public viewing as 
of 2022.” 
 
 https://archive.ph/fxbZq 
 
 Finders Member Says Group Doesn’t Perform satanic Rituals, Abuse Children 
 
 “The Finders cult, two members of which were found traveling in Florida with six 
disheveled children, does not perform satanic rituals or abuse kids, one of the group says. 
 
Robert Gardner Terrell, who said he owns a District of Columbia house that police said was used 
by members of the group, claimed, ″We are rational people″ and ″not devil worshipers or child 
molesters.″ 
 
The 1960s-style group is described in a court document as a ″cult″ that allegedly conducted 
″brainwashing″ and used children ″in rituals.″ 
 

https://archive.ph/bf8wN
https://archive.ph/fxbZq


But Terrell, 50, said in an interview published in today’s editions of The Washington Post that 
″anything we’ve done is based on the desire for the children to have the richest life they could 
have.″” 
 
 https://archive.ph/l7gp0 
 

The Finders' Keeper: An Interview with Marion Pettie 
 
 “When Martinez went to meet with Detective Bradley to review the case, he was 
directed to a third party who advised that all the passport data from the seized Finders material 
check out as legal According to Martinez, "the individual further advised me of circumstances 
which indicated that the investigation into the activity of the Finders had become a CIA internal 
matter. The MPD (DC metropolitan police) report has been classified secret and was not 
available for review. I was advised that the FBI had withdrawn from the investigation several 
weeks prior and that FBI Foreign Counter Intelligence Division had directed MPD not to 
advise the FBI Washington Field office of anything that had transpired." 
 

 The Justice Department released Martinez's report and other documents about the 
Finders when it opened a new investigation into the group's activities in 1993, in part to 
determine if the CIA had put the kibosh on the 1987 investigation. One memo claimed that the 
"CIA made one  contact and admitted to owning the Finders organization as a front for a 
domestic computer training operation, but that it had gone bad." The operation, called Future 
Enterprises, had hired a Finder, but dismissed him when his connection to the group was 
exposed. North Carolina's Democratic representative Charlie Rose and Florida's Republican 
representative Tom Lewis supported and publicized that investigation, as did a former CIA 
operative named Skip Clemens. 
 

The Finders have more-or-less rational explanations for even the most bizarre behavior 
attributed to them, especially in the context of a group that exists to challenge social 
paradigms. Even the goat sacrifices, known as "Goatgate" to the group, have been attributed to 
the Finders just play-acting at being witches and warlocks, another "game" to dumbfound 
lookers-on. Many of the Finders' games serve as parody or put-on. The store windows of its 
offices include strange scarecrow artifacts and bumper sticker slogans like "Call Police" with the 
letter "C" missing. The words "Promise Keepers" adorn the marquis of an old theater owned by 
the Finders, although their meaning-perhaps something to do with the manic Mtn of the 
infamous Christian movement Promise Keepers--is lost to strangers. Not all the weirdest at 
Finders HQ is Finders generated, however. Travelers arrive at Finders headquarter in Culpeper, 
Virginia, an hour and a half northwest of Washington, DC, via state route 666.” 
 

https://archive.ph/6IuRh 
 
 
 
 

https://archive.ph/l7gp0
https://archive.ph/6IuRh


FBI Releases Information on the ‘Finders,’ a Secretive Group Accused of Child Abuse 
 
 “The FBI unlocked its vault recently and released hundreds of documents related to the 
Finders and a Tallahassee child abuse case that sparked a bizarre federal investigation into 
allegations of Satan worship and child pornography involving an eccentric commune in 
Washington, D.C.” 
 

https://archive.ph/B2Lzn 
 

Virginia State Investigation 
 

 
 

The Finders: CIA Ties to Child Sex Cult Obscured as Coverage Goes from Sensationalism 
to Silence 

 
“Just months after Epstein’s death, in October 2019, the FBI began releasing hundreds of 

Finders investigation documents to their Vault. The publication sparked a storm of attention, 
but virtually no corporate press coverage aside from a piece by Vice, which framed any interest 
in the subject as a conspiracy theory.” 
 

https://archive.ph/n2AO4 
 

The Finders were funded by government contracts, with an example in the FBI file; 
Advanced Cybertechnology, Inc, in Rockville, MD 
 

 
 

 Given the government’s involvement and propensity to look the other way in the torture and 
breaking of children and adults to rob them of free will for the purpose of experimenting with mind 
control; is it really so crazy that DC elite like James Alefantis, David Brock and John Podesta aren’t also 
involved in this dirty business? James Alefantis practically brags about it on his social media. 

https://archive.ph/B2Lzn
https://archive.ph/n2AO4


Comet P1ng P0ng 
 
 P____G___ was, initially, described by propagandists as a “conspiracy theory” that 
“Hillary Clinton was trafficking children out of the basement of Comet Ping Pong.” In fact, 
nobody who had legitimate concerns about Comet Ping Pong ever said that. The fake 
“strawman argument” was propped up to be debunked. 
 
 But the debunking didn’t work. In fact, you now have propagandists working on 
“prebunking” “conspiracy theories” because, despite spending billions on mainstream media 
and grassroots efforts to stamp out common sense, millions of people are still very skeptical of 
government and media partnered narratives. 
 
 P____G___ was not a theory about children being trafficked out of the basement, it was 
a revelation of widespread corruption and politically protected pedophiles; from Goatgate to 
UkraineGate; from Dennis Hastert to Jeffrey Epstein. 
 
 Despite multiple communities being banned over the topic, 14,000 people still 
congregated on Voat to share OSINT on the cast and characters surrounding Comet Ping Pong. 
In order to discuss it online, in many places, you had to use codes, in order to avoid censorship. 
 

 
 
 https://archive.ph/7gat4 

https://archive.ph/7gat4


 
You dared not use the "P Word."  

 
P____G___ draws all the looneys out; the type of crazy person that will say anything to 

derail the conversation; the type of hand wringing that makes it obvious there is a cover up 
going on. 
 

David Seaman has alerts set up so that he is ready to respond to any P____G___ post 
within moments, to insert disinformation about James Alefantis being a Rothschild and 
intentionally, always, forgetting the fact that "I've never had an affair before" is the end of an 
email thread that describes providing three young girls for entertainment. 
 

The P____G___ terrifies shills and it terrifies elites such that they spent billions trying to 
bury the story and make it even seem dangerous to talk about. The over-the-top suppressive 
response was what drew a lot of people's attention. 
 

On Reddit, you can see the censorship at work; the most reasonable answer, awarded 
"Reddit Gold" is deleted. 
 

 
 

rareddit allows one to see what Reddit has deleted. In this case, we see that Reuters set 
of a "strawman argument" about a basement, while ignoring the real focus; the convicted 
pedophiles; the satanic imagery; the corruption. Reuters is a corrupt mouthpiece of the elite. 
 
 
 



 
 
Reuters recycled an old trope from another child sex story in Britain, "There is no 

basement, so there is no child abuse." The problem is that Reuters and James Alefantis lied to 
you. Why would they lie about a basement? 
 

 
 



P____G___ was going in all kinds of directions, rapidly, because there had been no time 
to do a cover up. In one property, Voat researchers claimed Google maps revealed a car with 
“Enrichment Corporation” tags. Why would someone who works in enriching uranium be at the 
“Pegasus Museum”, purportedly an art gallery, owned by James Alefantis? 

 
Ben Swann did a 5 minute run down, which is the best introduction to the issue: 

 
Here is the video: 

 
https://gvid.tv/v/XzjlMh 

 
Here is a screenshot of the opening: 

 
https://i.imgur.com/U6oQa28.png 

 
But notice he says, in regards to John Podesta's emails "none mention child sex 

trafficking". 
 

There is literally a file called "Italy Child Sex." There is the hot tub email. Ben Swann 
does a pretty good job of balancing what he is and isn't allowed to say, but his summary leaves 
a lot to be desired. 
 

 
 

He does mention the "code words." "Cheese pizza" has been used as an alternative way 
of referring to "child porn" on the Internet, for years. 4chan even organically invented a way to 
deal with "cheese pizza" threads, by inserting pictures of spider man to fill the threads to limit. 
 

"Dr. Pizza", a journalist with Ars Technica, staunchly denied Pizzagate was real, but was 
then caught as being a pedophile. Dojo Pizzeria was tied to an arrest. "The Pizza Connection 
Trial" involved using pizzerias for laundering money from drugs and human trafficking. There 
are plenty of red flags. 
 

https://gvid.tv/v/XzjlMh
https://i.imgur.com/U6oQa28.png


 
 

Megyn Kelly did the most unjournalistic interview, possible, of James Alefantis in order 
to help cover up the crimes involved. She leaves out the blackmail case, Laura Silsby, the pedo 
musicians (Sex Stains, Majestic Ape), the satanic imagery on Alefantis' Instagram, the babies, 
drugs and money on Instagram, and on and on. Megyn Kelly is not just the dumbest reporter, 
there is, she is intentionally blind to the obvious. 

 
Pizza shops have been notorious for use by money launderers in organized crime. 
 

 
 



It is worth noting that Alefantis allowed a camera into the pizzeria to show a bullet hole 
in the computer, claiming that it went through the door first... but there is no bullet hole in the 
door. 

 
 

 
 

Megyn Kelly expresses horror, sympathy over Pizzagate in first interview with Comet 
Ping Pong owner 
 

"And to be accused of being a pedophile because you have emails that talk about pizza," 
Kelly said, in utter disbelief. "When you run a pizza parlor. I mean, they're like, 'the word 'pizza' 
seems out of place' — it's really gone down the rabbit hole." 
 

https://archive.ph/mC7q7 
 
 Megyn Kelly uses another strawman and conveniently leaves out mention of the 
pedophiles who hang out at Comet Ping Pong. The DNC fundraising that goes on there probably 
should have been explored, a little, as well. 

https://archive.ph/mC7q7


 

 
 

A fake media narrative was set up that discussing this topic was dangerous, when they 
staged a scene where son of an FBI agent "show up" Comet Ping Pong. A "False Flag" shooting. 
 

The lie was obvious. Why would a "P____G___ Researcher" shoot a computer that 
supposedly housed all the evidence? 

 

 
 

Despite the suppression and spin of the story, it continued to gather steam on the 
Internet, resulting in entire communities being banned; tens of thousands of people blocked 
from viewing any content. 
 
 
 



Before Reddit completely banned P____G___ subreddit, this was one of the last posts 
(which was deleted along with everything else.) 
 

 
 



Given all of the corruption and cover ups we know about, it is no surprise that 
P____G___ has been reduced to nothing more than a footnote in conspiracy forums. But, when 
there are new developments, thousands of people take notice, though they no longer discuss it, 
from fear of being banned. 
 

The last corners of the Internet where people were allowed to discuss, were heavily 
shilled and monitored by SITE Intelligence Group (Mossad cut out that makes fake threat 
reports) and their allies, so that they could be labeled "extremists." 
 

Even in those dark corners of the Internet, the issues were still being pushed and still 
causing some progress to be made; if nothing else, then they at least continued raising 
awareness. 
 

 
 



Sodomy, bribery: The case against Terry Bean 
 
 “Terry Bean, the high-profile Democratic donor and activist, bailed out of jail the same 
day he was arrested Wednesday afternoon by Portland police. His lawyer, Derek Ashton – who 
was arrested hours earlier – also posted bail and was released from jail. 

Court documents say the men arranged a $200,000 payment to a 15-year-old boy to 
make sex abuse charges against Bean go away.  

Bean was arrested on a warrant accusing him of 2 counts of 3rd-degree sodomy — both 
felonies — and a misdemeanor sexual abuse charge on a case that was first filed in 2015.” 
 

https://archive.ph/n0UNJ 
 

Ed Buck Sentenced to 30 Years in Federal Prison for Providing Methamphetamine to 
Two Victims Who Suffered Fatal Overdoses 
 
 “At the conclusion of a nine-day trial in July 2021, a federal jury found Buck guilty of two 
counts of distribution of methamphetamine resulting in death, four counts of distribution of 
methamphetamine, one count of maintaining a drug-involved premises, and two counts of 
enticement to travel in interstate commerce for prostitution. 
 
            Beginning no later than 2011 and continuing through September 2019, Buck engaged in a 
pattern of “party and play,” in which he solicited men – some of whom were homeless or 
struggling with drug addiction – to consume narcotics that he provided and perform sexual 
activities at his apartment, a ritual that prosecutors argued was “more than a fetish – it was a 
lethal and unchecked pattern of reckless disregard for human life.” 
 

https://archive.ph/70944 
 

 

https://archive.ph/n0UNJ
https://archive.ph/70944


 
Adam Schiff and a Writer for "Lucifer" 

 

 
 

Adam Schiff. Ed Buck. Ted Lieu. 
 

 



P____G___ did not pop out of thin air. Not only was pizza already in wide use as a code 
word, John Podesta already had a reputation for being involved in blackmail rings. 
 

 
 

Comet P1ng P0ng already had a reputation of documenting wild parties. Nevermind, 
whether or not, that could be Hillary and Huma on a ping pong table; why would there even be 
two women dressed to look like Hillary and Huma on a ping pong table? And why would that be 
recorded and then rebroadcast at Comet? 
 

 
 



Notice the Pentagram on the Pizza, on the poster in the girl of the room who made the 
videos of "Sex Stains" at Comet. 
 

 
 

The research continued, but the astroturfing stuck to the same tired arguments that 
were now, officially, debunked. The connections kept rolling in. 
 

 
 



 Known pedophiles kept showing up in these social circles. Anthony Weiner. Dennis 
Hastert. Bill Clinton. Jeffrey Epstein. Rachel Chandler shows up, underage, with stars, politicians 
and, of course, Jeffrey Epstein. Rachel is considered by researcher to have graduated from 
taking occult oriented pictures to being a pimp. She considers herself a “casting director” for 
young models. 
 

 
 
P____G___ drew so many people not because of a basement, or a specific allegation; 

people were drawn in because it pulled together so many issues under one umbrella, resulting 
in a series of cascading epiphanies that was neurologically rewarding researchers. 
 

 



It is now deleted, but my recollection of when P____G___ "broke" was on the now 
banned "The Donald" subreddit, when, along with the realization that John Podesta and James 
Alefantis were connected in a number of ways (David Brock even claimed “John and Jimmy” 
were dating in a video interview); the "FBIAnon" post about Hillary Clinton being involved in 
human trafficking; the connection with Marina Abramovic and "Spirit Cooking"; and the "Edible 
Schoolyard"... The question emerged organically... 
 

 
 

"Are these people joking about eating kids?" 
 

 



This is what the media and government was really trying to hide. Whether it was true or 
not, people asking the question is enough to destroy nearly every single career politician, CEO 
and news outlet that helped cover it up; as well it should. 
 

 
 

All of the other corruption is bad enough, but these people are practically bragging 
about it on social media. 
 

 
 



In The Secret Teachings of All Ages, we are introduced to a number of ancient rituals 
that date back prior to the written word. One of these rituals was to be buried alive. One might 
say a sensory deprivation tank is the modern version, but we keep seeing child sized coffins in 
the social media of this group of people. 
 

 



 
"Marina" was who Hillary Clinton was printing classified material for. Here is Marina 

Abramovic with John of God, convicted of raping many women and selling babies. 
 

 
 

Marina with boy. 
 

 



 
Marina with girl. 

 

 
 

People have every right to question what is going on with these images. 
 

 
 



 



 
 

Note: Tamara Luzzatto (Sidwell Friends Alumn) is not actually their grandmother. But, 
she is in Sydney Blumenthal’s contacts, along with half of DC. The other half? Have her husband 
in their contact list. 
 

 



 

      
 

Marina and Rothschild in front of painting of Lucifer. Marina and Dr. Oz? 
 

    
 

Remember the Finders ritual? 
 

 
 



Many of the researchers on the Internet were correct and their research was borne out 
with the arrest of Epstein, Maxwell, Nygard, Brunel and others. 
 

Nobody was yet talking about Maxwell and Epstein stealing babies. 
 

 
 

The Finders files were not yet public in October of 2016. 
 

This story, though guessed at by P____G___ researchers, was also borne out. 
 

 



 
 
Secret CIA Files Say Staffers Committed Sex Crimes Involving Children 

 
 “Declassified CIA inspector general reports show a pattern of abuse and a repeated 
decision by federal prosecutors not to hold agency personnel accountable.” 
 

https://archive.ph/L6C9F 
 

CNN Producers were not yet arrested for trying to build their own sex slave networks. 
 
But that happened. 

 

https://archive.ph/L6C9F


 CNN Staffer John Griffin Charged With Enticing Moms, Daughters Into 'Sexual Activity' 
 
 “He allegedly used the applications to say that women should be "sexually subservient 
and inferior to men" and that a "woman is a woman regardless of her age. 

On these communication platforms, Griffin sought to persuade parents to allow him to 
train their daughters to be sexually submissive," the indictment said.” 
 

https://archive.ph/3n11T  
 

Another former CNN producer under investigation for child sex crimes 
 
 “The Fairfax County Police Department in Virginia confirmed to The National Desk that 
Rick Saleeby, a former producer with CNN’s “The Lead” hosted by Jake Tapper, is currently under 
investigation related to “serious allegations involving potential juvenile victims.” 
 

https://archive.ph/c13rY 
 

 

https://archive.ph/3n11T
https://archive.ph/c13rY


The IG report with emails from Comey's personal account had not been released, yet, 
when the deboonkers raged and wept. Horace Mann Elementary and Sidwell Friends are the 
two most likely schools to have been the subject of the email in Comey’s personal emails, as 
they are both connected to Comet Ping Pong via fundraising. Alice Waters? Tamara Luzzatto? 
Who sent the email to Comey? Someone who had Comey’s private email address. 

 
Another footnote in leak history was from Guccifer, who sent a letter to Fox News, after 

hacking Sid Blumenthal’s emails. The Internet has been almost entirely scrubbed of this letter, 
with even archive links missing. In 2013, after releasing Blumenthal’s contact lists and emails, 
and claiming to have accessed Hillary Clinton’s server, Guccifer was arrested. 

 
Cryptome.org houses the Blumenthal emails and contact list (which includes Alefantis 

and Luzzatto). 
 
“My will/intention was to fully expose the Illuminati/the Council, and their crimes, but I failed! 

Hillary Rodham Diane Clinton is one of the high priests, a goddess of this occult, satanic, shadow 
group. One must see this evil and profoundly corrupt ~~~ to understand what I am talking about. Though 
I know I invested a good deal of time & effort trying to expose the crimes of the Rockefellers, the Bush 
klan, the Clintons, and many others, maybe my skills (or lack of skills?) were NOT matching my faith. So, I 
apologize in front of the unknown soldiers who struggle to take this fight against the monsters to a 
glorious end. Many of whom risking their lives, while doing this behind computer screens, from inside or 
outside the system.” 
 

  
 

Romanian hacker Guccifer: I breached Clinton server, 'it was easy' 
 
https://archive.ph/DdTvm 
 

https://archive.ph/DdTvm


I know it feels like I’m jumping around a bit, but the juxtaposition is important. Pizzagate 
did not come out of nowhere. Prior to the Podesta emails; we already had accusations of 
government sanctioned child rape; already had accusations against Comet Ping Pong on social 
media; already had accusations of occultism against the cast of characters at Comet Ping Pong. 
The Podesta emails merely reinforced previous accusations. 

 
During the initial mass exposure, as a result of the leaked Podesta emails, the story ran 

like wildfire because there was so much original information and circumstantial evidence lying 
around in the wild. It boggled everyone’s minds that the FBI was incapable of missing all of this. 

 
The closer you looked, the worse it got. 
 
After the exposure, arrests, document releases and further cover ups were proven. 
 
Pizzagate was no longer just child trafficking with occult overtones; it involved money 

laundering and international politics and raised important questions about why high profile 
clients of Ghislaine Maxwell and Jeffrey Epstein are still uncharged. And, when anyone of note 
does get charged they either receive a slap on the wrist, or they die in prison (I know, I know… 
some say faked their deaths). 

 
I want you to conjure up two images in your mind. The first is the image of FBI portrayed 

by Hollywood; always catching their guy, always involved in stopping terrorists, always stopping 
serial killers, an organization that is a force for good. 

 
The second image I would like you to conjure up, and this will be more difficult, is an 

image of the FBI based on what exists in black and white text only; an organization that was 
founded by a cross dressing blackmailer, has been caught making fake news and making fake 
terrorists and never brings anyone of note to justice. In fact, they were likely complicit or 
completely responsible for the assassination of a number of activists on American soil. 

 
Even people who are aware of these two disparate sets of information still believe that 

some in the FBI are good and some justice is being done. It’s not. Forget what Hollywood has 
taught you about the FBI and the CIA. None of what Hollywood has shown you about these 
organizations is real, in any way, shape or form. The first impression you conjured was the 
product of very simple neurolinguistic programming and symbological “patterning”. 

 
Defense tells jury: FBI agents made up Whitmer kidnap plot to 'build their careers' 
 
https://archive.ph/vVfKw 
 
Why in the world does anyone trust the FBI, at all? They aid and abet child rapists. What 

is the point of paying tax dollars for protection when children aren’t being protected? Why are 
we sending enough money overseas to fix virtually all of America’s problems? 

 

https://archive.ph/vVfKw


 



 
Coleman Notes: 

 

 
 

The Anthony Weiner Laptop: 
 

 
 

Brett Blomme, a juvenile court judge, had not yet been arrested, where he and his 
husband were sexually abusing their adopted children and uploading the recordings of it to Kik, 
gave out kids, using the legal system, to his pedo friends. 
 

 



Epstein Didn't Kill Himself. But, someone went to a lot of trouble making a fake video to 
try and convince us he did. 
 

 
 

All of the evidence disappeared. 
 

 
 



"Minimum Security" Maxwell's Customers Are Still Free. 
 

 
 

A Mossad blackmail ring was, more or less, operating out in the open and anyone who 
complained about it was treated like they were crazy. This went on for decades, and, then, it 
turns out everyone who was complaining was, not only right, but that it was worse than anyone 
was willing to let on. 
 



 
 

Former Israeli Intel Official Claims Jeffrey Epstein, Ghislaine Maxwell Worked for Israel 
 

https://archive.ph/Sja88 
 

Former Spy Details Israel’s Main Motive Behind Epstein’s Sexual Blackmail Operation 
 

https://archive.ph/IeBgO 
 

Epstein's blackmail ring was never the only game in town. 
 

https://archive.ph/Sja88
https://archive.ph/IeBgO


Roy Cohn was another blackmail ring operator and mentor of Donald Trump.  
 

 
 
Jean-Luc Brunel: Epstein associate found dead in Paris prison cell 

 
https://archive.ph/2R41A 

 
Fashion Mogul Set to Face Sex-Trafficking Charges in U.S. 

 
https://archive.ph/nMs3v 

 
This all happened AFTER Reuters insisted that P____G___ was fake. 

 
Even prior to October of 2016, there was already a great deal of public information that 

should have been very concerning. There was plenty of reason to have legitimate concerns 
about Comet P1ng P0ng when some weird information started to come out. 
 

Before Comet P1ng P0ng made the spotlight, most people were not aware of 
information that was already available. 
 

Jeffrey Epstein was accused of sex trafficking young girls on his mysterious private 
island. Over 40 years ago, a different millionaire escaped justice in a stunningly similar case. 
 

https://archive.ph/8ivRh 
 

https://archive.ph/2R41A
https://archive.ph/nMs3v
https://archive.ph/8ivRh


Ghislaine Maxwell's father was an Israeli spy and she almost certainly inherited his 
blackmail operation. Robert Maxwell was also involved in text books for the US educational 
system and many other propaganda schemes. 
 

The “Anti-Extremism” Think Tank Started by Sons of Israeli Superspy Robert Maxwell  
 

https://archive.ph/lCvQ6 
 

Mega Group, Maxwells and Mossad: The Spy Story at the Heart of the Jeffrey Epstein 
Scandal 
 

https://archive.ph/A6dsG 
 

The Hellfire Club 
 

https://archive.ph/LrXni 
 

When James Jameson Bought A Girl Just To Watch Her Be Eaten By Cannibals 
 

https://archive.ph/3YT1d 
 

You will be cooked into a kebab if you are too uppity about it and the police will do 
nothing. 
 

 
 

Clinton's faith healer, Oprah's friend, John of God, with a baby farm and in jail for 
sexually abusing hundreds of women. The Chicago Ripper Crew. The Franklin Scandal. UN Child 
Sex Abuse. None of this stuff is new. 

https://archive.ph/lCvQ6
https://archive.ph/A6dsG
https://archive.ph/LrXni
https://archive.ph/3YT1d


 



 



 



 



 
 

 



Mishandling = Cover Up 
 

 
 

More cover ups. 
 

 



 
And more cover ups. 

 

 
 

 



 



Norwegian Police Arrest 20 Men in Pedophile Network Probe 
 
 “Floystad told reporters Sunday that many of the suspects are highly educated, and include 
lawyers and politicians. He said he could not reveal more details pending the conclusion of the 
investigation, known as "Dark Room," which began in 2015.” 
 

https://archive.ph/sAu38 
 

How many pedophiles are the Clintons tied to? I've lost count. 
 

 
 
 

https://archive.ph/sAu38


James Alefantis and David Brock 
 

 
 

Lawsuit of David Brock and James Alefantis 
 

 
 

 



Media Matters for America 
 

 



 
Exclusive Access to money laundering through art. 

 

 
 

Find the Company 
 
 “Transformer Inc is a Visual Arts Organization in Washington, District of Columbia. In 
2003, it received its exempt organization status from the IRS and now brings in $529,677 in 
annual income, primarily through program revenue.” 
 

https://archive.ph/IxB5d 

https://archive.ph/IxB5d


 
 

 Friends of Police (The same Police Department that covered for the Finders) 
 

 
 

Heather Podesta on the Board. 
 

 
 



But P____G___ was more than just about research into what was going on politically, or 
into James Alefantis obvious satanic proclivities and his obvious attraction to children. What 
was revealed was a dark nexus of media, politics and these weirdo cultists.   
 

There was a widespread epiphany of a great many people that this degeneracy was 
being intentionally pushed by people who were occultists and wanted everyone else wrapped 
up in their dark religion. And when we said, "No", they collectively lost their minds. 
 

It should also being concerning that Kamala Harris was tied to Comet, as well, and, 
seemingly, a top choice for John Podesta to run for office. Considering her ties to fake police... 
 

 

The Comet Ping Pong scandal brings us right into present day, with a Joe Biden 
experiencing dementia and high scandal, Kamala Harris, who no one voted for on the primaries, 
and no one voted for to be President, is a heartbeat away from the highest office in the land. 

 And it looks like John Podesta with Ann Getty may have been the most interested in 
getting Kamala Harris right where she is, today.  

Neera Tanden of the Clinton Foundation ntanden@americanprogress.org writes to John 
Podesta:  

“I'm not the diversity police but there is grumbling on the 4 white boys running next 
presidential cycle. So I recommend rolling out some people who look like the rest of America 
soon!” 



Three months later there was this: 

https://ballotpedia.org/Maya_Harris 

“In April 2015, Hillary Clinton named Harris as one of her three senior policy advisors. 
When she was hired, Vox looked at a white paper Harris published for the Center for American 
Progress, noting Harris interest in the potential impact of women of color on the 2016 election.” 

Per the email sent by Tanden they needed a token woman of color. Maya Harris fit right 
in and immediately ended up in an article that included Maya Harris in a “look at the people of 
color in the Hillary Clinton campaign.” 

In April of 2016, John Podesta officially signs up to appear with Maya Harris at Tony 
Podesta’s request and the funding for Kamala Harris pours in. 

Venable LLP     $87,075 

Creative Artists Agency   $85,650 

20th Century Fox    $61,685 

Google Inc     $58,885 

Cisco Systems     $53,414 

Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy   $52,800 

Endeavor     $48,450 

Akin, Gump et al    $46,029 

Votesane PAC     $43,240 

Hueston Hennigan Llp   $43,200 

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher   $42,200 

Ziffren, Brittenham et al   $41,600 

DLA Piper     $41,190 

Apple Inc     $40,332 

Robinson, Calcagnie & Robinson  $37,090 

Warner Brothers Entertainment  $34,900 

Dreyer, Babich et al    $34,700 

Alston & Bird     $34,560 

WarnerMedia Group    $34,400 

Huneeus Winery   $32,400 

https://ballotpedia.org/Maya_Harris


 Kamala Harris is included in an article about Ann Getty and is close enough that Harris 
attended a wedding with her, as well, where they scheduled the wedding around Kamala’s 
appearance. Kamala Harris and Maya Harris also attended a White House Dinner in 2009 with 
David Geffen. How early on was Kamala Harris selected for being a political puppet? Here she is 
in 2001: 

 

 Kamala Harris seems up for sale to the highest bidder, just like the Bidens, just like John 
Podesta. But, there are darker overtones with the secret police, suspicious death of 
“Grandmaster Henry X” and involvement with the social circle of Jussie Smollett, who faked a 
hate crime to “bad jacket” Trump and prop up a lynching bill. 

 

 

 I am of the opinion that faking a hate crime to stir up tension is a hate crime. 



The Great Home Invasion 
 

Resisting these forces in from coming into your own home is becoming increasingly 
difficult; particularly if you have children. You will face tantrums for banning material all the 
other kids are watching, trying to steer their diet correctly, trying to keep them away from 
sugar, Internet porn, agitation propaganda and direct attacks, if you step out of line, politically. 
  
 Are they coming for your kids? Yes. I think we’ve established that shadowy groups rape 
kids while government officials look the other way. 
 

 
 

The pedophiles reading to kids in drag is nothing new to anyone. 
 

 
 



Drag Queen Story Hour 
 

 
 

Alberto Garza 
 

 



William Dees 
 

 
Sasha Sota 
 

 



It's not just in the libraries you take your kids to, it has completely saturated the 
educational system. 
 

First, they come for anyone who isn't on board with the politics of the teachers unions. 
 

The National Union for Teachers is headed by Randi Weingarten, who has a strong 
desire to push the LGBT agenda on children. 
 

      
 
Then, we have organizations, like the ADL, who have questionable origins and foreign 

ties, inserting themselves into our schools with the same agendas and taking tax payer dollars 
for it, which detracts from actual education of children. 
 

The ADL is running an extortion and racketeering scam against your schools and with 
hundreds of schools, across the nation, each paying $30,000.00 or more at a time for these 
"educational resources", this racketeering operation is worth millions, per year. 
 

All it takes them is a little fake news; like Jussie Smollett. 
 

If you complain about this, you are labeled "domestic terrorist” by actual terrorists. 
 
 



National School Boards Association is Blasted for Labeling Parents "Terrorists." 
 

https://archive.ph/JNqpJ 
 

AG Paxton Sues Biden Administration for Silencing Parents, Labeling Them “Terrorists” 
 

https://archive.ph/J6BCl 
 

I, personally, was reported to the FBI, as well, and taunted about it from slimy political 
operatives, like Brian Trotier; who was also placing "Racism Lives Here" signs on the lawns of 
anyone he didn't like. I never even attended a school board meeting. 

 

 
 

I became suspicious of our school board when they protected a pedophile, where school 
officials repeatedly ignored explicit warnings and where the person abusing a student did not 
have to register as a sex offender. 
 

The best friend of the student in question was so ignored by school officials, that, when 
she saw her friend kissing the teacher on campus, immediately went and got the police. The 
police arrested him on campus. 
 

Ex-Coronado High Basketball Coach Sentenced for Sex Charge Involving Student 
 

“San Diego Superior Court Judge Michael Popkins declined to impose sex 
offender registration at the sentencing hearing but left the option open 
should Bucklew violate the terms of his probation.” 
 

https://archive.ph/tZH6R 
 

https://archive.ph/JNqpJ
https://archive.ph/J6BCl
https://archive.ph/tZH6R


The reason this story was extra suspicious, beyond bending over backwards to protect a 
sexual relationship between a teacher and underage student, was that a political opponent was 
targeted by the school board in a previous year and falsely accused of being a pedophile, where 
the school's overreaction was obvious and, later proven in court. 
 

Coach speaks out about defamation suit against the Coronado school district 
 

https://archive.ph/imbIv 
 

The school board is simply incompetent and not to be trusted, given their track record 
of having zero discerning abilities when it comes to child predators. 
 

Not only is the school board in Coronado incompetent, it is also corrupt. 
 

In order to cram the ADL's costly "No Place For Hate" program down the throats of 
parents and students, Coronado had its own version of Jussie Smollett, only her name is 
Whitney Antrim. 
 

School board member, Whitney Antrim, and her friend, together, staged a fake hate 
crime to make national news; "The Tortilla Incident" where students were framed and decried 
for being racist, their championship stolen from them and a banning from future 
championships. 

 

 

https://archive.ph/imbIv


Like the corrupt FBI, Whitney Antrim has a direct line to journalists, where emails prove 
she was steering the coverage intentionally to paint innocent children as “racists.” Whitney 
Antrim has the contacts to call up agit prop mobs to the school to cry about racism and draw 
swastikas on school property. 

 
Whitney Antrim is pure evil. Why would she falsely paint a group of largely black and 

Hispanic students as “racist”, instruct journalists to make it national news, then call anyone who 
criticized this behavior a “domestic terrorist”? 

 
Whitney Antrim belongs in jail. 

 
Coronado Mayor Demands School Board Apologize for Condemning Team Over 

Tortilla Incident 
 

https://archive.ph/d9McD 
 

Students were photographed and became fodder for death threats from pro "White 
Genocide Groups", calling children "bleach demons" and calling to "Kill the Koronado Kolonizer 
Kidz." 
 

 

https://archive.ph/d9McD


How would you feel if "The Black Hammer" was calling for the death of your children? 
Whitney Antrim thinks it's fine. 
 

As it turns out, The Black Hammer has some sickos involved in their organization. 
 

2 members tied to extremist group arrested in bizarre SWAT standoff in Fayetteville 
 
 “They face numerous charges including kidnapping, false imprisonment, aggravated 
assault and criminal street gang activity. 

Romain also faces two counts of aggravated sodomy. 
“This is just going to build me up at the end of the day,” Romain said in a livestream at 

the scene Tuesday, according to a post on Twitter by someone with the handle Digital 
Proletariat.” 
 

https://archive.ph/RFEXH 
 

Keep in mind, students did not bring or throw tortillas; it was a union stooge named 
Luke Serna who is in his 40s and has no children. He went to high school with Coronado School 
Board member, Whitney Antrim; was photographed with Whitney Antrim and her children just 
prior to the Tortilla Incident and text messages reveal that Whitney Antrim and Luke Serna 
were in communication immediately after the incident, as well, referring to their "little 
advisor", who is, almost certainly, Brian Trotier. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/RFEXH


Whitney Antrim was, seemingly, taking orders from political operative and BLM 
supporter, Brian Trotier; a truly slimy bunch that have no compunctions about threatening old 
ladies and harassing political opposition with illegal and unethical tactics. 
 

‘Racism Lives Here’ campaign signs appear in Coronado 
 

https://archive.ph/qcJZS 
 

Whitney Antrim insulted every child in the city, calling them racists and repeatedly used 
her media hounds to drum up fake attention. If that is how this woman feels, then she has no 
place on the school board. A person who is naturally inclined to attack children is not a safe 
person for the schools. 
 

Whitney Antrim should apologize, at least, but she won’t. Whitney Antrim should resign, 
but she won’t. Whitney Antrim needs to be recalled and investigated for RICO crimes. 
 

A school board member who uses false reports to the FBI about parents, because they 
disagree with her, is not fit for office. I believe this troubling behavior from Antrim is a sign of 
protecting a much deeper layer of corruption.  
 

The Coronado school board also employs Internet shills via Raindrop marketing. 
Raindrop marketing is also hired by the City of Coronado and many entities within the city. 
 

Raindrop Marketing 
 

https://archive.ph/lWdpo 
 

Online, there are only a few communities that are reliable for Coronado residents to 
interact and the largest, by far, is "Coronado Happenings." However, if you say anything that 
isn't approved by Democrats, you are banned from the community, meaning that your voice, in 
the city, as a whole, is greatly diminished relative to those who stick to the shill scripts. 
 

 

https://archive.ph/qcJZS
https://archive.ph/lWdpo


 
Just after exposing Raindrop marketing as running interference for corrupt activities, it 

took only several minutes for them to hunt down the source of the information, create a new 
account and send a death threat. 
 

 
 

Could it have been someone other than Raindrop? Maybe. This person had a fake 
Facebook account under the name "Mike" that also sent harassing messages when criticism of 
Raindrop began. Either way, this was a person who was emotionally involved in local politics, 
was a fan of Whitney Antrim, knew Raindrop Marketing existed (thus, the username), and 
didn't like the OSINT material being posted on the Internet. 

 
Psychos like Brian Trotier will harass old ladies in town, so maybe it’s him. Brian Trotier 

also belongs in jail. 
 

 



 
Just like when posting about Hunter Biden and showing verified data, speaking up about 

local politics and what goes on in your school triggers an international response from 
clandestine groups and groups that the average person knows nothing about. 
 

Whitney Antrim is part of this international apparatus and puts their agenda before the 
local children's education. You will get harassed, threatened, dragged into court; Whitney 
Antrim, herself, will get involved in your family matters and try to turn the entire town against 
you.  
 

It's pure evil and it's in your homes and it's something your kids are beset upon by every 
day. 
 

And this is far from the only instance, in our country. From the top, down, we have a 
heavy push of agendas that are designed to destroy basic assumptions and will result in a 
complete destruction of our quality of lives. It's already happening. 
 

The closer you look, the worse it gets. 
 

The web of slime traces all the way from the halls of power, to your students' 
classrooms and into your living rooms and the slime is spending more and more time right in 
your face, every day, without respite.  
 

People like Whitney Antrim are part of a new world order that needs to be rejected. 
Unelected foreign agencies have no place in our governance. When Whitney Antrim serves 
these foreign agendas, she serves a seditious RICO conspiracy to intimidate and harass those 
who just want a normal life; those who want to be left alone by foreign powers. 

 
 
 
 

       
 



Novus Ordo Seclorum 
 

It translates to "New World Order" and it is printed on your money. 
 

 
 

The New World Order's conspiracy isn't that hard to understand.  
 

They just want all your money and all your freedom for themselves and they are willing 
to say anything to trick into believing it is in your best interests. 
 

The people who have put themselves in charge of every aspect of your life, in order to 
monetize it, did not earn their place. They were born into it. Their authority is illegitimate. 
 

 
 
 



 The new world order spends all of your tax dollars on enslaving you and keeping your 
voice out of the Great Conversation. If there was any time to speak up, it’s now. 
 

Thanks for reading. 
 

Walter O’Shea 
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